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ABSTRACT 

Outdoor and EnvIranmenta.1 Education Centres: A Case Study of Strathcona Park 
Lodge and Outdoor Education Centre, Bdtish Columbia, Canada 

h a  Zanovelfo 
July, 1999 

Prepared in pmal fulfillment of the requirements for the degree Master ofEnvironmenta1 
Design (Environmental Science), in the Faculty of Environmental Design, The University of 

Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, Canada. 

Supervisor. Michael Robinson 

This Master's Degree Project examines the case of Strathcona Park Lodge and Outdoor 

Education Centre as a special place in nature. The Lodge is located in the heart of Vancouver 

Island, British Columbia, Canada, proximate to Strathcona Provincial Park and Upper Campbell 

Lake. This research seeks to explore the role of outdoor and environmental education centres in 

mmecting people with nahrrt, by providing environmental awareness, teachings, and 

experiences. The objective of this research is to explore viable business practises for a family 

owned and operated outdoor and environmental education centre. This research is based on the 

case study methodology, where participant observation research techniques are utilised. Issues 

related to the importance of outdoor and environmental education centres and relevant to 

Strathcona Park Lodge and Outdoor Education Centre are identified based on s i te  observations, 

key informant interviews, end questionmire data Recommendations are developed in the hopes 

of improving the significant experiences of guests, managers, staff members, and outdoor 



instructon as they participate in hard and soft outdoor activities in nature. The five key issues 

are Mr. Jim Boulding; generational succession in family business; leadership training; outdoor 

education programmes; and social central hub. The most important recommendations clustered 

around these issues are incorporating sensory education skills in the training of outdoor and 

education leaders; designating a social centml hub for mingling and socialising; creating a 

memorabilia annual reunion where past employees of the Lodge could reminisce about the 

Lodge and recall Jim Boulding anecdotes; efforts to maintain open lines of communications; 

and reintroduce a programme focusing on soft outdoor skills. 

Key Words: nature; humanism; Strathcona Park Lodge and Outdoor Education Centre; 

environmental stewardship; community; ecological identity; significant experience; Jim 

Boulding; sensory outdoor education; outdoor enviro~lental education. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Nature 

Nature is wonder, beauty, spirituality, and sacredness. Nature is teacher and freedom. Nature is 

the known and unknown calling to us. Why does a poster or picture illustrating a natural 

landscape, such as a water fall, a stream or crashing waves, a forest blazing with bright warm fall 

coioun, a simple delicate yet strong flower, or a majestic snow-capped mountain, have such a 

calming effect on us once gazed upon? Why do we tend to take deep breaths absorbing fresh 

smells emanating from the earth, from nature, invigorating our lives? We are so tempted to 

touch that earth, grab a h m m  and feel its richness as the earth falls through our fmgers to the 

ground Have you ever sat quietly in nature and listened to the many different songs and sounds 

whispered by its living inhabitants? Or have you ever wondered why the sound of waves, strong 

and powem or soft and calm, soothes our stresses? All our senses seem to become aroused 

when we connect with nature. Metmer (1995: 66) suggests "...we are part of nature; we are in 

the Earth, not on it We are like the cells in the body of the vast living organism that is planet 

Earth." When children use all of their senses - touching, hearing, seeing, smelling, and e g  - 
while in nature, they are in effect founding and exploring a relationship with nature. As children 
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become adults, those estranged fiom nature can more easily reacquaint and identify themselves 

with the land's familiarities. 

As adults, we often think back to a time in our childhood where nature possibly played a large 

part in our lives. A 'special childhood place,' as Thomashow (1995: 9) calls it, "fonned through 

our connections to the earth via some kind of emotional experience, the basis of our bonding 

with the land or the neighborhood" Children have the opportunity to learn from and experience 

nature by playing in a special place. Unfortunately, some special childhood places no longer 

exist Due to the rampant trend of economic development and pollution, the wetland where you 

once led great excursions became an asphalt parking lot; or the woods where you once climbed 

trees has been logged; or the field where you once ran wild and free turned into a residential 

development. Perhaps your current special place will face the same fate as the ones described 

above; hopellly not. Returning to that place which had such powerful meaning and seeing the 

land changed so dramatically, we cannot help but feel a sense of loss, sadness, and despair. 

Fortunately, there are some people who value a relationship with nature and believe that a 

presence of nature in our lives is vital. They fight for conservation and educate the public 

through their writings, as well as their participation in their communities, occupations and 

professions, and environmental organisatiom. 

Thomashow (1995: xiii) believes "that people begin to consider how their actions, dues, and 

ideals are framed according to their perceptions of nature." He 4 1 s  this 'ecological identity 

work,' which "uses the direct experience of nature as a hmework for personal decisions, 

professional choices, politid action, and spiritual inquiry." He is not alone in sharing this 
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belief. As the reader will discover in Chapter 2, mnly writers believe that people need to feel a 

connection to nature in order to feel whole, to find their true self, to nourish their souls, and to 

realise that they are a part of the earth. Among several special places in the world, there is one 

place we can go to, to rekindle a lost relationship with nature, or to experience nature. This 

special place is called Strathcona Park Lodge and Outdoor Education Centre (SPLOEC), and it is 

located in the heart of Vancouver Island, British Columbia, Canada (see Map 1). 

1.2 Background 

Jim and Myrna Boulding have created an outdoor 

and environmental education centre in the image 

of a rural village. This community, named 

Strathcona Park Lodge and Outdoor Education 

Centre, is located on the shores of Upper 

Campbell Lake and at the entrance of Strathcona 

Provincial Park (SPP). The historical information 

on SPLOEC is taken fkom the following sources: 

documentation collected throughout the years by 

Myrna Boulding and fiom the contributing authors 

in Baikie and Phillips' Strathcona: A History of 

British Cotmb in 's First Provincza/ Pork ( 19 86). 

Jim and Myrna Boulding 

Source: Unger 1986: 110. 
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:ation of Strathcona Park Lodge and Outdoor Education Centre 

Source: MapQuest Maps. April, 1999 
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According to Walton ( 1986: 103), Strathcuna Lodge was originally built in 1 930 for the Henning 

Bergs, American millionaires who summered on Upper Campbell and Buttle Lakes during the 

1930s. Then, the Lodge was purchased, sometime between the late 1930s and early 1950s, by 

Mr. and Mrs. G. Wittaker, of Victoria, who used the place until it was purchased by the B.C. 

Power Commission in 1956. In 1956, the British Columbia (B.C.) Power Commission also 

purchased privately owned land along the shoreline of Buttle and Upper Campbell Lakes in 

order to create a large watershed to provide much needed power for the northern part of 

Vancouver Island. Myrna Boulding's father, Wallace Baikie, and his two brothers, Jack and 

Harper, owned a logging company, the Baikie Bros. Logging Company, as well as land on the 

shores of Buttle Lake. The Baikie brothers wanted to salvage some of their buildings, bunk 

houses, and the cook house. They purchased Strathcona Lodge from the B.C. Power 

Commission, sometime between 1956 and 1958. After the Lodge was purchased by the Baikie 

brothers, the building needed to be moved due to the flooding of Upper Campbell and Buttle 

Lakes by the B.C. Power Commission. The Baikies shoved enormous cedar logs beneath the 

Lodge creating a raft. The building floated for nearly 13 months until the water level stabilised. 

At this time, Mr. Baikie sold the building to his daughter, Myma Bouldhg, and her husband Jim 

Boulding. With the help of family and many fiends, the Lodge was 

W e d  with big cats and winches out of the water and up the hill on the east shore of Upper 
Campbell-Buttle Lake, The log raft became a wooden sled. With ropes, cables and winch- they 
inched the Lodge up the &ill on the east shore of Upper Campbell-Buttle M e ,  anchoring it with 
winches to sturdy tree stumps. ('WaIton 1986: t 06) 

The Lodge found its new resting place about 92 metres above the water line, and was positioned 

to take full admtage of the lake h n t  and mountain valley views, where Strathcona Lodge was 

renamed Strathcuna Park Lodge (SPL). Once the Lodge was cleaned and scrubbed, "months 
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were spent building a lower storey, extending each side of the Lodge, adding a reception hall, a 

larger kitchen coffee shop, and extra bedrooms" (Walton 1986: 106). 

Since 1948, when he was 16 years old, Jim Boulding had a dream of operating an outdoor 

education programme for boys and girls. He led his first horse trip up Mount Revelstoke at that 

time. Jim Bodding's dream became a reality when he and Myma Boulding acquired Strathcona 

Park Lodge and five acres in 1958. Between the years of 1958 and 1972, Strathcona Park Lodge 

hctioned as a summer fishing and resort Lodge. During the school year, Jim and Myrna 

Bodding were teaching high school in Campbell River. In 1972, the Bouldings officially retired 

from their teaching careers and moved to the Lodge permanently, where the outdoor and 

environmental education centre was launched full-time. Operating a family owned business was 

a great challenge to the Boddings and was a new and risky venture for them to undertake. 

However, they were committed to making the 'village' of Strathcona Park Lodge work. Shortly 

after launching the Lodge as an outdoor and environmental education centre, the Bouldings 

faced a challenge when the main Lodge burned down in 1973. They decided to rebuild, and a 

new administration building was completed in 1974. 

All buildings in the SPL village were made from local materials and built by traditional and 

modem skills and tools. During the construction phase of the village, Jim Boulding invited 

many of his former high school students to volunteer their rime in order to construct buildings 

during weekends and holidays. This activity not only helped young people to keep physically fit, 

they also learned basic building skills. Courses offered at Strathcona Park Lodge through the 

Environmental Resource Centre in 1974 included proper use of the hand saw, ry and adz, in 
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addition to power tools and the maintenance of generators. Groups also learned how to construct 

shelters, cabins fiom local materials, stone-masonry, building foundations and chimneys, and 

home-made stoves. They learned practical and hdamental 'community-based' techniques in 

order to live well in a place. Hard outdoor skitls were also taught, such as canoeing, kayaking, 

and mountain-climbing. 

The environmental teaching methods of Jim and Myrna Boulding differed fiom other outdoor 

education centres, in that they essentially taught humanism through hard skills. They believed 

that adventure-type activities were a means to serve a higher end: humanism, generosity of 

spirit, and a love for the land Jim Boulding was a great humanitarian and charismatic person. 

These qualities emanated fiom him and were felt by everyone around him. Quoted in the 

Nootka News, May 2 1, 1986, Jim Boulding commented: 

Sunival can be six people paddling a canoe, but if it is, it is because this is an exercise in humanity. 
We could have thrown you off a boat, to swim ashore and rub two sticks together.. . but it's not too 
miistic. Stressful shutions develop the senses and sham awareness, but most of all, to survive 
one must develop one's humanism (cited in Bailde and Phillips 1986: 113) 

The teachings of Jim and Myrna Bouldmg's humanism is what brings those who experienced 

SPLOEC in the 1970s and the 1980s, back to this  special place year after year. People could 

learn how to canoe or kayak at any outdoor centre. However, they could learn how to canoe and 

kayak as an exercise in achieving humanism, at probably a few places, including Strathcona Park 

Lodge and Outdoor Education Centre. Jim and Myma Boulding's strong sense of honesty, 

hospitality, environmental concern, and willingness to share their values and beliefs with 

strangers, created a place different h m  other outdoor education centres. Guests at SPLOEC 
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became extended members of the Boulding farni!y, members of their village. Strathcona Park 

Lodge village symbolises what Jim and Myrna Boulding stood for; in essence a part of their 

souls can be felt and seen in every part of the village. 

Jim and Myrna Boulding envisioned and believed their role to be to teach people to appreciate, 

respect, and love wilderness. Furthermore, they saw themselves as environmental guardians of 

their neighbour, Strathcona Provincial Park. The naturalist and author Roderick Haig-Brown, 

from nearby Campbell River (Map I), shared his philosophy with the Bouldings: people living 

near nature places are their stewards and protecton, because they w e .  ". . . Somebody's got to 

live out here who cares about the environment" (Jim Boulding, cited in Miller 1986: 108). Jim 

Boulding died Muy 7h, 1986, at the age of 54, after a two-year battle with pancreatic cancer. 

Three days later, the Boulding' e~vironmental stewardship efforts and their teachings of respect 

for nature, were rewarded by their receipt of the prestigious Heaslip Award, for conspicuous 

environmental service (Friends of Struthconu Newspaper 1 9 86). 

Today SPLOEC is a thriving and profitable family business, covering 170 acres of land The 

Lodge employs roughly 60 staff membea each year, receives 5,000 outdoor education students 

and 2,500 tourists every year (collected documentation from Myrna Boulding). While Myrna 

Boulding conhues a semi-active role in the business as the president, the Lodge is successfuuy 

operated by her son Jamie Boulding and his wife Christine Clarke. Additionally, the family 

opened a mountain ski lodge on Mount Washington, on Vancouver Island, in December, 1997. 
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1.3 Statement of the Research Question 

This Master's Degree Project (MDP) consists of a case study of Strathcona Park Lodge and 

Outdoor Education Centre, a family owned and operated outdoor and environmental education 

business. Berg ( 1998: 2 12) defies a case study as 

...g athering enough information about a particular person, social setting, event, or group to permit 
the itsexher to ~Ezcti~zly ilnderstand how it operates ar funitioilj. . . . Cis* S I U ~ ~ Z S  may fam5 cjfi 
a single individual, a group, or an entire community. 

A case study of a community involves understanding interactions in that community, the 

behaviours and attitudes of community members, and what binds members together (Berg 1998). 

This MDP is a case study of the community of SPLOEC and this project attempts to answer the 

following research question: 

" W k t  are viable business practisesfor a family owned and operated 

outdoor and environmental education centre?" 

Essentially, the difficulty of operating a profitable business while maintaining Jim and Myrna 

Bodding's humanism as the core philosophy at SPLOEC is explored. 

SPLOEC's &st generation operators (Jim and Myrna Bodding) struggled financially, according 

to past Lodge employees interviewed. Yet their teachings of an appreciation for nature were 

very successfbl and they were probably ahead of their time (Friends Sfrathcona Nauspaper 

1986). Jim and Myrna Bodding not only taught the 'how to7 hard skills required in outdoor 

adventure activities, they also stressed humanism, other values, generosity, and a love for nature 
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in their teachings. The impressions and effects of SPLOEC motivated many participants to 

return the following year. In t e~ewee  V* declared that "... teachers who brought students up to 

the Lodge to participate in programmes in those days [1970s and 1980~1, would usually return to 

the Lodge with their families, for their holidays. " Another interview participant, interviewee w 

stated: "1 go bock like once a year. usually once a year.. . " Since the early 1980s, a folk music 

weekend organised by SPLOEC regularly welcomes many old familiar faces. Interviewee U 

states: 

... I 've been involved every year for fhat. It 's been 14 years I guess, ... A lot of people have come 
back year, ajler year, ufrer year. ... In the earlzer years, it was more like an alumni reunion, 
because the people who 'd been ihere in the '70s developed a really strong fmi ly  feeling ... 

The second generation (Jamie Bolilding and Christine Clarke) is successful financially and now 

achieves a profit on operations every year, according to testimonies from those interviewed. 

However, the 'how to' hard skills in courses are much more emphasised compared to the past. 

While these skills are important to learn, a possible insufficiency in conveying past beliefs and 

values (instilled by Jim and Myrna Boulding) is observed in the current outdoor leaden' 

environmental teachings. Their motivations and focal interests tend toward teaching hard 

technical skills, such as paddling, rowing' rock climbing, rappelling, etc. The wonder and 

mysticism of nature, as well as the value and appreciation for nature, seem to be secondary to the 

adventurous excitement of risk-taking. 

Interviewee pseudonyms were utilised for anonymity reasons. See Chapter 4, Section 4.3 for W e r  explanation. 
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1.4 Outline of the Mastefs Degree Project 

This MDP contains six chapters, including this introduction, a literature review, a research 

methodology, the case study in question, a summary and discussion of principal issues, and 

finally, recommendations relating to issues revealed in Chapter 5. As well, a brief epilogue 

concludes this MDP. 

This first chapter comprises the introduction of the project The importance of nature and its 

relationship with human beings are identified. A brief description and historical account of 

SPLOEC is provided and the Bouldings' philosophy concerning the Lodge and environmental 

teachings is noted. The research question and MDP objectives are identified, as well as the 

layout of the MDP. 

The second chapter introduces a literature review. The literature review examines relevant 

topics within the following themes: nature and science; nature and human beings; the notion of 

community; family business; sustainable tourism; and outdoor and environmental education 

centres. A brief assessment of the literature review ends the second chapter. 

The third chapter explains the research methodology utilised in this MDP, including the use of 

qualitative social science research methods, such as the literature review, participant 

observations, and interviews. Questionnaire sample methodology and data analysis are also 

explained Difficulties encountered during the research process for this thesis are identified. A 

summary of the chapter concludes this third chapter. 
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The case study is discussed in the fourth chapter. Site observations are reported, as is 

information gathered fiom key informant interviews and questionnaire responses. A brief 

description of the questionnaire sample is provided, as are questionnaire data. A short summary 

brings this chapter to a close. 

The fifth chapter presents a summary and a discussion of this thesis around several issues. 

Common issues resulting from site observations, key informant interviews, and questionnaire 

data are reported The ten most important issues are andysed. Finally, a concise summary 

restating the issues concludes this chapter. 

Chapter six answers the research question: ''Whal are viable business practises for a family 

owned and operated outdoor and environmental education centre?" by offering 

recommendations addressing each issue discussed in Chapter 5. An attempt is made to link the 

environmental philosophy of the first Boulding generation to the financial success of the second 

Boulding generation. Recommendations aim to retain Jim and Myrna Boulding's environmental 

teaching values in a society that equates learning environmental appreciation, values, and 

spirituality with adventure and risk-taking activities in nature, as well as believing the latter are 

the most valuable lessons nature has to offer. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

21 Introduction 

A literature review was conducted for this Master's Degree Project to explain several important 

issues introduced in Chapter 1. Each of the following sections identifies a particular theme 

relevant to answering this MDP question, thus leading to a better understanding of the numerous 

components within an outdoor and environmental education centre. This chapter consists of 

eight parts, including this brief introduction. The second section discusses science in nature, 

exploring four concepts: ecophilosophy and ecosophy, ecopsychology, and biophilia. The 

relationship between nature and human beings is discussed in the third section by an 

examination of nature as a sacred place, nature as a special place, and the natme-human 

relationship. The notion of 'communi@' is explored in the fourth section of this chapter. The 

fifth part identifies several definitions of a family business, as well as advantages, problems, and 

generational succession dealing with family relationships while operating a family business. The 

sixth part of this chapter introduces trends in sustainable tourism, as well as positive and 

negative aspects of this concept The role of outdoor and environmental education centres is 

examined in the seventh section, and three different types of outdoor and environmental 
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education centres including Strathcona Park Lodge and Outdoor Education Centre are presented. 

Finally, a brief summary concludes the literature review chapter. 

2 2  Nature and Science 

It may be more appropriate to think of ourselves as a mode of bemg of the Earth, 
than a separate credture living on the Earth. 
Earth does not belong to us, it is us. 

Elizabeth R o b ,  uGaian Buddhism" in Hewt of the hnd.  Essays on LMt Great P k s  

The only true joy on earth is to escape from the prison of our own false self, 
and enter by love into union with the Lik Who dwells and sings with the essence of every creature and in the core of 
our own SOUIS. 

Thorns Merton, N m  Seeds of Cantemplation 

This section explores the relationship between nature and science and considers ecophilosophy, 

ecosophy, ecopsychology, and biophllia. These concepts are introduced in this MDP because 

they proclaim a notion that human beings cannot obtain a healthy 'self until they begin restoring 

health to the planet This section examines the overall concept of the relationship between 

human beings and nature, because outdoor and environmental education centres could contriiute 

to restoring a link between human beings and nature. This researcher believes that these centres 

could provide an opportunity for people to re-establish their relationship with nature. 

Subsequently, people could feel as though they are once again part of all living species on earth 

through sensory and environmental education 

Ecophilosophy and ecosophy explore the link between human beings and nature (Naess 1990; 

Thomashow 1995; Fox 1990). Ecophilosophy is a philosophy which takes into consideration 

the notion of human beings and nature, as well as their relationship to wilderness; namely 
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co~ec t ing  human beings with nature. Naess (1990) refen to ecophilosophy as a field of study 

concentrating on philosophy with respect to nature. He defines ecosophy as "a philosophical 

position or point of view" (Naess 1990: 37) mindful of relations between human beings and 

nature. Naess defines ecophilosophy as 

the udkation of basic concepts from the science of ecology - such as complexity, diversity, and 
sym-biosis - to clh? the plm of our species sfthin natuli *haugh the process of working out a 
total view. (Naess 1990: 3) 

Ecosophy is an approach to discover the self as a part of the biosphere, where human beings 

consider themselves as a part of the process in the biosphere; they do not see themselves outside 

of nature or different from nature. Thomashow (1995: 21) interprets Naess's viewpoint of 

ecosophy as a "self-realization occurring as a process of identification with nature." Moreover, 

Thomashow adds: 

... the ego is a merit of a larger whole, and through our identification with greater wholes, we 
see that we are more than just our egos, but aspects of a more inclusive process, the biosphere 
itself.. . (Thomashow 1995: 21) 

Naess states: 

. . .the ecosophical outlook is devedoped through an identification so deep that one's own self is no 
longer adequately delimited by the pasonat ego or the organism. One experiences oneself to be a 
genuine part of all life. ( N w  1990: 174) 

The ecosophy concept places human beings on the same level as all other living creatures and 

beings on this planet, thus as a part of the biosphere. This revelation allows for people to realise 

that there is a "greater whole" (Thom8show 1995: 21); that of the biosphere. 

Human beings have been progressively isolating themselves fiom nature throughout the years. 

Rural areas, villages, and f d n g  communities have not been very successful in competing 

against the lure of urban centres to younger generations. Leaving these communities and the 
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land, people are sadly losing a strong bond to the earth and to nature (Hillman 1995; Harper 

1995; Roszak 1992). Human beings cannot deny that they share a bond with nature and that 

being tied to the earth brings sanity in their lives (Thomashow 1995; Brown 1995; Gray 1995; 

Roszak 1992; Orr 1994; Harper 1995). Some authors suggest that nature acts as a nurturing 

parenc comparing nature to a mother figure (Naess 1990; Roszak 1995; Shapiro 1995). 

Alienating ourselves from nature could cause destructive behaviour and perhaps even self- 

destruction (Harper 1995: 184). 

The joining of psychology and ecology brings forth the concept of ecopsychology. It is defined, 

interpreted, and discussed by several authors (Thomashow 1995; Naess 1990; Brown 1995; 

Hillman 1995; Roszak 1992, 1995; Gray 1995; Harper 1995; Shapiro 1995; Kellert 1997; 

Mack 1995; Ulrich 1993; Om 1994; Kanner and Gomes 1995). Hillman describes psychology 

as: 

the study or order (logos) of the soul (psyche). This implies that all psychology is by dehhion a 
depth psychoiogy, first because it assumes an inside intimacy to behavior (moods, reflections, 
f8masies, feelings, images, thoughts) and second, because the soul, ... has been defined as 
immeasurable deep and uniocated. (fiillman 1995: ~6)  

Ecopsychology is a science that attempts to heal the soul by using unorthodox means. This 

therapeutic method treats a person's sanity ''within an environmental context" (Brown 1995: 

mi). Thomashow interprets Roszak's view point that "the purpose of ecopsychology is to create 

a new domain of study which liberates people to discover the various ways that they can connect 

with the earth" (Thornashow 1995: 22). Harper, an American and director of Earthways 

Wilderness Journeys, as well as a wilderness programme coordinator at Esalen Institute and an 

instructor at Colorado Outward Bound and the National Outdoor Leadership School (NOLS), 
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refers to "wilderness therapy" or "wilderness practice" as an ecopsychological method favouring 

a natural setting much more closely conformed to "the natural habitat that has always been used 

by traditional cultures for healing the troubled soul" (Harper 1995: 183). 

Many authors suggest that the relationship between human beings and nature is imbalanced 

(Brown 1995; Harper 1995; Kellert 1993b, 1997; Roszak 1992; Wilson 1993,1996; Orr 1952, 

1994; Glendinning 1995; Abram 1996; Gardner 1998). These authors believe that urbanites 

have a stressful lifestyle and stress is increased as nature progressively becomes less rneaninml 

in their daily lives. They are Mher  removed from nature due to the effects of city sprawl, 

despite the notion that nature plays a large role in healing the sod and reducing stresses (Roszak 

1992; Brown 1995; Kanner and Gomes 1995; Harper 1995; Metmer 1995; Thornashow 1995; 

Naess 1990; Glendinning 1995; Wilson 1993, 1996; Oa 1992, 1994; Kellert 1993a, 1993b, 

1997; Gardner 1998; Abnun 1996; Clark 1998; Mack 1995; W c h  1993). Stresses tend to 

disappear upon entering nature. Most people have always been drawn to nature, finding its 

smells, sights, and sounds soothing to daily stresses and problems (Harper 1995; Spretnak 1990; 

Kellert 1997; Ulrich 1993). Certain individuals feel invigorated and alive in nature. They 

return to their urban lives with a sense of wholeness and aliveness. 

Being in nature invites a person to solitude, where he or she could contemplate and meditate on 

life, beliefs, and priorities, as well as on spiritual meaning (Kellert 1997; Spretnak 1990). John 

(Fire) Lame Deer, a Siow medicine man, cited in Mack (1995: 282), believes 

To come to nature, fixi its power, let it help you, one n d s  time and patience for that. T i  to 
think, to figure it all out. You have so W e  time for contemplatioq it's always wh, rush, rush 
with you. It lessem a person's life, all that grind, that hurrying and scmying about. 
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In Earth in Mind: On Education Environment, and the Human Prospect, Orr clearly shares the 

opinion of Harper (1995) and Metmer (1995), when he states that nature is a part of us: 

It (biosphere) is within us. ... We are of the earth, our flesh is grass. We live in the cycle o f  birth 
and death, growth d decay. Our bodies respond to daily rhythms of light and darkness, to the tug 
of the moon, and to the change of  seasons. The salt content of our blood, our g d c  similarity to 
other life forms, and our behavior at every turn give us away. We are shot through with wildness. 
Call it biophilia (Wilson, 1984) or the ecological unconscious (Roszak, 1992). the earth is inscribed 
in us, we are of the earth. We have an &ty for nature. (Om 1994: 204) 

Souls cannot be healed without including nature and the earth in psychological therapy. 

"Ecopsychology brings together the sensitivity of therapists, the expertise of ecologists, and the 

ethical energy of environmental activists" (Brown 1995: xvi). In order to heal society's ills, 

people must begin by healing the earth, by including nature in their life. Only then will souls 

begin to feel healthy again and linked to nature. People will realise that they need once again to 

live as a part of nature, as a part of the biosphere (Brown 1995; Gray 1995; Hillman 1995; 

Biophiiia refers to the biological attraction that human beings share with the earth. Biophilia is a 

notion that explains human beings' attraction to and need for nature. Biologist Wilson was the 

first to speak of the biophilia hypothesis (Kellert 1997). Kellert explains the hypothesis: 

The hypothesis suggests that the widest valuational with We and lifeWre processes 
(ecological fhctioar and struchircs, for example) bas c o d d  distinctive advantages in the 
human evolutionary struggle to adapt, per&, and thrive as individuals and as a species. 
Comrmdy* this notion intimates that the degradation of this human dependence on nature brings 
the increased Wrelibuod of a deprived and dimini&d cx~*stence - again, not just materially* but also 
in a wide variety of affixthe, cogritive, and evaluative nspecw. The biophilia notion, therefore. 
powafJy asserts that much of the human seanb for a coherent and fbMUhg acbstence is intimately 
dependent upon our relationship to natureturc (KclIert 1993b: 42) 

Humanity's ancestors had a deep and rooted knowledge of the land As hunter-gatherers and 

agriculturists, they lived as part of the earth, more specifically their direct survival depended 
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upon their familiarity with the land (Harper 1995; Kellert 1997; Wilson 1993; Goldsmith 

1993). In Lond of the Spotted Eagle, Luther Standing Bear, a Sioux author, interprets his 

ancestors' values with regard to nature: 

We are of the soil and the soil is of us. We love the birds and beasts that grew with us on this soil. 
They drank the same water as we did and breathed the same air. We are all one in nature. 
Believing so, there was in our hearts a great peace and a willing kindness for all fiving, growing 
things. (Standing Bear 1978: 45) 

Human beings have evolved and survived through many revolutions, discoveries, and 

modernities. However, evolution does not lessen human being' dependency on nature 

(Goldsmith 1993; Kellert 1997; Orr 1992). 

Biophilia, ecophilosophy, ecosophy, and ecopsychology are exciting and innovative concepts. 

Unfortunately, these fields are still young. The authors mentioned th~oughout the section must 

continue to be vigilant in communicating their message of ecophilosophy, ecosophy, 

ecopsychology, and biophilia through published writings, their professions, and their 

environmental work in society. Brown (1 995: xvi) comments: 

At the heart of the coming mvironmcntal revoiution is a change in values, one that derives fiom a 
growing appreciation of our dependence on name. Without it there is no hope. In simple terms, 
we cannot restore our own health, our sense of well-being, unleas we restore the health of the 
planet. 

Whether the link between human beings and nature is referred to as, biophilia, ecosophy, 

ecohilosophy, or ecopsychology, these concepts have one common correlation, that human 

being are connected to nature and they cannot be healthy separate &om the land 
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23 Nahve as a Special Place 

Nature is something else than w e  klieve 
It has sod, it has freedom, 
It has love, it has language. 

Tiutchev, 'Tempel eller verkited' [Temple or workplace] Ergo 

1 was born a thousand years ago, born in the culture of bows and arrows. .. 
born in an age when people loved the things of nature and spoke to it as though it had a soul. 

Chief Dan George, epigraph in Edward Goldsmith, The Wq: An Ecalogi~~ti World-View 

This section describes nature as a special and sacred place for all living beings. This introduces 

the notion that nature has a soul. This researcher explores a journey into wilderness 

encompassed with reflection, contemplation, and spirituality through a review of the literature. 

Due to the growing urban sprawl in Western societies, people need a special place in nature to 

explore and maintain a connection with other life forms. Outdoor and environmental education 

centres provide adults and children with a safe haven in nature, where they could freely explore 

and bond with nature, as well as learn about the land's sacredness away from man-made 

technologies. Through outdoor and sensory educational activities, people could use their 

experiences in nature as a framework for firmre personal lifestyle choices and decisions. 

Outdoor and environmental education centres could strongly influence a penon's perceptions 

and views about life's meaning, by offering him or her an opportunity to rediscover nature's 

spiritual dimension 

Several authors, as well as this researcher, believe that nature is a sacred place @aess 1990; 

Devall and Sessions 1985; Goldsmith 1993; Roszak 1992; Metmer 1995; KelIert 1997; 

Suzuki 1989; Spretnak 1990; Orr 1994; Gardner 1998; Harper 1995; Beny 1988; Leopold 
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1968; Butala 1994). Devall and Sessions (1985: 1 12) recognise the meaninml journey into 

wilderness: 

Lq our technocratic-industrial society there are many who share these deep intuitions and the 
experience or the ritual journey into wiiderness as suered space. ... People in prknal cultures, 
dwelling in ecosystems, bonded to place, having communion with wild animals and realidng that 
spirit and matter are not inherently separated, have experienced this deeper sense of place. 

In addition to an intellectual viewpoint on the sacredness of nature in the literature, many books 

or collections containing meditation thoughts and inspirations on nature are available, for 

example, Meditaiions f iom the Wilderness (1997) by Brandf a Roman Catholic hermit-priest in 

the Diocese of Victoria, British Columbia, living in hermitage on the Oyster River on Vancouver 

Island. These collections share inspirational messages and likewise provoke serious reflections 

on nature, as well as human beings' relationship in and to nature. They act as reminders that 

nature is a significant part of people and that the land is special. Urbanites are enable to 

frequently be in nature, thus writings about the wilderness can act as reminders of nature's 

sacredness, when physically away fiom the surroundings of nature (Gardner 1998). 

Roszak (1992) advocates the perception that society is commonly disbelieving of a sacred 

nature. He supposes not many people believe that nature bas a spiritual dimension He suggests 

that society cannot see nature while living amidst all the concrete, metal, and glass in cities. 

Consequently, modern progress has contributed or even caused a blindness to nature, to its 

sacredness and spirituality. R o d  further supports this view when he expresses that: 

This is where the concept of "spirit" comes, this ondomeiy, utterly nonnai sense that something 
other than matter moves behind matter, anhates it, sustains it. Oftfiat "mxtbbg," tribal people 
stood m awe,. . . For me, the ssme worid that pulsed with spirihla( vitality has lost its transparency, 
it has grown densely opaque. To that degree, it bas been redifad TIm aclipse of sacmnental 
consciousness is the beginning of "modem civilization" ( R o d  1992: 93-94) 
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It would seem that indigenous cultures have not followed the same pathway as modernised 

societies. Many indigenous people continue to live today, as did their ancestors, with values of 

respect and gratitude with regard to nature. Nature gave meaning to their lives (Suzuki 1989; 

Goldsmith 1993; Metner 1995; Kellert 1997). Society faces physical environmental 

degradation and is also close to forsaking a love for the land, consequently a love for people 

(Gardner 1998; Roszak 1992; Goldsmith 1993; Harper 1 995). Gardner ( 1998: xx) explains: 

. . .p robably beginning with the advent of agriculture about 10,000 years ago. and continuing as we 
pulled away tmm the earth on the back of technology, we slowly loa our intuitive undersmd'ig of 
the connection. Today, we have all but severed it as consumer capitalism becomes the predominant 
force guiding human behavior. As many have said, technology has become our new deitr, our 
faith ties in the power of our own intelligence. 

Society could be more diligent in treating nature with respect and reverence. The writers 

mentioned above act as reminders that people, particularly urbanites, are progressively loosing 

touch with nature, since it is being pushed M e t  away From urban centres. 

Most children discover a special place in nature. Whether that place is on a farm, in nearby 

woods, a ditch bank, or in an abandoned city lot, children thrive to explore places flourishing 

with life (Thomashow 1995; Goldsmith 1993; Clark 1998; Kellert 1997; Orr 1992; Cobb 

1977; Nabhan and Trimble 1994; Nabhan 1994; Henley 1989). A child's first com@on to 

the earth is through experiences while playing in nature. A child's first encounter with nature is 

essential for fostering a relationship with the land and a love for nature as he or she grows into 

adulthood. Kellert (1997: 6) descrii this time in a person's life as a "significant time in the 

learning and development of these tendencies, . . . during childhood and adolescence." He 

emphasises that "children engage nature in a multiplicity of subtle and complex ways. .. These 
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and countless other enchantments reflect the many ways children organize and develop their 

feelings, thoughts, and beliefs about the natural world" (Kellert 1997: 6). 

Interactions with nature provide a child with an understanding of his or her belonging to a 

greater realm on this earth, where he or she could bond with the land in a special place. 

Unfortunately, children today have less chances of discovering a special place in nature. Inner- 

city children have fewer places to bond with nature, surrounded by concrete, glass, and metal. 

As urban sprawl progressively possesses more wilderness lands, the chance for a child to create a 

special place in nature becomes minimal (Nabhan 1994; Nabhan and Trimble 1994; Orr 1994). 

Urban sprawl and development cause the disappearance of many childhood special places. 

These places may have disappeared beneath asphalt or cement, becoming a parking lot, a 

shopping centre, a residential or commercial project An adult returning to his or her childhood 

place, only to encounter urban development, is troubled, shocked, and perhaps even traumatised. 

One word to describe such a situation is sad (Thomashow 1995; Goldsmith 1993; Orr 1992, 

1994; Nabhan 1994). A child, an adolescent, or an adult could usually turn to their special place 

in times of difficulty to heal hurts, regrets, or distresses (Kellert 1997; Harper 1995; Ulrich 

1993; Roszak 1992; Spretnak 1990). When these safe places of refuge are transformed by 

modernisation, a person cannot help but feel fhtmtion, sadness, and despair (Thomashow 1995; 

Goldsmith 1993; Orr 1992, 1994). When losing a special childhood place, a person feels as 

though a part of himself or herself is lost, that a part of his or her identity is destroyed This 

place may have influenced and played a role in shaping the child into the adult he or she has 

become (Thornashow 1995). A person could select a new special place, yet it may face a similar 
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fate, lost to economic development and progress. These latter threats are real and may once 

again threaten a person's special place or that of his or her child's (Goldsmith 1993; 

Thomashow 1995). Thomashow ( 1995: 9) summarises this possibility by stating that: ". . . the 

childhood landscape has been transformed by economic development.. . sustainable, local 

economies are marginalized, old cultural ways are threatened, the wilderness is retreating." 

It has been mentioned that nature could act as a therapeutic medicine to heai people's ills, such 

as stress, grief, lethargy, or anxieties. Nevertheless, maintaining a connection with nature 

signifies much more than at those times when people are searching for restoration. Men, 

women, and children seem to have an urge or an imer voice beckoning them to retum to nature; 

searching for a greater spiritual and meaningful life by rekindling a relationship with other living 

organisms. Kellert (1997: 6) states that ". . . our inclination to connect with nature also addresses 

other needs: intellectual capacity, emotional bonding, aesthetic amadon, creativity and 

imagination, even the recognition of a just and purposeful existence." Essentially, reacquainting 

ourselves with nature engages us with physical and spiritual experiences with nature, as well as 

those who value wilderness (Thomashow 1995; Abram 1996; Devall and Sessions 1985; 

Glendinning 1995; Harper 1995; Kellert 1997; Spretnak 1990; Clark 1998). While developing 

a relationship with nature, people hope to find themselves and become enlightened People 

believe that their 'self could be found in wilderness because: "When we go into nature, we 

often hear that there 'one can be oneself. .. one is left in peace"' (Naess 1990: 62). Spretnak 

(1990: 7) agrees with Naess, for she becomes aware of her senses when silently in nature, at 

which point she experiences a unity of "inner and outer minds," meeting her "larger self, the One 

Mind," 
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Thomashow (1995) describes nature-human relationship as the development of an "ecological 

identity." Similarly, Kanner and Gomes (1995), as well as The Deep Ecologists, call this 

relationship "kcological self" Ecological identity work "uses the direct experience of nature as 

a framework for personal decisions, professional choices, political action, and spiritual inquiry" 

(Thomashow 1995: xiii). Therefore, an ecological identity "refers to how people perceive 

themselves in reference to nature, as living and breathing beings c o ~ e c t e d  to the rhythms of the 

earth, the biogeochemical cycles, the grand and complex diversity of ecological systems" 

(Thornashow 1995: xiii). Through ecological identity work, people come to identify their 

"personalities, values, actions, and sense of self7 (Thomashow 1995: 3) in relationship to the 

land. Those who have attained an ecological identity have a "strong value orientation and 

ethical conscientiousress, relative freedom from self-preoccupation, cooperativeness, and 

leadership potential" (Thomashow 1995: 4). Kanner and Gomes (1995) anticipate that during 

the journey of nurturing an ecological self, "people will experience periods of guilt and shame 

over their previously negligent or destructive environmental behavior, as well as a desire to 

make amends" (Kanner and Gomes 1995: 91). Perhaps they would be willing to make changes 

in their lives reforming their conduct with regard to nature and the environment. 

2 4  The Notion of Community 

The nahual world is the larger sacred community to which we belong. 
To be alienated from this community is to become destitute in d that makes us humans. 
To damage this community is to diminish our own existence. 

Thomas Berry, Tttomczs Bemj  and the New Cosmdogy In Diologuc with Gregory B m ,  
Jmnrs Fmis, Stepkn Uunn, Margaret Btennan, Guolinc Richmds, 

Donald Senior and Btimr StDimme 
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Modem man does not experience b l f  as a part of nature, 
but as an outside force destined to dominate and conquer. 
He even talks of a battle with nature, forge!tting that, 
if he won the battle he would find himself on the losing side. 

E.F. Schumacher, Small is Beautifil 

The notion of communi~  is relevant to this MDP because the literature provides this researcher 

with an understanding of what necessarily constitutes a community. like that of SPLOEC. When 

people, such as Myma Boulding, have spent much of their lives in one place, rooted to the land, 

they come to care about the place or community as if it was a part of themselves. Strathcona 

Park Lodge and Outdoor Education Centre is a community-like place where owner, directors, 

managers, leaden, and staff members are of one mind and live as inhabitants surrounded by 

nature. Outdoor and environmental education centres could possess a community-like 

atmosphere to strengthen the rootedness of inhabitants and welcome guests to experience a true 

community feel while on holiday. 

Sproule (1996: 235-236) defines a community as "a group of people, often living in the same 

geographic area, who identify themselves as belonging to the same group." However, a 

community is more than a geographid location where one lives, a community is defined by its 

inhabitants' lifestyles* values, morals, beliefs, and experiences (Thornashow 1995; Orr 1992; 

Kimball and Partridge 1979; Naes 1990; Devall and Sessions 1985). In H d i t s  of rhe Heart: 

Individiiafism and Commitment in Americaa Lfe (1 985), Bellah and his colleagues' definition of 

a community appears to be more comprehensive than Sproule's definition: 

A ~ ~ t y  is a group of people who are socially interdependent, who participate together in 
discwsion and decision-making, and who Jharo cestah py~ctices that both d-e the community 
aad are mrbmd by it. Such a corn* is not quickly formed. It almost has a history and so is 
also a cwmuni& of me-, d d b d  in part by its pan lad its memory of the past" @ellah ct d. 
1985: 333). 
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OK (1992), Zencey (1996), and Kellert (1997) discuss the issue of rootedness in a community. 

Namely, how a person is either a resident or an inhabitant in a community. In fact, Orr (1992) is 

one of a few authors who distinguishes these two statuses, quite intricately. A resident is defined 

as: 

... a temporary occupant, putting down few roots and investing little, knowing M e ,  ad perhaps 
caring little for the immediate locale beyond its ability to pati.@. The resident lives in an indoor 
worid of office building, shopping &I, automobile, apartment, and suburban house, and watches 
television an average of fwr hours each day. He or she will reside almost anywhere that provides 
an income. (Orr 1992: 130) 

Orr (1992: 102) hther describes a resident as a Yransient, a stranger to one's place, and 

inevitably to some part of the self" Contrarily, an inhabitant of a community is someone who: 

. . .udweUs." as ULich puts it in an animate, organic. and mutually nunuring relationship with a place. 
Good krhabitance is an art requiring d d e d  knowledge of a place, the capacity for obxrvation, 
and a sense of csn and rootedness. . ..Inhabitants bear the marks of their places, whnher rural or 
urban, in patterns of speech, through dress and behavior. Uprooted they get homesick . . . They 
are, in short, the bedrock of the stable community and neighborhood that Mumford, Dewey, and 
Jefferson regarded as the essential ingredient of democracy. (OK 1992: 130) 

The inhabitant is shaped by his or her community, just as he or she contributes to the shaping of 

his or her surroundings. "Knowiedge of a place - where you are and where you come £?om - 
intertwine with knowledge of who you are" (Orr 1992: 130). Hence, the relationship between an 

inhabitant and his or her community is symbiotic. Some authors suggest that people seem to be 

more uprooted than rooted to a particular place. People often migrate fiom one place to another, 

not willing to make an investment or a commitment to a particular community. Society appears 

to be consumed with displacement, whether it is travelling by vehicle from place to place within 

the city, or migrating fiom city to city (On 1992; Kellert 1997; Zencey 1996; Abram 1996). 

Zencey proclaims: 

The most obvious consequence of this trained rootlessness is our ignorant and exploitative 
rrlatioruhip to nature. An m t e d  dass is likdy to see nature as so much visual furniture - a 
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b d y  differentiated backdrop to life's important activities, the land you drive through or By over to 
get where you're going. (Zencey 1996: 16) 

Many people live in a displaced society, dominated by wban-industrialisation, pushing them 

further away from nature (Naess 1990; Devall and Sessions 1985; Kellert 1997; Orr 1992, 

1994; Thomashow 1995; Abram 1996; Roszak 1992). Being isolated from nature does not 

contribute to an inhabitant's quality of life. Orr (1992: 89) insists that in order to achieve a 

"sense of place," we must necessarily be in contact with its natural elements, such as 4 6 ~ ~ i l ~ , "  

sounds, "landscape, and wildlife." Seclusion from nature, fundamentally, encourages an 

indifference to other living organisms. People progressively exclude themselves &om nature and 

become ignorant about the land. What was at one time familiarity with nature is now strange, 

consequently, individuals are more likely to damage what seems strange within an environment, 

than what is cared for or familiar to them. Urban sprawl has caused nature to exist in small 

hgments, landscaped and strategically placed by city officials (Orr 1992; Roszak 1992). 

Roszak (1992: 219) proposes that from the time of ''the pharaohs and god-kings," we have 

"rationabed and accepted" the condition of our urban centres as "normal." The city is an 

"ancient dream of a totally encapsulated existence free of disease, dependency, the dirt and 

discomfort of organic life - perhaps even finally of death" (Roszak 1992: 2 19). 

Orr (1992) reassures us that communities incorporating nature, simplicity, sharing, respect, and 

rootbdness could still be found today. Two such comm~ties are the Amish and the 

Mennonites. These are religious sects that "preseme humility, simplicity, moderation, prudence, 

hgality, hard work, neighborliness, and family stability" (Orr 1992: 173). This MDP researcher 
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could also add that these communities appear to live quite comfortably in a sustainable manner 

without modem gadgets. 

2.5 Family Business 

This section introduces certain elements related to operating a family business. This topic i s  

directly relevant to this MDP, because the case study in question is a family operated business. 

Therefore, dynamics in a family business are examined in order to more accurately develop 

usel l  recurrunendations as business practises. SPLOEC underwent a generational succession a 

little over 10 years ago, in 1992. An exploration of the literature has enabled this researcher to 

familiarise herself with generational succession, as well as some positive and negative aspects of 

family members involved in a dual relationship: a family and a business. 

Several interpretations of what constitutes a family business are found in the literature. 

Rosenblatt and his associates, in The Family Business (1985), define a family business as: "any 

business in which majority ownership or control lies within a single family and in which two or 

more family members are or at some time were directly involved in the business" (Rmnblatt et 

al. 1985: 4). In contrast, Davis (1983) is of the opinion that a family business involves more than 

just ownership: ''Family businesses are those whose policy and directions are subject to 

si@cant influence by one or more family units. This influence is exercised through ownership 

and sometimes through the participation of family members in management" (Davis 1983: 47). 

Riordan (1988: 26) considers the number of employees as the determining factor of a "small" 

family business: "... one that employs at least one family member in addition to the owner- 
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manager, employs twenty or fewer individuals (including the owner-manager), and subscribes to 

the local chamber of commerce." Conversely, Handler (1989: 7) emphasises the power of 

decision and influence of family members in the business: ". . . an organization where decisions 

concerning ownership and management are determined by a family (or families), who exercise 

influence through their participation in the business and/or its board as well as in the 

determination of a candidate for generational transfer." Finally, Jonovic (1997: xvi) defines a 

family business: ". . . as an investment of precious capital (not only money, but also valuable 

time, energy, ideas, concern, and commitment) for the purpose of achieving an acceptable return 

on the investment." 

Family businesses usually exist by virtue of an idea and dependent on a person's determination. 

The founder usually succeeds in business, because of his or her belief in and passion about an 

idea Alcom (1982) and Bork et al. (1996) claim that a founder's technical skills are not the sole 

component determining the success or failure of a business. He or she also needs insight, 

understanding, and a Tife force." Alwrn (1982: 67) describes personality traits of an 

entrepreneur as: "...ambitious, cunfidenc extremely hardworking, and possess[es] plenty of a 

certain kind of "smartsn ... and be forceful. That person must have some kind of dream and a 

great determination to fulfill it, ... and a goal and a strategy for achieving the dream.. . " He also 

states that: The entrepreneur must have a knack for, and enjoy, mastering apparently 

insurmountable obstacles, overcoming life's setbacks, and dealing with the neverending stream 

of difficulties that accompany the building of new thingsn ( A l m  1982: 67). Dyer (1986: 61) 

suggests that a founder has "supernaW or other transcendental qualities that are almost 
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magical in nature." Leaders emanate a magnetism drawing followers and motivating them to 

action to hifill his or her vision (Dyer 1986). 

An entrepreneur must accept different roles in his or her life as an owner of a family business. 

He or she belongs to "the owner sector; the manager sector; the worker sector; and the human 

sector" (Alcom 1982: 90). His or her priority in this list is as an owner, for without ownership 

there would not be a business. As the manager, he or she makes strategic plans and decisions 

keeping stability in the business. The worker part of himself or herself keeps a physical 

involvement with everyday duties, while implementing decisions taken as a manager. His or her 

last priority is being a human being (Alcorn 1982). 

Similarly, Bork et al. (1996: 39) and StempIer (1988: 38-39) distinguish between two distinctive 

sectors in an owner's life; "the business world (i.e., decisions, plans, and results); and the 

family world (i.e., emotional needs and wants)" (Bork et a!. 1996: 39). Conflicts could arise 

between both worlds when dealing with tasks, changes, and rules From each sector (Bork et al. 

1996). According to Dyer (1986) dilemmas could cause complications for the swival of a 

family operated business. Contrarily, family members could become closer, creating a true team 

spirit ( Alcorn 19 82). 

Recurring words in the literature regarding family business advantages are: commitment, 

respect, values, participation, pride, team spirit, learning, and trust Handler (1989) and Alcorn 

(1982) agree that the relationship among family members is characterised by ''trust, support, 

feedback, learning, fiendship, sharing, commitment, accountability, pride, and family 
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involvement" (Handler 1989: 155, 173). Advantages of a family owned and operated business 

are listed in Table 2.1. 

Table 21 Advantages of a family owned and operated business 

) ? I .4!corn 1982; Handler 1989; I F a d y  hashesses contribute services. support, 

1 

However, many benefits exist in being part of a family business, there are also several problems 

Main Mkrence 
Alcornl982: 19 

3 

to contend with (Weigel 1992; Stempler 1988; Hershsn 1975; Jonovic 1997; Holland 1981; 

Advantages of a Family Owned and Operated BW&& 
A stronger sense of togetherness is created forming a "closeness of 

Dyer 1986). Problems and disagreements could possibly lead the business to the point of failure, 

Stempler 1988 
Alcorn 1982 

should these remain unresolved and not promptly dealt with. Problems or disadvantages in a 

work to society 
Since loyalty is valued in Emily businesses, individuals need not 

family owned and operated business are listed in Table 2.2. 

Table 22  Disadvantages of a family owned and operated business 
- - 

Generally, children of entrepreneurs grow up with the family business and are groomed from 

their early yaars to eventually become a participant in the business. Parents instill attitudes and 

feelings about the business in children through their own attitudes and feelings (Goldberg 199 1; 

Stempler 1988; Handler 1989; Henhon 1975; Dyer 1986; Alcom 1982). For example, Bork 

states in Family Business, Risky Business: How to Make it Work (1986), that "children who 
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have 'fun' in the family business grow up with good attitudes toward it and have a sense of pride 

in belonging to their family" pork 1986: 116). Furthermore, as role models, parents teach their 

children: "selfesteem, understanding, confidence, trust, respect, values, flexibility, and to be 

supportive" (Stempler 1988: 32). The fundamental principles to instill in children are respect 

and confidence in order to have a successll succession (Goldberg 1991: Stempler 1988; 

Handler 1989). 

Succession is determined when the business either faces a serious crisis or stagnation, or the 

founder either retires or passes away (Dyer 1986; Goldberg 199 1). To select a successor, the 

owner generally turns to a family member or those in his or her employ, rather than someone 

unknown to the business. The owner is usually skeptical of the latter (Goldberg 1991; bnovic 

1997). 

The transition from founder to successor could conjure two scenarios, a more or less smooth 

transition where every worker is relatively content, or a struggle leading to arguments and 

ruptures. Factors, such as mutual respect and understanding between generations, improve the 

process of succession, hence causing less pain and difficulty for those involved in the business 

succession (Stempler 1988; Handler 1989; Dyer 1986). 

Usually, founders do not have an elaborate management strategy, and they basically depend on 

their "smartsn and manage "by the seat of their pants," deaiing with issues as they occur 

(Stempler 1988; Hershon 1975). Followers give their complete devotion to the owner's cause 

and in return and gratitude for that devotion; owners Wake care of' employees. A written 
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contract between founden and workers is nonexistent, because their personal relationship and 

word equate any written document (Dyer 1986). 

Conversely, successors do not necessarily adopt management styles used by their predecessors. 

Since the conception ofa family business, it probably has expanded when the second generation 

takes-over and the business requires attention in diverse disciplines, for exampie financing, 

legal, marketing, public relations, and human resources (Alcom 1982: 129). Ordinarily, second 

generation owners have had the privilege of a post-secondary education; therefore, they have the 

advantage to be competent in these disciplines. They adopt a more rational, formal, and 

scientific method of management (Sternpler 1988; Hershon 1975; Alcorn 1982). Nevertheless, 

they probably do not have much management experience. Consequently they must find their 

own identity within the business. The successor should gain the respect of workers as a new 

leader through the justification of his or her own management style (Handler 1989; Jonovic 

1997). Dyer (1986: 85) suggests that second generation leaders should remove "outdated 

practices while preserving useful values and creating new ideas and practices." 

AIcorn (1982: 217) divides an entrepreneur's life into three phases: the entrepreneur stage; the 

sector stage; and the retirement stage. The business is established during the entrepreneur stage. 

It generally occurs between the ages of 15 and 35. The sector stage consists of business growth, 

profit, and secmity. Most of the founder's energies are devoted to the business during this stage, 

which occurs between the ages of 35 and 55. In the latter part of this stage, owners may be 

thinking about succession. During the find stage, that is the retirement stage, the entrepreneur 

concentrates mostly on succession and his or her withdrswal from the firm leaving the 
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management of the f i  to an offspring. This last stage occurs between the ages of 55 and 75, or 

until death. During the final phase in a founder's 'business life,' he or she works in partnershp 

with the successor, teaching and sharing the leadership role. The owner becomes a consultant or 

advisor to the second generation leader in the business. 

Table 2 3  pbaes h an mhepreneuis life 

3 Retirement sta e 
Sortrce: Ncorn 1982: 217 

2 6  Sustainable Tourism 

Sustainable tourism was researched because this concept is directly related to this MDP and the 

research question. The case study of SPLOEC consists of a sustainable tourism operation, 

teaching and educating visitors about the environment through outdoor activities. In order for 

this researcher to acquire knowledge about the tourism industry, more specifically nature-based 

tourism, she conducted a literature review concerning the concept of sustainable tourism, its 

definitions, trends, positive, and negative aspects of the concept. 

Stages 

There are many interpretations and opinions of what sustainable tourism or ecotourism is 

throughout the literature. Ceballos-Lascurhin's definition is quoted by many authors, as he 

coined the term 'ecotourism' (MacGregor 1996; Hawkins 1994; Ziffer 1989; World Tourism 

Organization and United Nations Environmental Programme 1992; Wallace 1996). 

2 - Sector stage 35 - 5 5  Business growth, profit, and security . 
Me of Founder 
15 - 5 5  1 

Business Accomptishments 
b Establishment of business Entrepreneur stage 



Ceballos-Lascuiin defines ecotourism as: 

Tourism that involves traveling to relatively undisturbed or uncorrtaminated natural areas with the 
specific object of studying, admiring, and enjoying the scenery and its wild plants and animals, as  
well as any existing cultural aspects (both past and present) found in these areas. Ecological 
tourism implies a scientific, aesthetic or philosophicaI approach, although the ecological tourist is 
not required to be a professional scientist, artist or phiIosopher. The main point is that the person 
who practices ecotourisrn has the opportunity of immersing him or herself in nature in a way most 
people cannot enjoy in their routine, urban existences. This penon will eventually acquire a 
con~~iousnes~. . . that will convert him into somebody keenly involved in conservation issues.. . 
(cited in ZZer 1383: 5j 

Valentine, who has conducted much research in the field of nature-based tourism, defines 

ecotourism as that kind of tourism which is: 

based upon relatively undisturbed natural areas; 
non-damaging, non-degrading, ecoIogicalIy sustainable; 
a direct conoibutor to the continued protection and management of the areas used; and 
subject to an adequate and appropriate management regime. 
(Valentine I993 : 108- 109) 

He further states that the last point is crucial in order to maintain healthy environmental 

resources. Many other definitions of ecotourism from reputable organisations, such as the 

Ecotourism Society (ES), World Wildlife Fund (WWF), Australia's Ecotourism Strategy (AES), 

and the Travel Industry Association of America (TIAA) are referred to in the literature 

(MacGregor 1996; Hawkins 1994; McIntos h, Goeldner, and Ritchie 1995). Most authors 

studying, researching, consulting, or working in the field of ecotourism discuss their own 

interpretation of the concept (Lindberg 199 1 ; Lowyck, Van Langenhove, and Bollaert 1992; 

Orams 1995; MacGregor 1996; Valentine 1993; Wallace 1996; Mfiller 1994; Saleh and 

Karwacki 1996; Hjalager 1996; Wang and Miko 1997; Boyd and Butler 1996; Bramwell and 

Lane 1993; Acott, La Trobe, and Howard 1998; McKercher and Robbins 1998; Hunter 1995; 

McLaren 1998; Ryel and Grasse 199 1; Wight 1991,1995; Fernell and Srnale 1992; Hpll1991; 

Ziffer 1989). 
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The disparity among definitions tends to weaken the concept of ecotourism. A challenge occurs 

with regard to agreeing on principles where ultimately the environment is conserved and people 

are educated to appreciate and respect nature (Brandon and Margolui 1996; Newman and Sage 

1996: Rattner 1996: McLaren 1998: Acott, La Tmbe, and Howard 1998; Valentine 1993; 

Fennel1 and Smale 1992; Wight 199 1, 1995). For example, Wight (1 99 1: 39) distinguishes 

between two view of ecotourism: a marketing tactic and a conservation btrategy for natural 

resources. She stresses principles "underlying the concept of ecotourism" (Wight 1991: 39) 

where both the tourism industry and the conservation groups could integrate their views and 

sustain the resources in the long range. 

The concept of ecotourism is directly influenced by and influences the principle of sustainable 

development (Lindberg 1991; Langholz 1996; Bramwell and Lane 1993; Hunter 1995; Acott, 

La Trobe, and Howard 1998; Mdler 1994; Orams 1995; Hawkins 1994; Murphy 1994; 

Buhalis and Fletcher 1995; Ziffer 1989). Sustainable development is defined by the World 

Commission on Environment and Development, in Uur Common Future (1987), as a 

"development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability o f  fbture 

generation to meet theirs" (World Commission on Environment aad Development 1987: 11). 

Ziffer (1989) notes that advocates of ecotourism support it because they believe ecotourism 

brings them closer to ackieving sustainable developmwt 

Nature tourism is one of the fastest growing types of tourism within the tourism ind-. 

"Nature tourism, in 1989, generated approximately 7 per cent of all international travel 
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expenditures declared by the World Tourism Organization (WTO) in the Yearbook of Tourism 

Statistics, 1991" (Hawkins 1994: 262). The product sold and promoted is an 'experience' 

(physical or cultural) in naturaI and authentic environments. Logically, sustainable tourism 

should practise sustainability and preventive environmental and socio-cultural degradation 

measures, if this type of tourism wishes to survive (Murphy 1994: Fennel1 and Smale 1992; 

Orams 1995; Mtiller 1994; Nijkamp and Verdonkschot 1994; Hjalager 1996; Boyd and Butler 

1996: Mchtosh, Goeldner, and Ritchie 1995; Hall 199 1). 

The WTO is frequently cited in the tourism literature when authors present economic statistics 

and predictions in the tourism industry (Hawkins 1994; Bramwell and Lane 1993; McIntosh, 

Goeldner, and Ritchie 1995; Whelan 199 1 ; World Tourism Organization and United Nations 

Environment Programme 1992; Johnson and Thomas 1992; Hawkins 1994). This organisation 

"attempts to document tourism's growth in an annual publication entitled Towism 

Cornpendim'' (Mchtosh, Goeldner, and Ritchie 1995: 4). In Global Tourism Forecasts to the 

Year 2000 and Beyond (1993), WTO states that since 1950, ''tourist activity has risen qch  year 

at an average rate of 7.2 percent, from 25 million to 476 million arrivals in 1992, and by 12.5 

percent based on intemational tourism receipts from U.S.$2. I billion to U.S.S270 billion" (cited 
d 

in Mr.rntosh, Goeldner, and Ritchie 1995: 471). WTO also forecasts that "international tourist 

arrivals will rise to 661 million in 2000. For the first decade of the twenty-first century, a growth 

rate close to 3.5 percent is anticipated, leading to a figure of 937 million arrivals by 2010, 

doubling the level of intemational tourist an ids  between 1990 and 2010" (cited in McIntosh, 

Goeldner, and Ritchie 1995: 472). 
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The World Travel and Tourism Council (WITC) also presents statistics regarding the travel and 

tourism sector. Simon (1996), Saleh and Karwacki (1996), and Hawkins (1994) make reference 

to WTTC in their writings. According to the WlTC 

... tourism is he largest industry in the wodd [emphasis added] and was expected to generate more 
than U.S.D.5 trillion ofworid output in 1993, which is 6 per cent of the World Gross National 
Product (WGNP). The tourism indumyis expected to double by the year 2005. 
(Hawkins 1994: 262) 

The statistics reported by WTO and WTTC support the trend that the tourism industry is not 

dwindling, in fact tourism is rapidly growing. 

Factors contributing to tourism growth are mobility and access increases during this century 

(Johnson and Thomas 1992; Brown 1992; Hawkins 1994; McLaren 1998; Mchtosh, 

Goeldner, and Ritchie 1995). Private cars and air travel technology have become more 

advanced, available, fester, and economical, creating opportunities to accessing more places than 

in past decades (Johnson and Thomas 1992; McLaren 1998; McIntosh, Goeldaer, and Ritchie 

1995). Incomes have increased, which in turn cause a higher amount of disposable income for 

travelling (Hawkins 1994; Wang and Miko 1997; Saleh and Karwacki 1996; Newman and 

Sage 1996). We witness many people in society are less rooted and travel frequently, migrating 

from one place to another. Our society could be considered transient and mobile (Brown 1992). 

Tolrrists are becoming environmentally aware and knowledgeable. Their expectations for an 

"improved environmental quality" have increased (Coccossis 1996: 6). Ingram and Durst, in 
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Nature-Oriented Travel to Developing Countries ( 1 987), explain that an ecotourist is someone 

from 

Europe, North America, and Japan as they have more money and more leisure time than many of 
their counterparts in developing countries. The average U.S. ecotwrist is a man or woman familiar 
with the outdoors, a professional or retired, between kty-one and fifty yyears of age, who most 
likeIy has had previous experience traveling abroad. (cited in Whelan 199 1 : 5 )  

Murphy (1994: 284) adds that "ecotourists are champions of the environment and sustainable 

development." 

Saleh and Kanvacki (1996) have conducted research on tourists visiting Grasslands National 

Park (southwestern Saskatchewan, Canada), in 1992 and 1994. Prior to their research they 

conducted a literature review and found that 

there is a general consensus that the ecotourist is older h~ the average traveller. ... Reported 
findings as to the rnde-Me ratio of ecotourists arc somewhat mixed. . . . Ecotourists tend to have 
relatively high income Ievefs. ... In general, ecotourists are a well-educated group,. . . (SaIeh and 
Karwacki 1996: 62-63) 

In addition, they discovered that ecotourists are attracted to 

natureoriented attractions such as wildemesbd'isturbed mime, birds, trees and wild flowers, 
U e s  and streams, mammals, a a t i o d p m k i d  park, naaI areas, and oceanside were identified as 
being kprtant As fix bad motivations [of ecotourists], the whcm [Saieh and Kmvackii 
6und that tbcy place a great deai of emphasis on I d n g  about nantrc, being physically active, 
meeting pcople with similar hemts and seeing as much as possi't>le m the time available. (Saleh 
and kmvacki 1996: 63) 

Furthermore, both authors noted that 

Ecatourists' needs in the areas of infrasuucture and amenities differ si@cady fiom those of 
mass tourists. ... ecutourists place a high emphasis on Icaming about nature. Consequently, 
infbmdcm a- is very important to them. ...[they] cont+iiute mu& to the ecoaomies of 
their destinations.. .are mud more likely to be supporters of oanuz-orientcd o ~ o a s  thcn are 
general consumers-. .[and] are also ~nsumers  of aature-dated magazines. (Sdeh and Karwacki 
1996: 64) 
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McKercher and Robbins (1998) support Saleh and Karwacki's (1996) description of an 

ecotourist's expectations with regard to the importance of customer service and information 

availability. The former state that 

Effective communication skills are a vital ingredient of good customer satisfaction, especially with 
interpretive tours. Being able to explain natural processes clearly, in a way that all clienrs can reIate 
to, or being able to impart irtformation in a knowIedgeabIe, yet entertaining way were seen to be 
key elenem of good comunicaticns. . . . It k not mocg!! to be &!t ro Idefitie 3 p!mt or =nG~zd, 
clients want to know the inter-relationships and particularly any impacts which are threatening their 
sustainability. (McKercher and Robbins 1998: 184- 185) 

Hawkins (1 994) refers to Lindberg's ( I  99 1 : 3) classification of tourists, as he identifies four 

tourist groups listed in Table 2.4. 

T a _ b l e _ 2 4 s  tourist dassification 

I understand local naturai and cultural history I 

1 

2 

visit the Amazon, the Rwanda goriIla park, or other 

Source: Lindberg 1991: 3 

Barker (1996) also distinguishes four groups of sustainable tourists, differing from those of 

Tourist Classification 
Hard-core nature tourists 

Dedicated nature tourists 

Lindberg (1991). Sustainable tourists according to Barker's (1996: 255) classification are listed 

Description - 

Scientific researchers or members of tours specificaily designed for 
education, removal of Iitter, or similar purposes 
PeopIe who take trips specifidly to see protected areas and who want to 

The alternative tourist is also mentioned in Murphy (1994), while Ziffer (1989) prefers to make 

reference to nature tourists. The Organization of American States (OAS) has W e r  categorised 

ecotourists as "hard (specialist) and generalist (soft) interest in nature and hard and soft physical 

effort" (Wight 1995: 8). Wight (1995: 8) states that 

hard nature is where the interest in nature is intense, or scientific (practised by e.g. ornithologists, 
boranists, geologists). Soft nature or casual markets is more related to general interests (practised 



by e.g. photographers, birdwatchers, swimmers, etc.). Hard and soft physical effort relates to the 
degree of effort involved in activities. 

Table 2 5  Barker's sustainable tourist classiCication 
stainable Tourist Class 1 Description I 

I I I True ecotourists I Well-educated pasons who travel with an interpretive group that is led I 
, by an environmental advocacy or educational institution 
1 They are willing to study information presented to them and they are 

genuineIy interested in nature and culture 
Most groups are willing to endure some hardship in accommodations 
as long as basic needs are met and there is not much danger 
They probably have an affiliation with environmental groups through 
membership or volunteer activities 
They require guidance, but are fairly aware of how to conduct 

2 

I t  I They are generally less than thiny years old I 
Sarrce: Barker 1996: 255 

I themselves in nature 
Environmentally aware I Tourists who are aware of nature and who are capable of venturing into 

I 

According to Martin and Mason (1987), there is a boom in outdoor recreation tourism due to 

changes in people's lifestyles, attitudes, and leisure. Tourists seek holidays focusing on one 

3 

4 

main activity, such as hiking, rock climbing, cycling or kayaking, or a vacation offering a variety 

of organised activities (de Haan 1394; Whelan 1991). Ecotravel programmes, used as a 

tourists 

Nature tourists 

Adventure tourists 

a remote area and not creating a Iarse impact 
They may need some assistance and education, but they generally have 
an awareness of the natural world and how to interact in it 
This type of tourist is generally active and well-educated 
They may prefer to go alone rather than participate in a group 
Tourists who want to be near nature and spend some time in a natural 
environment, but want a fairly high degree of "creature comforts" 
They may or may not have some nature-oriented hobby such as bird 
watching, fishing, or hiking 
They want to be able to drive through nature, stay in a comfortable, 
safe and clean place with good food, hot showers, and few mosquitoes 
They want a room with a view 
They appreciate nature, but they would prefer not to get too dirty, hot, 
or wet 
Travelers or back packers and activity-oriented tourists seeking an 
experience 
AIthough the travelers generalIy have a limited budget, they are aware 
of nature and have a fairly educated perspective 
They usually are not actively interested in education trips 
They spend a surprising amount of time in towns and cities with other 
travelers 
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synonym of ecotourism by McLaren (1998), offer a participatory experience in nature, including 

adventure travel, camping or skiing. 

Johnson and Thomas (1992: 1)  suggest that people tmvel for a variety of reasons: "holidays, 

business trips. visits to friends and relatives. and miscellaneous visits (study, religion, shopping 

or sports activities)." Witt and Wight (1992), as well as Prosser (1994), refer to fippendorf s 

eight travel motivations: "recuperation and regeneration; compensation and social integration; 

escape; communication; freedom and selfdetermination; selfirealization; happiness; and 

broadens the mind" (Witt and Wight 1992: 42). People are attracted to beautill pristine natural 

settings, unique geography, and cultural history (Rye1 and Grasse 199 1 ; Saleh and Karwacki 

1996; Wang and Miko 1997; McKercher and Robbins 1998). Since more and more people are 

residing in urban centres, there appears to be a stronger tendency to escape this environment. 

They want to experience something more meanin@, natural, and spiritual (Thomashow 1995; 

Barker 1996; Ziffer 1989; Whelan 199 1; McIntosh, Goeldner, and Ritchie 1995). Mchtosh, 

Goeldner, and Ritchie (1995: 481) believe this trend is due to a "shift in the value system" of 

human behaviour: ". . . it would seem to reflect a certain rejection of hedonism and materialism 

and a return to simpler human values ... it reflects a tendency to turn inward to family and 

£%xlds." 

Frequently mentioned in the literature is how ecotoun'sm could be the bridge linking 

conservation with business and economics (Lindberg 1991; Fennel1 and S d e  1992; Orclms 

1995; Tisdell 1995; HjaIager 1996; Boyd and Butler 1996; Valentine 1993; Hidinger 1996; 

McIntosh, Goeldner, and Ritchie 1995; Whelan 199 1). According to Wells and Brandon, in 
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People and Parks: Linking Protected Area Management with bml Communities (1992), 

ecotourism is even considered to be a "solution for conservation and development woes because 

of its ability to protect threatened biodiversity while providing economic growth for people 

living in and around protected areas" (cited in Hidinger 1996: 49). Since the ecotourism 

business is dependent on a strong and healthy biodiversity, its protection must be a priority 

(Mchtosh, Goeldner, and Ritchie 1995; Fennel1 and Smale 1992; Boyd and Butler 1996). 

Whelan ( 199 1: 14) emphasises that "government, conservationists, local communities, tour 

operators, and development agencies all need to resolve their differences and work together if 

ecotourism is to be sustainable." 

Ecotourism advocates believe that this form of tourism offen benefits to the environment, to 

society and its inhabitants, and to the latter's economical status. Benefits of sustainable tourism 

are listed in Table 2.6. 

Sustainable tourism is subject to interpretation by many (Newman and Sage 1996). This concept 

may be considered as a marketing ploy, a label, a b u a  word, or as Mcben (1998) suggests 

"greenwashing," in order to attract consumers (Rattner 1996; McLaren 1998; Wigbt 1991). 

The potential of sustainable tourism may be abused through exploitation which causes confusion 

and misrepresentation (Wight 1991). Problems and negatives of sustainable tourism are listed in 

Table 2.7. 

Most authors believe that sustainable tourism is a positive force, on the condition that 

emtourism be properly designed, plmed, and managed (Rattner 1996; Saleh and Karwacki 
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1996: Tisdell 1995; Barker 1996; Hjalagcr 1996; Boyd and Butler 1996; McKercher and 

Robbins 1998; Hunter 1995; Orams 1995; Wight 1995; Archer and Cooper 1994; Murphy 

1994; Mchtosh, Goeldner, and Ritchie 1995; Rovinski 199 1; Ryel and Grasse 199 1). 

Table 2 6  Benefits of sustainable tourism 

1 

2 

I I Organization and United Nations Environment I I 

Main Reference 
Lindberg 1991; Goldsmith 1993; Barker 1996; BuhaIis 

l 3  I Barker 1996; Whetan 1991; Ryel and Grasse 199 1; 
Gurung and De Coursey 1991; World Tourism 

programme 1992; F e ~ e l l  and ha le  1992 
Wortd Tourism Organization and United Nations 
Environment Programme 1992; Gumg and De Coursey 
199 1 ; Ryel and Grasse 199 1 ; F e ~ e f i  and Srnale 1992 
McIntosh, Goeldner, and Ritchie t 995: WheIan 199 1; 
Sherman and Dixon 199 1; Gunrng and De Coursey 199 1; 
World Tourism Organization and United Nations 

Benefits of Sustainable Tourism 
It encourages, promotes, and preaches 

and Fletcher i 995, hIciritorh, Goeldner, and Ritchir 
1995; Glick 1991; Sherman and Dixon 1991; World 
Tourism Organization and United Nations Environment 
Programme 1992 
World Tourism Organization and United Nations 
Environment Programme 1992; Sherman and Dixon 
1991; Glick 1991 

It preserves a host community's culture, 
values, customs, traditions, and lifestyles 

between dierent cultures 

mvironrnsntd consirvation 

It provides revenues through fees and sales of 
goods 

It provides an increase in employment 
opportunities and income to the local 
population 

6 
Glick 1991 ; Gurung and De Coursey 199 1 ; Femefl and 
Smde 1992 

Environment R o p m m e  1992 
Lindberg 1991; Mclntosh, Goeldner, and Ritchie 1995; 

and to enhance the visiton' experience and 
access in nature 

' 7 

8 

I I Barker 1996; Nycander and HolIe 1996; McIntosh, awareness, and knowledge 
Groeldner, and Ritchie 1995; Whelm 199 1; Glick 199 1; I 

It provides knds to protect natural resources 

9 

Wight 1991; World Tourism Organization and United 
Nations Environment Programme 1992: Whelan 199 1 
Barker 1996; Ryel and Grasse 199 1; Wight 199 1; World 
Tourism Organization and United Nations Environment 

According to Archer and Cooper (1994: 85) "many disadvantages" mentioned in Table 2.7 "can 

it diversifies local economies, increases foreign 
exchange, and stabilises the local economy 
It increases demand for local goods and 
services 

Programme t 992 
Buhalis and Fletcher 1995; Ryel and Grasse 1991; 

10 

be offset by high quality planning, design, and management and by educating tourists to 

It increases environmental education, 

appreciate the environment" Planning, design, and management practises must occw before, 

O m s  I995 
Shapiro 1995; Gurung and De Coursey t 99 1; FennelI 

during, and after development of the ecotourism project (Archer and Cooper 1994). McIntosh, 

It provides opportunities to experience nature 



Goeldner, and Ritchie ( 1993, as well as Rovinski (1 99 1) imply that "unregulated and excessive 

ecotourism ultimately will destroy itself' (Rovinski 1991 : 57). 

Table 27 Neeatives of sustainable tourism 

It may cause greater environmental damage if it 
1 I I is not responsibly and well managed, and I 

-- 

1 2 1 P ~ c h a  md Ccoper !a%; Cmer 1991; McLmn !5r93; I Tourists dimage flcn a d  fztm 
Buhalis and Fletcher 1995; TisdeU 1995; Wang and 
Mko 1997 

3 NewrnanandSage1996:78 Tourists do not need to "descend on the 
remaining wilderness" rather than going to 
protected natural areas with built infrastructure ' 

4 Murphy, 1996: 284 Adventure tourists seek out areas "not yet 
spoiled by tourism" which can "do environmental 
harm over time.. . " 

5 Lindberg 199 1; Archer and Cooper 1994; Murphy It can cause congestion and overuse of areas 
1994; Buhalis and Fletcher 1995; Mchtosh, Goeldner, damaging the environment and ecosystems 
and Ritchie 1995; Whelan 199 1; World Tourism 
Organization and United Nations Environment 

_ Pro,qramme 1992; Wang and Miko 1997 
6 Archer and Cooper 1994: 85 It introduces alien forms of plant life "into fiagile 

ecosystems. . . " 
' Rattner 1996; Barker 1996; Archer and Cooper 1994; It disturbs wildlife 
Nijkamp and Verdonkschot 1994; McLaren 1998; 
GIick 1991 ; World Tourism Organization and United 
Nations Environment Programme 1992; Coccossis 
1996; Orams 1995; Tisdell 1995 
Buhalis and Fletcher 1995; Orams 1995 It may cause the disappearance of plant and 

animal species 
Buhalis and Fletcher 1995; Nijkamp and Verdonkschot It causes pollution (air, water, noise, litter, 
1994; Glick 1991; Wang and Miko 1997 sewage, li,qhts, gasoline fbmes) 
Archer and Cooper L994; BuhaIis and Fletcher 1995; It can cause environmentd devastation, 
Whelan 1991; World Tourism Organization and United aestheticalIy and physicidly due to infhtnictures 
Nations Environment Programme 1992 (roads, highways, parking lots, golf courses, 

large hotels, and concessions) 
Lindberg 199 1; Rattner 1996; Barker 1996; Coccossis It exploits values, traditions, culture, and 
1996; Wodd Tourism Organization and United Nations attniutes of local communities transforming 
Environment Programme 1992 them into a form of entertainment for tourists 
Barker 1996: 256 Tourists' materialistic values can "create a 

consumer mentaiity, especially in the younger 
aeonle" - -  - -  

Liadberg 1991: 9 In isolated regions "tourist incursions can 
overwhelm a local culture, its economy, and its 
ecolomcaI balancen 
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27 Outdoor and Environmental Education Centres 

This topic and section is relevant to this MDP, because a review of the literature on outdoor and 

environmental education centres provides this researcher with different philosophies about 

additional centres other than SPLOEC. This researcher is able to compare programmes and 

philosophies of outdoor and environmental education centres by e?temining three diRerent types 

of centres (including SPLOEC). By exploring these types of centres, this researcher is more able 

to provide helpfbl recommendations regarding viable business practises of operating an outdoor 

and environmental education centre. 

Outdoor and environmental education centres could protect nature at the same time as providing 

an appropriate learning sunomding to educate people about nature, stewardship, and how to 

appreciate, respect, understand, and value nature. 

Participation in an outdoor and environmental education centre provides people with a 

possibility to "cultivate their ecological comciousness" (Devall and Sessions 1985: 8). Devall 

and Sessions (1985: 8) descnk the process of ecological consciousness as: 

becoming more aware of the am&y of mks, wives, trees, and rivers - the cadtivation of the 
Wght mat eveqthhg is connected. cubathg ecological cor.uciousness is a process of learning 
to appm5a.e silence and solitude and discovering bow to lina It is learnkg how to be more 
receptive, trusting, holistic in perception, and is grounded in a vision of noa-exploitive science and 
ttchnoiogy. 

Toshihiki Izutsu, in The Conception cmd Reality of Existence (1971), declares that %e highest 

degree of knowledge is always achieved when the knower, the human subject, becomes 

completely uniited and identified with the object much so that there remains no differentiation 



between the two" (cited in Nandy 1987: 118). An opportunity given a person to experience 

wilderness could incite him or her 

to develop a senst of place; to red& himself or herself from heroic conqueror of  the earth to 
someone experiencing the natural place; to dtivate the virtues of modesty and humility; and to 
realise how the mountah and rivers, fish and bears are continuing their own actualizing processes. 
(Devall and Sessions 1985: 1 10) 

Outdoor and environmental education centres provide individuals with an opportunity to re- 

establish a connection with nature, by escaping modern society and rediscovering their physical 

and mental dependencies on nature. Furthermore, estranging ourselves from nature results in an 

indifference to wilderness, an increase in ignorance about the land, and our home landscapes 

(Naess 1990; Orr 1992). Currently most people reside in a place, because they do not know 

how to inhabit a place. Bany Lopez, in his article entitled "The American Geographies," in 

Orion Nature Quarterly, 8 (4) ( 1989), states that 

Year by year, the rnunber of people with first-hand apericnce in the laad dwindles.. .hdd(ing)  a 
society in which it is no longer necessary for human beings to h o w  where they h e  except as those 
places are descri'bed and fix@ by numbers. (cited in Orr 1992: 152) 

Losing our relationship with nature because we are so far removed &om the land in our daily 

lives is a sad reality. Orr (1992: 152) proclaims that human beings are essentially becoming an 

ignorant society, because they no longer h o w  how to inhabit a place. Moreover they are losing 

knowledge about their landscapes "accumulated through millions of years of evolution" People 

who inhabit a land "live closer to it; they work with it; they depend upon it" (Trimble 1994: 

1 13). Today, most people live W e r  and M e r  away fiom the land, "into a world of strictly 

human concerns where we h o w  nothing of our interdependencies" (Trimble 1994: 112). 
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Adults, perhaps more so than children, need to find the time to reconnect with nature. They 

must renew their camaraderie with wilderness. A way to achieve a reco~ection with nature is 

through nature-based activities, where people could bond with the land, as well as become more 

physically healthy (Naess 1991; Harper 1995; Mack 1995; Shapiro 1995; Kellert 1997; Orr 

1992; Ulrich 1993). Outdoor and environmental education centres could play an important role 

in assisting people to re-establish a relationship with nature. Outdoor leaden and educators 

could act as the link between urbanites and nature. They could introduce people to "new sounds, 

awesome sights, interesting textures, different smells and tastes" (Harper 1995: 189) found in 

nature. 

According to Thomashow (1995: xiii), environmental educators have a challenge 7 0  translate 

the inner voice, yearning to speak with nature into an understanding of ecology, community, and 

citizenship. When the i ~ e r  voice begins to speaks through us," our minds are open to learn 

about environmental awareness. OK (1992) insists that environmental education should change 

how people live, in other words, environmental education should change their behaviour in order 

for them to become good citizens. The ability of outdoor and environmental education centres 

to educate people could also motivate them into cowrvation action once they return to their 

homes. 

The impact of outdoor and environmental education centres on children must be strong 

Children need to realise the value of nature and the importance of maintaining a nlationship 

with wilderness, for they are the firmre leaders, stewards, and inhabitants of the earth. They 

need to h o w  about environmental issues; nature's wonders and spirimdiity, and that nature 
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does not only exist on television or in books, but is real and alive. Outdoor leaders and 

educators are role models to children. They could teach them about environmental problems 

and provide them with participatory experiences in nature. In current society, children learn 

about nature and environmental issues in a classroom, in a building, "shut off from the natural 

world, sealed in a cocoon of steel, glass, and concrete, enveloped in a fog of minddebilitating 

electronic pulsations" (Orr 1992: 134- 135). That children learn a b u t  the environment without 

physically encountering nature is astounding. Unell, Rutland, and Whistance (1995: 180) 

decIare that 

Ifenvironmental education is ultimately to chailenge and change the vafues, attitudes and behaviors 
of children as Wure stewards of the earth, then environmental knowledge has to be set within an 
appropriate social, political and wnomical comext, the very one in which values, attitudes and 
behaviors are formulated. 

Outdoor and environmental education centres could reawaken children's interest in 

environmental sciences. Children participating in an outdoor and environmental education 

centre programme could take an avid interest in biology, ecology, or environmental studies. 

Many diffmnt types of outdoor and environmental education centres currently exist throughout 

the wodd They each emphasis different aspects with regard to building a relationship wit& 

nature, and teaching children and adults to appreciate and value nature. The centres become role 

models for participants, in that they act as environmental stewards and leaders of the earth. 

Three types of outdoor and environmental education centres, Rediscovery Camp, Outward 

Bound, and Strathcona Park Lodge and Outdoor Education Centre are examined below, in order 

to give the reader a cursory look of three different foci and approaches to outdoor and 
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environmental education. Rediscovery Camp for boys and girls is the first outdoor and 

environmental education centre examined. 

27.1 Rediscovery Camp 

The idea of creating e Rediscovery Camp for boys and girls came about quite unexpectedly when 

Henley's passion for rvildemess brought him on the shores of Haida Gwaii (Queen Charlotte 

Islands) British Columbia, Canada. 

In 1978, the pilot project of Haida Gwaii Rediscovery Camp was launched with great community 

effort and support This camp was open to everyone, boys, girls, and adults, from any ethnic 

group, social group, and economic level. "Rediscovery's goais were as simple as they were all- 

encompassing: to discover the world within oneself, the cultural worlds between people, and the 

wonders of the natural world around us" (Henley 1989: 18). 

Today, there are several Rediscovery Camps across North America, including one located in 

Cochrane, Alberta Each camp is similar to the others, yet different, for the p r o m e  are 

dependent upon the local community, culture, and geography. Rediscovery programmes are 

initiated, founded, and administered by local communities. 

White all Redisconry programs med agreedvpoa heahh and sa&y a idads ,  and none - . *  
drmmam on the basis of race, sex, creed, or nationslity, there are more distinctions than 
s h k i t i e s  between them. The reason for this, of course, is that Haida dture is as dBkrent b i n  
Ute or Pueblo culture as the wet wtst coast of Haida Gwaii dSm h m  the desert alpine of 
CoIorado's San Luis Valley (lt&mmy Four Comers, Crestone, Colorado). No two cultures 
and no two biaregions are eva alike, and Rabcuvtry programs dec t  that wonderful chmity.  
(Hdey 1989: 19) 
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Native traditions, cultures, and philosophies "of respect and love for the land and each other, as 

well as a focus on the spirituality of all life" (Henley 1989: 19) are an integral part of 

Rediscovery's programmes. Native elders within the community are the leaders in a 

"Rediscovery extended family." Their wisdom is greatly respected and highly regarded upon by 

all, even the most troubled and cocky youth. "The elden, perhaps because of their age and 

compassion, are more approachable, appearing like a loving and caring grandparent" (Henley 

1989: 31). The indigenous person's strong sense of love and care for family and elders, for 

"sacredness of sharing and an intimacy and spiritual connection with the earth" (Henley 1989: 

26) are imparted to youth through Rediscovery's programmes. Elders teach youth "that native 

pathways (lifestyles, value systems, treatment of the land, and traditions) are as likely to hold a 

key to human survival as the trend toward western culture" (Henley 1989: 25). 

Rediscovery Camps provide an opportunity for children to "spend time outside under the open 

sky, to discover more about themselves, their fellow humans, and the noa-humans with whom 

they share this planet" (Henley 1989: 35). Furthermore, Henley (1989: 26) states that 

Rediscovery "brings people back in touch with the land, their cultural roots, and, most of all, 

themselves." The activities, exercises, and games experienced at Rediscovery include "meals, 

morning run and swim, chores, food gathering, sports, games, outdoor and cultural workshops, 

hikes, quiet time alone (solos), free time, and evening campfire" (Henley 1989: 37). Activities 

also encourage children to communicate and share their feelings, problems, or thoughts with the 

group or on a one-on-one basis with a staff member, as the latter acts as a c o d l o r  as well as a 

role model and outdoor leader. 
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Rediscovery programmes consist of hard outdoor activities, for example kayalung rock 

climbing, or rappelling. Programmes also include exercises and activities that teach people 

about respect and appreciation for the land Most importantly, people could rediscover 

themselves through a Rediscovery programme. 

An outdoor and environmental education centre quite different from Rediscovery Camp was 

created by Kurt Hahn He established the first Outward Bound programme in Wales, United 

Kingdom. Outward Bound emphasises adventure and skills in nature, as opposed to a spiritual 

rediscovery of oneself in nature and a recomection with the land. 

2.7.2 Outward Bound 

The founder of Outward Bound was Kurt Hahn, born in Germany in 1886 (Templin and Baldwin 

1976; Kellert 1997; Rhudy 1980; Ewert 1989; Tapply 1980). Originally, Outward Bound was 

established "after World War II because Hahn believed thousands of seamen had Iost their lives 

lacking the endurance, hardiness, and survival skills characteristic of people in the past" (Kellert 

1997: 123). Therefore, Hahn developed a programme to "prepare young seamen to survive the 

rigon of being adrift on the Attantic" (Templin and Baldwin 1976: 9). By the 1940s 

...the British Oatward Bound school had been adapted fiom one that preparcd men to survive the 
ordeals of bdng adrifl m a Weboat, to one that helped young men h v c r  Iatent qualities within 
themsdves that wodd enabie than to be better workers in the indusbiaI system of Britain. 
uemplin and Bddwin 1976: 9)  

Outward Bound crossed the Atlantic Ocean to North America in 1961, when the Colorado 

Outward Bound School was established, followed by Minnesota and Hurricane Island schools 
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(Templin and Baldwin 1976). The American schools were located in "relatively remote 

wilderness areas and they had an even more militaristic/survival element than the institutional 

models on which they were founded" (Templin and Baldwin 1976: 21). In Education on the 

Edge (1980), James states that the Colorado Outward Bound School's purpose is: 

. . . developing apparent and latent capabilities through experience, both Strenuous and testing, which 
demand an increase of Wtive ,  self-confidence, understanding and respect for others. Using life in 
the mountains as the defying force, the students are taught the importance of cooperation and seff- 
discipline in learning to cope with the h d s  and emergencies of mountain living. They become 
acquainted with the great rewards of difEidt and sustained effbns well done, the important 
spiritual value of service to others and self-respect for a w d  trained body. (cited in Ewert 1989: 
29) 

Outward Bound has grown to eight schools throughout Canada and the United States. 

Hahn's goal in creating Outward Bound was "to develop character by means of experiences, and 

learning by doing. Wilderness survival, training in skills, and group living were key ingredients 

of his teaching, ..." (Tapply 1980: 5). Kellert (1997) and Tapply (1980) describe the purposes of 

Outward Bound as "...to encourage greater self-knowledge and confidence and generate feelings 

of sensitivity and responsibility for others" (Tapply 1980: 5) and to "encourage the belief that by 

testing ourselves in nature, we achieve competence, fitness, confidence, and couragen (Kellert 

1997: 123). Outward Bound's "mono is: 'To Serve, To Strive, and Not To Yield"' (Kellert 

1997: 123). Rhudy (1980: 140) suggests that the primary objectives of Outward Bound and 

similar type programmes are: "to produce a change in seIfancept; to develop commuaication 

and human relation skills; and to 'htm kids on" to learning" through adventure-based activities. 

Outward Bound schools attract "educators, teenagem, business executives, women, and others. 

Often two disparate groups such as prisoners and prison guards, teachers and students, or 

foremen and linemen participate in the come together" (Tapply 1980: 5). 
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The element of risk is stressed in the literature as a necessary "ingredient" in outdoor adventure 

pursuits (Kellert 1997; Schreyer, White, and McCool 1980; Schaferrneyer 1980; Hall 1992; 

Miles 1980; Mand 1980; Dickey 1980; Ewert 1989). Participants want risk and seek the 

challense to overcome (and to sunrive) the physical risk encountered during their time in name 

(Schreyer, White, and McCool 1980). 

In addition to the element of risk, Outward Bound programmes offer many benefits. These 

benefits are "psychological @ersonal testing, well-being* confidence); sociological 

(compassion, fiendship, communication); educational (problem solving, outdoor techniques, 

improved academics); and finally physical (fitness, skills, coordination)" (Ewert 1989: 49). 

Outward Bound courses give participants Yhe chance to be tested, to demonstrate physical 

stamina, and to evince mental fortitude" (Kellert 1997: 122). The aforementioned benefits 

offered at Outward Bound could also be found at a third outdoor and environmental education 

centre: Strathwna Park Lodge and Outdoor Education Centre. 

ZZ3 Strathcona Park Lodge and Outdoor Education Centre 

Strathcona Park Lodge and Outdoor Education Centre was established by Jim and Myrna 

Bodding, in 1969 on the shores of Upper Campbeil Lake on Vmcouver Island, British 

Columbia, Can&. A detailed description of SPLOEC, its evolution, and growth was explained 

in Chapter 1, Section 1.2. SPLOEC was designed based on a small rurai coxnm~ty model. The 

philosophy of SPLUEC emphasises "generosity of spirit" (Strathcona Park Lodge and Outdoor 

Education Centre, I%mtirion for Groups booklet) where outdoor leaders share their howledge 
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and skills with participants. The Lodge offers "a wholistic environmental education and 

experiential teaming in a natural setting" (Strathcona Park Lodge and Outdoor Education Centre, 

Information for Groups bookiet). Courses offered at SPLOEC focus on land and water 

adventure-based activities, such as rock climbing, rap pelling, kayaking, canoeing, and ropes 

course. SPLOEC encourages people to take an interest in nature, environmental issues, their 

surrounding countryside, and their communities by influencing their lifestyle choices and 

decisions. 

2 8  Summary 

This chapter consisted of eight sections, including this chapter summary. The introduction 

presented themes reviewed in the literature by this researcher. The themes were: science and 

nature, nature as a special place, the notion of community, the family business, sustainable 

tourism, and the role of outdoor and environmental education centres. 

The second section discussed four science and nature concepts: ecophilosophy, ecosophy, 

ecopsychology, and biophilia Ecophilosophy and ecosophy explore links between human 

beings aud nature. Ecopsychology combines psychology and ecology as a psychological therapy 

based on a fhmework CO~eCted with nature. The biophilia hypothesis suggests that human 

beings have an attraction to nature and a serious need for name's presence in their lives. 

The third section introduced the notion of nature as a sacred place. The importance of a special 

place in nature was emphasised in the literature, as was the destruction of that place by 
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expanding economic and industrial developments. The idea of developing an 'ecological 

identity' and an 'ecological self,' where people evaluate their being, values, personalities, and 

actions according to nature, was explained. 

The following section examined the notion of community and rootedness to a place. The idea of 

community and human interdependency was also explored, where inhabitants influence the 

community and vice versa. The growth of urban sprawl, causing nature to become fragmented, 

landscaped, and limited places in urban centres, was also discussed. 

The fifth part of this chapter explored aspects of the family business. Entrepreneurs' personality 

traits and different roles within his or her life were discussed Benefits and problems within a 

family business suggested by authors were introduced to the reader. Generational succession 

and management differences between a successee and a successor were also provided. 

The concept of sustainable tourism consisted of the sixth part in this chapter. Definitions of and 

treads in sustaiuable tourism were identified. Tourists classifications by type were presented. 

Links between ecotourism, business, and conservation, as we11 as benefits and negatives of this 

concept were discussed 

The finaI part of this chapter discussed the role of outdoor and envir0nmenta.I education centres 

by examining three different types of outdoor and environmental education centres: Rediscovery 

Camp, Outward Bound, and SPLOEC. 
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This summary section concludes the literature review chapter, the following chapter describes 

the methodology utilised in this MDP. 



CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

In the pasf "qualitative methods were often portrayed as primitive tools compared to modern, 

scientific, and quantitative methods like s w e y  research, analyses of archival data, and 

experiments" (Sutton 1997: 98). As a component of social science research methodology, Berg 

(1998: 3) states that qualitative research refers to "an amount of something. . . . to the what, how. 

when, and where of a thing - its essence and ambiance. . . . to the meanings, concepts, definitions, 

characteristics, metaphors, symbols, and descriptions of things." Forcese and Richer (1973) and 

Young (1966) suggest that sociology is an empirical science, intending to 

uaderstand and claritj. the behavior of mao, the social world in which he hes, the &onships 
which he maintains, the influences which are exerted upon him, and thc cffccts these have upon him 
and, subsequdy, upon the social institutions of which he is a part. (Young 1966: 3 1) 

Youag (1966) defines social research as a scientific research methodology 

by meam of logical and systematic techniques, which aims to 1) discover new 6cts or verify and 
test old has; 2) anatyze their sequences, interrehtionships, and caud  explanations which were 
derived witbin an appropriate and theoretical h e  of reference; 3) develop new scientific tools, 
concepts, and dmrits which would fiditate reliable and valid study of human behavior. (Young 
1966: 30) 
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In contrast, Neurnan (1997: 1)  defines social research as "a type of research conducted by 

sociologists, social scientists, and others to seek answers to questions about the social world" 

Kirk and Miller (1986: 9) explain social or qualitative research as 

a particular tradition in social science that fundamentally depends on watching people in their own 
territory and interacting with them in their own language, on their own terms. As identified with 
sociology, cultural anthropology, and political science, among other disciplines, qualitative research 
'has been seen to be 'namrat'stic,' 'ethnographic,' and 'panicipatory.' 

Young (1966: 30) states that "a [social science] researcher's primary goal - distant or immediate 

- is to explore and gain an understanding of human behavior and social life, and thereby gain a 

greater control over them." The social science researcher is interested in seeking answers to 

questions by gathering facts and observations in order to build theories explaining human 

behaviour and social phenomena, which could contribute to a better society (Young 1966; 

Sutton 1997; Berg 1998; Neurnan 1997; Forcese and Richer 1973). More specifically, the 

social science researcher is 

intwe~'.d in the discovery and interpretation of social processes, patterns of behavior, sirdarities 
and d b h i h i t i c s  which apply to typical phenomena and social groups generally. ...[ the 
researcher] is concerned with types and classes of social situations, persons, or groups of which the 
unit (the researcher] is studying at the time is a specimen or an instance. me researcher] aims to 
discover the common chamcteristics in type of general social situations, pasons, or groups. 
(Young 1966: 93) 

Berg (1998: 7) adds that the social researcher "[is] most interested in how humans m g e  

themselves and their settings and how inhabitants of these settings make sense of their 

smoundmgs through symbols, rituals, social structures, social roles, and so forth." 

This MDP consists of a case study of Shathcona Park Lodge and Outdoor Education Centre. 

The Lodge is essentially a small rural working corn- where topics such as social 

interactions, philosophies, dues, and attitudes, among others, are examined. Yin (1989) 
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considers a case study to be a research strategy. Methods in case studies "involve systematically 

gathering enough information about a particular person, social setting, event, or group to pennit 

the nsearcher to effectively understand how it operates or functions" (Berg 1998: 212). Forcese 

and Richer (1973: 82) state that a case study, essentially "studies a group or an individual 

intensively as an entity." They further suggest that case studies are "essentially descriptive or 

exploratory.. . ," for example, studies of "community ethnic groups, juvenile gangs, and total 

communities" (Forcese and Richer 1 973: 8 1, 83). Berg distinguishes between w e  studies of 

organizations and case studies of communities. This MDP is a w e  study of a community, 

Strathcona Park Lodge and Outdoor Education Centre. Berg (1998: 219) defiles this type of 

case study 

... as the systematic gathering of enough information about a particular community to provide the 
researcher with understanding and awareness of what things go on in that community; why and 
how these things occur, who among the community members take part in these activities and 
behaviors, and what social forces may bind together members of this community. 

This MDP is based on social research techniques. Qualitative data collection techniques 

include, among others, a literature review, indepth interviews, focus group intewiews, 

ethnography, historiography, and participant observation (Berg 1998; Newman 1997; Yin 1989; 

Young 1966; Forcese and Richer 1973). Yin (1989) adds to this list archival records and 

physical artifacts. This researcher selected the following research techniques in order to carry 

out this case study: literature review, participant observation and field work, indepth 

interviews, and a questionnaire or swey.  Each of these research methods is W e r  explained in 

the following sections of this chapter, including study limitations and additional comments. The 

literature review is first examined 
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3.2 Literature Review 

The literature review in this MDP utilised two computer based research instruments: CLAWS at 

the University of Calgary Library and ORBIS at the University of Ottawa Library. The latter was 

consulted because this researcher had the opportunity to be in Ottawa for a brief time period and 

took the opportunity to consult the library at the University of Ottawa. Topics queried included 

nature as a special place, nature and spirituality, stewardship, spirituality, environment and 

spirituality, children and nature, values and ecology, values and the environment, family 

operated businesses, succession in family businesses, sustainable tourism, ecotourism issues, 

nature-based tourism, adventure-based tourism, ecology and ecotourism, tourism concepts, 

eco to urism and environmental impacts, ecotourism and impacts, environmental degradation and 

ecotourism, ecology and ecotourism, biodiversity conservation and tourism, environmental 

management and ecotourism, outdoor environmental education, Outward Bound, questionnaire 

research, key informant interview research, participant observation, participant research, case 

study, field work, field observation, social science research, and qualitative research. This 

researcher consuited the World Wide Web (WWW) as a research tool, principally in locating 

tourism and eatourism organisations which suggest credible written materials by accurate and 

reliable sources. A search was also conducted using the WWW research tool in order to locate 

maps illustrating the geographical situation of SPLOEC. The WWCV was not extensively used 

by the researcher due to the many unreliabIe sources and materials easily accessible via this 

research instrument. In the opinion of this researcher, information on the WWW should be 

treated with reserve because of the possibilities of encountering questionable non peer reviewed 

sources and materials. 
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Initial research queries focused on the issue of sustainable tourism and ecotourism. However, as 

the thesis progressed, the research question deviated fiom sustainable tourism to focus on the 

supposition that nature is a sacred and special place and needed in the lives of children and 

adults alike. Children and adults could incorporate nature into their lives through the 

conservation philosophies and teachings of outdoor and environmental education centres, such 

as SPLOEC. Consequently, efforts were made to locate articles and books from authors sharing 

this point of view and philosophy about nature. A computer based search was insufficient in 

finding articles and books dealing with this subject matter. Consequently, this researcher 

consuited reference lists fiom a few lcnown authors discussing the topic of nature as  a special 

place. This method provided many resource materials to be further examined by this researcher. 

Moreover, discussions with the thesis supervisor and committee member introduced additional 

written materials by leaders in the research topic. 

The relevant information from written materials was noted in a computer based format and 

sorted by topic. The data were hrrther organised by grouping together like-issues from each 

author and allocating them to files in specific folders stored in the computer. The topics dealt 

with the following themes: nature and science, nature and human beings, the notion of 

community, family and business, sustainable tourism, and finally outdoor and environmental 

education centres, participant research, key infomarit interview research, and questionnaire 

research. The literature review resauch findings resulted in Chapter 2. 
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3.3 Participant Research 

Vidich (1955: 354) states that participant research as a technique is essential to all social 

sciences. Many authors discuss parhcipant research or pmcipant observation as an effective 

social science research tool (Vidich 1955; Kluckhohn 1940; Tedlock 199 1; Yin 1989; Babbie 

1973; Whyte 1984; Lawless. Sutlive. and Zamora 1983: Becker and Geer 1960: Kirk and 

Miller 1986; Reece and Siegal 1986; Friedrichs and Liidtke 1975). Kluckhohn (1940: 331) 

defines participant observation as a 

conscious and systematic sharing, in so fbr as cir-ces permit, in the We-activities and, on 
occasion, in the interests and afFects of a group of pcrsons. Its purpose is to obtain data about 
behavior through direct contact and in terms of specific situations in which the distortion that 
results tiom the investigator's being an outside agent is reduced to a minimum. 

Comparatively, Reece and Siegal (1986: 74) define participant observation as "a regular 

interaction with subjects, direct observation of specific events, formal and informal interviewing, 

some systematic counting or organizing, recording of documents, and collecting of artifacts or 

objects." Finally, Vidich (1950: 354) explains participant observation as "enabling the research 

worker to secure [the researcher's] data within the mediums, symbols, and experiential worlds 

which have meaning to [the researcher's] respondents." 

The role of the participant observer is dependent upon the type of participation the researcher 

adopts. Participant research implies that the researcher could adopt a position anywhere 

between two ends of the participation spectrum, that of a complete participant or a complete 

observer. The first entails the researcher becoming and participating as one of the community or 

group member under study, without disclosing his or her research purposes or intents (Forcese 

and Richer 1973; Neuman 1997; Berg 1998; True 1989; Bogdan and Taylor 1975; Friedrichs 
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and Litdtke 1975; Reece and Siegal 1986; Becker and Geer 1960; Whyte 1984; Babbie 1973; 

Rubin and Babbie 1989). The second position or role (complete observer or nonparticipant 

observer) signifies that the researcher plays the role of an observer, unobtrrsive, setting himself 

or herself apart from the group under study, which may not realise it is being studied (True 1989; 

Forcese and Richer 1973: Friedrichs and Liidtke 1975: Babbie 1973: Rubin and Babbie 1989). 

Friedrichs and Ladtke (1975: 34) identify two additional types of participation research 

positions: pseudo-participation (limited participation depending on the role and purpose of the 

researcher) and incomplete participation (overtly pursued observation with little physical 

pamipation). Rubin and Babbie (1989: 340) refer to these two types of positions as  participant- 

as-observer and observer-as-participant, in which case the fim signifies that the researcher 

undertakes hs or her study by participating among the group, disclosing to the group his or her 

purposes of study. Whereas the second position (observer-as-participant) suggests that the 

researcher identifies himself or herself as such to the group under study, without participating in 

group interactions. 

Vidich (1950) suggests that a researcher could either adopt a position which is totally or partially 

disguised or undisguised. Friedrich and Ladtke (1975) and Whyte (1984) distinguish among 

overt, semiovert, and covert research roles. According to Whyte (1984: 30). an overt role implies 

letting the study group h o w  the researcher's identity, role (as a researcher), and intention in 

relation to his or her study. A semiovert research role entails a researcher working among the 

group or organization, as an employee, while llfilling his or her study intentions. The 

researcher could let others know about the study undertaken at his or her own discretion 
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Finally, a covert rote suggests that the researcher deceives his or her co-workers by playing a role 

as a Iegitimate employee within the organisation or as a legitimate community member, with the 

only intention of undertaking his or her study. Whyte (1984) does not consider a covert role 

useN when conducting a community study, because those participating in interviews and 

obszwation sessions wuld  most likeIy require explications as to the researcher's presence and 

inquiries. A summary of the advantages of participation research are outiined in Table 3.1, 

while the disadvantages are listed in Table 3.2. 

Several authors make reference to recording field notes as an important element in participant 

research (Friedrichs and Lodtke 1975; Neuman 1997; True 1989; Berg 1998; Forcese and 

Richer 1973; Rubin and Babbie 1989). The typical method for recording field notes is manually 

with pencil and paper, although other forms of recording tools are available, for example audio- 

visual and/or audio recording and using numerous observers (Friedrichs and Liidtke 1975; 

Forcese and Richer 1973; True 1989; Rubin and Babbie 1989). True (1989: 173) suggests that 

several disadvantages of audio-visual and audio recording exist, because these types of 

rnechanised recordings could be considerably expensive, entail complications, possibly require 

training, accumulate an overwhelming amount of data and transcripts, and possibly disrupt the 

group under study. 

3.4 MDP Participant Research 

This researcher amved at SPLOEC June 26: 1997 and departed August 9: 1997. Participant- 

as-observer research on site occurred from July 1 4 ~  to August 7% 1997 (inclusively), a pried of 

25 days. The restarcher identified herself as a such to the p u p  under study. As well her study 
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Table 3.1 Advantages of ~ a r t i a ~ a n t  research 

1 1 I provide for funher research possibilities I 

1 
2 
3 

1 6 1 Kluckhohn 1940; Whyte 1984; Ti 1989; Labovitt and 

I I Hagedorn 198 1; True 1989 
7 1 Kluckhohn 1940 

Main Reference 
Yin 1989 
Yi i  1989 
Rubin and Babbie 1989 

Advantages of Participant Research 
Perceptions of "insiders"' viewpoint 
Manipulation of events or situations 
Flexibility (in research design changes) 

Access to data, large body of information, and 1 
emotions through observations, interviews, 
questionnaire, and/or Hechistory 
Access to marded data 

Inexpensive 4 

8 
9 

Access to gossip 
Avoids discrepancy between real and verbal 

Rubin and Babbie 1989 

Kluckhohn 1940 
Friedrichs and Lodtke 1975 

5 Rubin and Babbie 2989 I Observations and concepmalisations could 

10 

Table 3.2 Disadvantages of ~artici~ant research 

I 1 

12 

I I Main Reference 

Friedrich and Liidtke 1975 
behaviow 
Allows for observations when interview 

Friedrich and LiSdtke 1975 

Labovitz and Hagedorn 198 1 ; True 1989 

l 3  I Kluckhohn 1940; Whyte 1984; Maxwell 1992; Kirk and 
Miller 1986; Friedrichs and Liidtke 1975; Labovitz and 

questions are misunderstood 
Observation of behaviour independent fiom 
verbal capabilities of interviewee 
Allows for true and natural setting 

I 
2 

Kluckhohn 1940 
: Kiuckhohn 1940 

4 

1 8 1 Reece and SiegaI 1986 

Hagedorn 198 1; True 1989 
Friedrichs and Liidtke 1975 

5 

6 
7 

Disadvantages of Participant Research I 

Friedrichs and Liidtke 1975; Tedlock 199 1; Yin 1989; 
Labovitz and Hagedorn 198 1; True 1989; Rubin and 
Babbie 1989; Bogdan and Taylor 1975 
Labovitz and Hagedorn 198 1 ; True 1989 
Labovitz and Hagedorn 198 1; True 1989; Ym 1989; 
Whyte I984 

Relevancy, validity and reliability of the data 

Overlooking the obvious 
Loosing objectivity andlor 'going native' 

Observer's role Iitations 
Time consumption and cost 

Physically impossible for observer to be in all I 
I I I places at all times I 
9 

10 

Reece and Siegai 1986 

Reece and Siegd 1986; Vidich 1955; Whyte 1984; 
Rubin and Babbie 1989; Friedrichs and Liidtke 1975 

Important activities may have occurred prior to 
observer's study 
Privacy and deception (ethical issues) 

1 I , Kirk and Miller 1986; Rubin and Babbie 1989; Maxwell GenetaIizabiIity 



intentions were disclosed when participating among the group in an undisguised and overt role 

during her field work research at SPLOEC. This researcher participated in out-trips and was 

responsible for working four hours a day (grounds keeping and office tasks) in exchange for 

room and board. Field observation research provided this researcher the opportunity to observe 

actions, appearances, interactions, activities, demeanours, and behavioun of employees and 

guests at SPLOEC. Field notes were recorded by this researcher on site, following observation 

sessions. After this researcher's return to Calgary, additional thoughts recalled from observation 

sessions were added to the notes. During the early weeks of this researcher's stay at the Lodge, 

field observations were conducted for short intervals, for example ten to fifteen minutes (Table 

3.3). This researcher spent several days acclimatising herself to the site and meeting people at 

the Lodge. She required a few weeks before she was self-disciplined and confident enough to 

record field observations, as this type of research methodology was new to her. During the last 

few weeks of the field research study period, longer observation time intervals were conducted. 

This researcher's impressions, observations, thoughts, reflections, and opinions were recorded in 

a notepad during this time period, namely in a diary format (with dates, times, people, and 

places). 

Table 3.3 Field work observation sessions 
~ - 1 0 b s e w a t i o n  Session I Number of Sessions ( The examination of key informant 

/ research method consists of the 

[minutes) 
10 
15 

120 8 1 

Total 3 hours 15 minutes 27 folIowing section 

4 
4 

interviews as a participation 
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3.5 Key Informant Interviews 

"The interview is an especially effective method of collecting information for certain types of 

research questions and for addressing certain types of assumptions.. . " (Berg 1998: 63). Berg 

(1998), Wright (1979), and True (1989) identify three types of interviews: 

( 1) unstandardised (informal or unstructured) intervim 
(2) semistandardised (guided-semi-structured or focused) interview; and 
(3) standardised (formal or structured) interview. 

Wright ( 1979: 52) explains that the researcher using the unstandardised or unstructured interview 

type "requires considerable knowledge about the topic under consideration, since it is that 

knowledge which enables the interviewer to direct skillfully the course of the interview into 

useful and informative channels." The semistandardised interview 

involves the implementation of a number of predetermined questions, ... typically asked of each 
interviewee in a systematic and consistent order, but the interviewers are allowed W o r n  to 
digress . ..and permitted to probe rimerviewer stimulates the respondent to expand or clarifj]. 
(Berg 1998: 61) 

Finally, the standardised or structured interview entails a minimum of probing, questions are 

inflexible, md the interviewer must ask the questions in the exact same way and order during 

each i n t e ~ e w  session (True 1989). 

This researcher conducted five key informant semistandatdised interviews, because this type of 

interview structure allowed inte~ewees fieedorn to digress while this researcher administered a 

number of predetermined questions. This researcher also conducted one unstaudardised 

impromptu interview. A key informant interview guide (Appendix A) was used by this 

researcher. According to Forces and Richer (1973: 169-170), an i n t e ~ e w  guide 
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provides the interviewer more discretion. It is literally a guide outlining the kind of information 
required and perhaps suggesting means of wording the queries. But the interviewee is allowed 
greater scope of response, while similarly, the interviewer is allowed to govern the interview 
situation insok as determining how he elicits the required i n f o d o n .  

Additionally, this researcher employed an unstandardised interview method during field 

observations. This style of interview permitted this researcher to question participants in a 

conversational manner, in order to obtain additional information or clarification "establishing a 

rapport" between herself and the group under study (Berg 1998: 6 1 ). 

This researcher presented a written 'Informed Consent Form,' approved by the Faculty of 

Environmental Design, at the University of Calgary, Research Ethics Committee, to key 

informants. This form explained the study project, the types of questions to be asked, informed 

participants that the interview would be audio-taped unless otherwise specified, insured 

confidentiality and anonymity (by the use of pseudonyms), and described participants' rights to 

withdraw from the study (Padgett 1998; Berg 1998). The justifications for a "signed informed 

consent slip" are twofold Firstly, 

[the consent ford systdcaliy ensures that pot& subjects are knowing& participating in a 
study ad are doing so of theit own choice. Secondly, a signed consent slip provides lRBs 
(Inseihrtional Review Boards) a means by which to monitor (by aramining a signed dip) the 
voluntary participation of subjects. (Berg 1998: 47-48) 

The consent form was read and signed by participants. Moreover, a copy of the project proposal 

was available to participants at their request for M e r  clarifications. This researcher conducted 

five indepth interviews and a sixth impromptu casual interview, of two current employees and 

four past employees of SPLOEC. 
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According to Berg (1998: 69) interview questions should avoid using jargon and technical terms, 

"affectively worded questions," "double-barreled questions," and "overly complex questions". 

The interview should begin with non-threatening questions, putting the interviewee at ease. 

During the course of the interview, the researcher asks more complex and sensitive questions 

once a more comfortable rapport has been established (Berg 1998; Forcese and Richer 1973; 

True 1989; Whyte 1984). Berg (1 998: 87-88) created "ten commandments of inte~ewing:" 

f 1) never begin an interview cold; 
(2) member your purpose; 
(3) present a aawal h n $  
(4) demonstrate aware hearing; 
( 5 )  thinkabout appearance; 
(6) interview in a comfortable place; 
(7) don't be satisfied with monosyllabic answers; 
(8) be respectiid; 
(9) practice, practice, and practice some more; and 
(1 0) be cordial and appreciative. 

In preparation for interview sessions, this researcher paid attention to her physical appearance, 

dressing similarly to inteMewees. She dressed comfortably and casually, yet not unkempt. 

Most staff members and guests dress casually, because they are either in an outdoor working 

environment or on holidays. Essentially, my physical appearance could be described as natural, 

comfortable, and subdued. The interviews were conducted he-to-face. Forcese and Richer 

(1973: 172) suggest that "a sympathetic ear, eyes k e d  attentively on the talker - these are social 

rewards which for most respondents are adequate compensation for spending an hour or so being 

interviewed" Eye contact was established and maintained with participants, ensuring 

interviewees a sense of integrity and sincerity on behalf of myself This researcher attempted to 

conduct intemiews in comfortable and quiet places, dowing for few disruptions. Unforhmately, 

some interviews could not be held in quiet places. Subsequently transcribing iiudiwsettes 
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from interviews proved to be difficult due to background noises and sounds. Interviews had an 

average length of time of 40 minutes (for further details see Chapter 4, Table 4.1). This 

researcher allowed ample opportunities for inte~ewees to add comments or thoughts following 

answers, by letting some time pass before posing the next question. h this manner, interviewees 

could elaborate on answers uninterrupted. 

The questionnaire as a participant research method is next examined. 

3.6 Questionnaire 

Forcese and Richer ( 1  973: 160) define the questionnaire as a 

form for securing answers to questions.. .questionnaires are forms which the respondent fills in 
himself. Instead of observing a person's behavior, then, we ask him in writing about himself. his 
behavior, or his attitudes, and he responds in writing. 

According to Neurnan (1997: 228), 'the survey is the most widely used data-gathering technique 

in sociology, and it is used in many other fields as welL" 

True (1989: 236-238) identifies four types of questionnai.res: 

(1) open-ended (respondents allowed to answer in own words); 
(2) closed-ended (choice of answers provided for rcqm&nts); 
(3) sptit-bdot (qyestioMairr with two panillel versions differing m one detail); and 
(4) forced-choice (two choices prescntDd respadents choose the most desirable). 

Young (1966: 190) suggests that openended questionnaires are used "for intensive studies of a 

Limited number of wes or for preliminary exploration of new problems and situations." Young 

(1966) adds that although this type of questionnaire offers unrestricted responses, the infomation 

obtained could be abundant, azticulate, uncleat, and/or meaningless. Whereas, closed-ended 
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questionnaires are more useful "when categorized data are required, . . . when they need to be put 

into definite classifications" (Young 1966: 190). 

This researcher wanted to gather information about tourists visiting SPLOEC. She distributed a 

questionnaire (sample in Appendix B) to giests, one questionnaire per family or goup  visiting 

the Lodge. This researcher desired to distribute as many copies of questionnaires as those 

brought to the Lodge, that is 100 copies. The group sampled for this thesis was located at one 

site, the Lodge, which proved to be beneficial in terms of recruiting respondents. However, an 

efficient distrhution method of questionnaires was difficult to achieve, for the Lodge has no 

central foyer or meeting place. Consequently, this researcher personally and randomly 

distributed questionnaires to guests, by visiting their rooms and cabins upon their arrival to 

Strathcona Park Lodge and Outdoor Education Centre. The project's intent was introduced and 

explained to guests (with the owner's consent). One questionnaire was left with the individual 

who answered the door and was staying in the room or cabin. The respondent was then asked to 

leave the answered questionnaire at the recepion desk prior to his or her departure, when 

checking-out Questionnaires were put into a folder by the reception staff members. The 

researcher collected the questionnaire copies left at the reception desk on a daily basis. 

Respondents were not asked nor requited to indicate any personal information, such as name, 

address, telephone number, etc. The questionnaire was based on a similar questionmire style as 

the one developed by the Tourism Research Group, in 1990, for the government of  B.C. 

UnfortmateIy, the questionnaire was not adequately pre-tested by this researcher due to time 

constraints (aside from revisions by associates). The length of the questionnaire was restricted to 
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four pages in order to maintain respondents' interesf and contained 25 questions. Neuman 

(1997: 249) suggests that questions should be clearly identified and appropriately spaced out in 

order to avoid confusion. The first part of the questionnaire, following the brief introduction, 

contained nine questions concerning details about tourists' trip. The second section, related to 

SPLOEC and SPP (10 questions), requested information about tourists' intentions imd 

expectations of their trip. The final section consisted of six questions and asked tourists about 

demographic information 

The questionnaire contained 16 close-ended questions where either boxes or spaces were 

provided for responses. Three questions were developed using a five-point Likert scale where 

choices ranged From "excellent" to "very poor" and "strong restrictions" to "very negligible 

restrictions." Lastly, six questions were open-ended and required more elaborated responses 

from respondents. 

The researcher attempted to construct a questionnaire which did not contain confusing, 

offensive, intimidating, or threatening questions. Neuman' s ( 1 997: 233-236) ten guidelines to 

avoid when composing a questionnaire were utilised: 

(I) avoid jargon, slang, and abbmktious; 
(2) avoid ambiguity, codision, a d  vagueness; 
(3) avoid emotional language and prestige bias; 
(4) avoid double-bsnrlcd questions; 
(5) avoid Ieadhg questions; 
(6) avoid asldng q~estions that are beyond respondents' capabilities; 
(7) avoid fhhpremhs; 
(8) avoid asking about fuaac intentions; 
(9) avoid double negatives; and 
(10) avoid overiapping or unbalanced response categories. 
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The researcher distributed a total of 57 questionnaires during her stay at the Lodge. Forty-six 

answered questionnaires were returned to this researcher, while 11 remained unaccounted for. 

The response rate was calculated at 80.7%. Rubin and Babbie (1989: 320) generally use the 

following as "rules of thumb ahcut response rates. A response rate of at least 50 percent is 

usually considered adequate for analysis and reporting A response of at least 60 percent is 

good. And a response rate of at least 70 percent is very good." Question responses were 

counted, grouped, and stored in computer based files. The response rate was taken into 

consideration for each question For facilitation of analysis, the data are presented as 

percentages. The reader should note that this researcher used tourist, visitor, and guest 

interchangeably throughout this thesis and totals may not add up to 100% due to rounding. 

(37.6%), and European 

(1 1%) (Figure 3. I). Map 2 

illustrates Canadian 

tourists by province. Forty 

Tourists vacationing at Figure 3.1 Percentage of tourists' home countries 
Response: 45 (nP46) 

Unitcd States 1:: i 

SPLOEC were Canadian 

(51. I%), American 
60 

50 

hailed from British Columbia, 6.7% originated fiom Alberta, while an equal percentage (2.2%) 

of tourists were visiting from Saskatchewan and Ontario. 

per cent of the tourists Countries 
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Map 3 illustrates the Map 2 Percentage of Canadian tourists by province 

number of tourists visiting 

from the United States by 

state. Guests hailing from 

the states of Washington 

and California numbered at 

6.7% each. While 4.4% of 

tourists originated from the 

state of Maryland. SPLOEC attracted an equal percentage (2.2%) of guests from states located 

on the east and southeast coasts. 

Tourists hailing from France Map 3 Percentage of American tourists by state 

(4.4%), Switzerland (2.2%), 

Austria (2.2%), and the 

Netherlands (2.2%) also 

visited SPLOEC (Map 4). 

The gender and ages of 

guests visiting SPLOEC are 

illustrated in Figure 3.2. 

Males (54.5%) number slightly higher than females (45.4%). Men are strongly represented in 
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he uader l4 years of age category Map 4 Percentage of European tourists by country 

(men: 17.2%, women: 10.4%); in the 

15 to 18 year old class (men: 4.3%, 

women: 0%); and in the 65 and over 

age group (men: 8.0%. women: 3.7%). 

However, the number of women 

visiting the Lodge are higher in the 25 

to 34 age group (men: 1.8%, women: 

4.3%) and in the 55 to 64 age class (men: 4.3%, women: 7.4%). Both men and women are 

equally represented in the 35 to 44 age group (1 1.0%). 

Figure 3.2 Gender and ages of tourists 
Response: 46 (n-1 
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Figure 3.3 Numher of travellers per group 
Response: 46 ( n 4 )  

I 

Number of Persons per Travelling Group 

(10.9%) and ten (2.2%) were also visiting SPLOEC. 

Visitors staying at 

SPLOEC generally 
I 
I 

travelledingroups(Figure 

3.3). Almost 67% 

(66.5%) travelled in 

groups of two (45.7%), 

three (15.2%), or four 

(19.6%) people. 

However, groups of 

people as high as nine 

F i g u e  3.4 Total annual household income (CDN$) 
Response: 42 ( n 4 )  

Figure 3.4 illustrates that 

almost 85% (82.8%) of 

guests earn a total annual 

household income 

(CDNG) of $40,000 to 

$59,999 (23.8%) and over 

$60,000 (59,6%). While 

nearly 20% (1 6.6%) earn a 

total annual household income (CDNS) less than $39,999. 
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The following section introduces several limitations in this MDP and additional comments 

regarding the methodology utilised in this study. 

3.7 Study Limitations and Additional Comments 

This researcher encountered some limitations in this MDP. Primarily, b d s  were lacking. 

Strathcona Park Lodge and Outdoor Education Centre is located on Vancouver Island, British 

Columbia, and this researcher could only financially manage one trip to the Lodge, during six 

weeks in the summer of 1997. A second field work trip on site was not feasible the following 

summer, in which case data obtained from two field seasons would have been interesting for 

comparison purposes. The owner and directors of the Lodge provided room and board for this 

researcher in exchange for four how of employment every day. The generosity and hospitality 

of the owner and directors was appreciated from this researcher, because she did not have the 

financial funds to pay for her lodging and meals. This researcher's travels, while at the Lodge, 

were very limited, dus to a lack of private transportation. Financial resources were not available 

to rent a vehicle. Nonetheless, this final point could be viewed as an advantage, for this 

researcher was compelled to remain on site, thus l l l y  experiencing the essence of the place. 

It was brought to the attention of this researcher, months after her return fiom the field, that an 

individual, periodically visiting the Lodge during the research time frame, brought concerns of 

the research methodology to the attention of this thesis supervisor. This person commented to 

the supervisor that this researcher did not appear to be actively researching or working during 

her stay at the Lodge. Due to the type of research methodology (qualitative research), this 
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researcher, at times, adopted the role of a bystander and observer during observation sessions. 

This researcher may have appeared to be merely "hanging out" md not conducting her research 

aggressively to this individual. The social science researcher may appear to be accomplishing 

little, when in actuality he or she is observing people's behaviours, reactions, interactions, and 

attitudes in the field, continually making mental notes to be recorded at a later time. The 

perception of a qualitative researcher conducting little research, while on site, may be considered 

as a misconception with regard to social science research methods &om those unacquainted with 

such research methodologies. The supervisor explained to this individual the role of a 

qualitative researcher. 

The weather was a negative contributing factor causing a lower number of tourists visiting 

SPLOEC during the first three weeks of the field work research. This researcher would have 

preferred to distniute all copies of questionnaires (100) to tourists, however, the bad weather 

shortened the time &me of questionnaire distribution Subsequently, when a higher number of 

tourists arrived at the Lodge, as the weather warmed and improved, this researcher diligently 

distributed as many questionnaires as possibie by visiting roams and cabins during evening 

hours. Perhaps a more efficient distriiution method of questionnaires, than the one utilised by 

this researcher described in Section 3.4, could have bee11 more effective. At times, 

questionnains were left in respondents' rooms or cabins, rather tkan dropped off at the reception 

desk upon their check-out This dropoff system m y  have ~ont~buted to the number of non- 

responses, as the housekeeping staff may have unintentiody discarded the questionnaire. A 

final problem with regard to questionnaires is that certain types of questions did not produce a 

high response rate from participants. These qyestions were open-ended and requested that 
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respondents provide personal reflections, ideas, suggestions, and knowledge. This researcher 

could have benefited by having the questionnaire pre-tested, at which time appropriate changes 

could have been made based on test-respondents' feedback. 

This researcher encountered few problems concerning key informant interviews. Time was an 

issue for interviewees, as the summer months are very busy for managers and employees of the 

Lodge. However, this researcher respected inte~ewees' hectic schedule and arranged for 

interviews at their convenience. The notion of encroaching on interviewees' time and privacy by 

this researcher was at times uncomfortable. Therefore, this researcher behaved in a friendly 

manner and mentioned her appreciation when interviewees took time out of their busy schedule 

to participate in this study. This researcher has some level of experiences conducting interviews, 

however she would have benefited from more practise and experience using probes comfortably. 

3.8 Summary 

The introduction of the research methodology chapter explained and introduced qualitative 

social research methods, particularly case studies of communities, such as SPLOEC. The 

section defined qualitative research and its research techniques. Additionally, the introduction 

presented what qualitative researchers seek and what they are most interested in finding in their 

study. 

Following the introduction to social sciences research methodology, this chapter introduced a 

research tool, the literature review. This researcher's literature review procedure for this MDP 
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was explained Research agents and qsery topics were identified The collection, sorting, 

organising, and storage of data was described 

Participant research was the subject of the next section. This type of research technique was 

defined as were the participant observer's roles or positions. Advantages and disadvantages of 

participant research were identified and listed in tables. This section described the recording 

options of field work obse~ations by a researcher. Lastly, this researcher's field work 

observation methodology was described 

The subject of key informant interviews as a research technique was introduced following the 

discussion of participant research. This part defined, identified, and explained three types of 

interviews, as well as purposes of an interview guide. The importance of obtaining consent From 

interviewees and the Irfonned Consent Form were examined. Several guidelines or 

"commandments" of interviewing and this researcher's interview procedure were presented. 

An important research tool, the questionnaire, was defined in the tifth part of this chapter. 

Questionnaire types, purposes, and uses were addressed This MDP's question.naire layout and 

sample were discussed Questionnaire distn'bution and retried methods were identified. The 

section descri'bed the layout of the questionnaire7 question order, style and types7 and tinally 

guidelines for constructing a questionnaire. The section ended with a discussion of 

questionnaire data 
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The final section of this chapter identified study limitations and provided comments on the 

methodology utilised in this MDP. Problems identified were: lack of financial resources, 

meteorology conditions, question types in the questionnaire, and a lack of this researcher's 

experience in conducting interviews and probes. 

The following chapter consists of the case study in question and elaborates on results from tield 

work observations, key informant interviews, and questionnaire data. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CASE STUDY 

1 Introduction 

Yin (1989: 23) defines a case study as "an empirical inquiry data that: 

investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its &-life context; when 
the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident; and in which 
multiple sources of evidence are used." 

In his article "Case study," Handbook of Qualitative Research (1994) and in The Art of Case 

S W  Research (1995), Stake identifies three types of case studies: intrinsic case studies, 

instrumental case studies, and collective case studies. Each case study identifies the researcher's 

purpose and intent This MDP conducts a case study associated with Stake's instrumental case 

study. Stake defines an instrumental case study as "cases examined to provide insight into some 

issue or to refine some theoretical explanation (Stake, 1984)" (cited in Berg 1998: 216). The 

case itself becomes secondary, serving as a support and background to the actual research. Berg 

(1998; 216) mentions that '?he intention is to assist the researcher to better understand some 

external theoretical question or problem." 

By conducting an inmumental case study of SPLOEC, the intention of this researcher is to 

answer the following research question: "Wuzt are viable business practises for a fmik'y owned 
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and operated outdoor and environmental education centre?" In effect, the intention of this 

research is to better understand how a family could operate a financially successll outdoor and 

environmental education business, teaching outdoor hard skills and survival skills, while 

applying a focus on spirituality, respect, and wonders of nature, as well as teamwork, 

cooperation, and good communication among people. People could experience a significant 

moment in their lives when exposed to different concepts and philosophies, in addition to 

learning outdoor technical skills. 

This case study examines a community, which 

provide[s] the researcher with understanding and awareness of what things go on in that 
m e ,  why and how thae things ocw. who among the community members take part in 
these activities and behaviors; and what social forces may bind together members of this 
community. (Berg 1998: 219) 

In order to investigate these characteristics, this researcher canied out personal observations in 

the field, conducted key informant interviews, and distributed a questionnaire. The result of 

these investigations comprises this chapter by reporting what was observed, said, and answered 

by participants at SPLOEC. 

Yin (1989) identifies six research sources of data needed in order to carry out a case study. 

These research methods are: documentation, archival records, interviews, direct observation, 

participt-obmtion, and physical (Y in 1989). The researcher may select all or a few 

of these research methods, depending on the type of case study undertaken. This researcher has 

selected four of YSs (1989) research methods: documentation (Literature Review - Chapter 2), 

interviews, direct obsedon,  and pwticipt-observation to study this case. In addition, data 
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were collected from questionnaire participants. This researcher was able to remain on site for a 

period of six weeks to conduct site observations, participant-observatiom, key informant 

interviews, and distribute questionnaires. This chapter introduces the semistandardised 

interviewing method applied to this MDP; as well a summary of each i n t e ~ e w  is provided. 

Data from most close-ended questions are included in this chapter and are presented in Figures 

and Tables. These display formats allow this researcher to present much data in an easy and 

understandable manner. Four open-ended question responses are also presented and discussed in 

this chapter. Many interesting and creative answers provided by participants were gathered, 

however, this researcher presents a sample of answers, due to space constraints. 

The following section presents site observations from this researcher. The number of SPLOEC 

field observations, included in this MDP, is limited due to space and time constraints. The 

reported observations relate to the physical layout of the Lodge property, this researcher's tasks, 

office administration obsemtions (office space shortage and means of communication), outdoor 

activity participation (instructors' behaviour), social centre, and social activities (leaders' slide 

shows and Elderhostel slide shows). Note, the researcher uses the first person when referring to 

herself in the following site observations section 

4*2 Site Observations 

4.2J -out uf SPLOEC 

I arrived at Strathcona Park Lodge and Outdoor Education Centre, June 264 1997, at the 

beghhg of the tourism season and left August 9&, 1997. The weather was cold and wet for 
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approximately two to three weeks, consequently the number of visitors at the Lodge was low. 

During this time, I familiarised myself with the area and spent time orienting myself Map 5 

illustrates the layout of SPLOEC. This map is distributed to visitors for orientation purposes. 

SPLOEC is located 45 kilometres west of Campbell River (see Map 1 - Chapter 1). Highway - 28 

runs across the 69 hectare property. The property is divided in three portions: lower, middle, 

and upper terrain. 

The lower ground is west of Highway 28. This part of the property consists of four hectare and 

contains the main Lodge facilities: an administration building (main office, reception, gift shop, 

High Bracer Lounge, staff laundry facilities, lecture room, and a few staff bedrooms); the Whale 

House (large dining area, kitchen, laundry facilities, movidecture room, and several guest 

rooms); the Haig-Brown Building, the Seale House, and the College Building (house guests and 

school children); 12 guest cabins (many located on the lake shoreline); staff cabins; a sauna on 

the waterfkont; and a maintenance centre. 

The middle property, approximately 14 hectare, is located east of Highway 28 and houses: the 

diesel generator, the electrical power station; ten houses; the Annex (a group of trailer- 

type buildings for the Canadian Outdoor Leadership Training (COLT) students); the Barn (for 

conferences or organised social events); a gardening are8; rock climbing bluffs; and the ropes 

course training area. 
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Finally, the upper portion consists of approximately 5 1 hectare and remains unused due to the 

terrain; it is steep, rugged, and mainly flora covered with second growth forest. The site is 

located northeast of the middle property, at the extreme northeastern boundary of the property. 

The lower terrain is pedestrian friendly and accessed by way of paths or roads for easy 

circulation There is an unobtrusive gravel road winding through the lower site from Highway 

28 to the lakefront cabins for guests with private vehicles. There is a small parking lot along the 

highway next to the administration building. Aesthetically, buildings and cabins are rustic and 

natural looking, as the construction materials are local (F+igure 4.1). When observing the site 

tiom the lakeshore, buildings are rather inconspicuous among the greenery (Figures 4.2 and 4.3). 

4.2.2 Researcher's Tasks on Site 

During the fist half of my stay at the Lodge, I worked with the gardening crew. In preparation 

for the tourism season, specifically flower beds and baskets were being made ready, and flower 

gardens were being planted throughout the property. Also, a vegetable garden needed to be 

cared for on a daily basis. During the second half of my stay at the Lodge, I undertook tasks in 

the administration office, organising Myrna Boulding ' s personal fdes. Myrna B oulding had 

accumulated many articles on health, fitness, and the environment, which were indexed. I 

collected additional articles fiom popular and scientific outdoor aod environmental magazines, 
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Figure 4.3 Northeast view of Strathcona Park Lodge and Outdoor Education Centre from the 
shores of Upper Campbell Lake (Photographed by I. Zanovello, July, 1997) 

and organised an environmental file-resource box, where articles concerning environmental 

issues were catalogued. 

I worked four hours a day in exchange for room and board Working in both areas offered me 

the opportunity to undergo two different experiences. The £ht entailed manual tasks, and 

working outdoors regardless of the weather. The second involved traditional office-type tasks of 

filing, working indoors, and being exposed to office dynamics. 
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4.2.3 O@ce A d m l ~ i z d o n  0bse17raaeons 

During my work period in the administration office, I had the opportunity to observe office 

dynamics, means of communication at SPLOEC, and difficulties related to the office's shortage 

of floor space. 

4.23.1 Office Space Shortage 

SPLOEC employs one owner, two directors (excluding the COLT director), five managers, 25 to 

30 outdoor instructors, eight employees in the housekeeping department, seven staff memben in 

the food and beverage department, four administration staff memben, three maintenance 

employees, and three grounds keepers. 

I observed four offices and three working stations (two of the three working stations were in 

open view in the reception area) in the administration building. Four offices were used by the 

owner, two directors, and one manager. The other three working stations were occupied by the 

office staff members, working in the reception area Managers worked on a 111-time basis, 

while the four office staff members worked on shift-work schedules, allowing for the presence of 

at least two persons at the reception desk from 8:00 to 20:OO. Subsequently, thee managers (and 

a fourth on maternity leave), one office staff person, and the 'Zlderhostel and Grandchildrenn 

programme (one grandparent accompanies his or her grandchild to the Lodge for one week 

paaalahg in outdoor activities) administrator did not have a designated office or working station, 

During peak business times, I observed an atmosphere of fhstration and agitation in the 

administtation building, due to floor space shortage with the number of staff working the same 
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hours, resulting in a crowded working environment The current administration 'set-up' could 

affect employees' morale and job performances. The office floor space could be expanded or a 

number of offices could be removed to a different floor or building, thereby increasing the 

number of offices and working stations in both areas. 

4.2.3.2 Means of Communication 

4.2.3.2.1 Walkie-Talkie 

Managers and staff members communicated with the main office by using a walkie-talkie 

system, which functioned relatively well. Managers and staff members scattered on the property 

were able to maintain in contact with the main office with a walkie-talkie. Additionally, a loud 

speaker located just outside the main office could be heard by guests or staff on the property. 

4.2.3.2.2 Telephone System 

I observed a communication problem or difficulty with the telephone system. The Lodge 

operates a radio telephone that is not comected to provincial communication lines. Guests do 

not have the opportunity to use a public telephone, consequently they must drive either 12 km 

west of the Lodge to a telephone booth or 45 km east of the Lodge to Gold River for that senrice. 

I noticed guests were annoyed about being deprived of outside communication and having to 

travel quite a distance to use a telephone. Fortunately, the executive directors of the Lodge, 

(Jamie Boulding and his wife, Christine Clarke), installed a public pay telephone in early 

August, 1997, to alleviate this issue. 
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4.2.3.2.3 World Wide Web 

The Lodge had acquired a World Wide Web address and an Internet account, providing a means 

for office employees and managers to communicate with clients and deal with business matters. 

Guests could make reservations or inquiries about the Lodge by either telephone or e-rnail. 

Although this technolo= was available, its reliability was uncertain. Communication lines 

frequently malfhctioned, because the Lodge is situated in such an isolated site. Additionally, I 

noted few computer terminals were available, and these were primarily allocated to directors and 

managers. 

4 2 4  Oufdoor Activity Partt*cipution 

During my stay on site, I made a point of participating in a few outdoor activities from the "Best 

of Adventure" programme, in order to observe different leadership methods. The "Best of 

Adventure" programme is offered to tourists during summer months. The programme consists 

of scheduled outdoor activities during mornings and afternoons. The activities undertaken were 

canoeing, kayakmg, rock climbing, and a bog walk. Instructors demonstrated technical paddling 

and climbing skills needed for activities prior to the group's departure. With regard to canoeing 

and kayak&, proper paddling techniques were demonstrated and explained, as well as methods 

of entering and exiting a kayak and canoe. Technical rock climbing skills were reviewed by the 

instructor prior to the group's climb. These explanations proved very usefid as I had never 

undertaken kayakmg or rock climbing. The equipment was also explained in detail, particularly 

when rock climbing. 
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4.2.4.1 Instructors' Behaviour 

4.2.4.1 .I Outdoor Sporting Activities 

In general, the instructors were pleasant, patient, knowledgeable about the activities, and 

positive in attitude. However, during observation sessions, 1 noted that the ins'tructors' 

knowledge of the area's and Lodge's history was superficial They did not h o w  the 'stories of 

the place' in depth and each offered slightly different historical versions. During kayaking and 

canoeing out-trips, a clearcut mountain side distinctly came into our view. [mmediately at the 

sight of such disturbance, there was a brief discussion among the group, and some commentaries 

from the leader. The leader's comments mostly focused on the overall appearance of the land, 

and the leader did not provide answers to questions concerning logging and its practises in the 

area. We continued our journey without stopping to discuss or debate issues related to logging 

or natural resource extraction in general. Nor was this issue M e r  mentioned upon the group's 

return to the beach. The out-trip's atmosphere was pleasant and the conversation was light. 

Following the retum to the beach, each person retreated to his or her cabin or room. 

4.2.4.1.2 Bog WoU( 

The nature bog walk was lead by an instructor who h e w  a hanm of plant names and was able 

to answer 65% of the ecological questions from guests. Certain observations were made by the 

leader, such as flora names and uses; footprints of fauna indicating their presence; 

demonstrating the medune content in the water, and the general geological formation of the 

bog. However, his narration and tone was mostly W e d  to the two children in the group. The 

total visit to the bog was no longer than an hour, the time spent solely in the bog was 

a p p r o ~ t e l y  twenty minutes. This out-trip appeared more Like a tour of the bog versus an 
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'experience' in the bog. i, again, observed that upon our return to the Lodge, participants (6 

adults, including myself, and 2 children) retired to their respective cabins or rooms. There was 

no fbrther social interaction scheduled for that evening. 

4 2 5  SocinlCent~ 

I noticed an absence of a central foyer or meeting place, where guests could interact with each 

other and employees. The reception desk area did not have any space available to accommodate 

such a place. The only other area that I considered appropriate as a social central core was the 

dining room. Yet, I purposely held eight sporadic obsewation sessions in the dining area during 

my stay at the Lodge, four sessions during afternoons and four sessions during evenings. No one 

came in to sit as a group or individually to mingle. During the four afternoon sessions (14:OO to 

16:00), I observed a total of 15 guests (excluding SPLOEC employees) who came in, took a look 

around, grabbed f i t ,  a muffin, or a coCee, and left During the four evening sessions (19:OO to 

21:00), the total number of dining room visitors (excluding SPLOEC employees) was six As 

well, the outdoor sitting area of the main dining room was also vacant once the last dinner 

stragglers departed. I noted that the beach was an area that fostered a stronger social interaction 

between tourists; several people, strangers, engaged in conversations, including with myself In 

addition to the beach, children appeared to gravitate toward the basketball court, spending most 

of their free time playing on an old and ragged court with one basket 



4.2.6 Social Activities 

4.2.6.1 Instructors' Side Shows 

I assisted at three slide shows hosted by different leaders during the evening hours. The slide 

shows consisted of themes such as, countries, landscapes, and personal trips leaden undertook 

during their vacatiors. The Lodge announced its evening activities on a board at the reception 

desk, in the administration building. Consequently, tourists must enter the building to Leam 

about these activities. I noted that not many guests put in an appearance for the shows. Hosts 

encouraged questions during the show, spurring some discussions during and following their 

presentations. The slide shows provided opportunities to cultivate a social dynamic interaction 

between tourists and leaders, because everyone at the show participated in an animated 

discussion regarding the show's content. 

4.2.6.2 Elderhostel Slide Shows 

I had the opportunity to view a couple of slide show presentations presented to Elderhostel 

groups upon their arrival to the Lodge. The first show was hosted by the Elderhostel 

. . ad~mmfmtor, who has been at the Lodge for many years. The show fatured an historical 

account of the area and the Lodge, as well as the flora and kuna found in the area I noticed that 

the Elderhostel administrator was quite knowledgeable about these local elements, as she 

identified historical persons and plants shown in the slides. The evening was enjoyable to 

guests, because they were engaged in a lively discussion about the history of SPLOEC with the 

Elderhostel administrator. Additionally, the slide show provided an historical context to their 

visit at SPLOEC. 



I had a second oppor&unity to observe the same slide show presented to a different hostel group. 

I noticed that two outdoor leaders hosted the presentation using the same slides as those used by 

the Elderhostel administrator. The differences between both presentations were astounding. 

The leaders did not recognise the historical persons in the slides, their knowledge of the history 

of the Lodge and the area was lacking, they did not know many names of local plants, and their 

demeanour was nonchalant 1 observed that they could have considered their Uflfamiliarities 

humourous, because they were frequently snickering throughout the presentation, parhcularly 

when they were not able to identify and explain the slides' content. 

I met 70 to 80 people, SPLOEC employees, guests, and neighbours, during my stay at the Lodge. 

I observed that most tourists enjoyed their holiday; many commented positively on the food, the 

activities, and the outdoor leaders. I also noticed that people were being encouraged to 

challenge themselves with regard to participating in outdoor activities they had not previously 

tried, particularly seniors in the "Elderhostel and Grandchildren" programme. The majority of 

guests were Wendly and social, however, persons needed to be outgoing and make an effort to 

meet others, for a social central core at the Lodge was lacking. 

The fallowing section introduces a summary of key informant intewiewees, interview duration, 

and relevant issues resulting from interviews. 
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4.3 Key Informant Interviews 

Five indepth key informant interviews and a sixth impromptu and brief interview were 

conducted using a semistandardised method in the former and an unstandardised method in the 

latter. Berg (1998: 60) explains the semistandardised method as: "...the implementation of a 

number of predetermined questions and ! or special topics. These questions are typically asked 

of each interviewee in a systematic and consistent order, but the interviewers are allowed 

freedom to digress ..." This method was adopted by this researcher because the format 

encouraged interviewees to digress and expand on points they felt important. Questions were 

posed in a semi-structured format using an interview guide (Appendix A), which offered a 

degree of structure to the overall interviews. The interview sessions dealt with several issues, 

some of which were more relevant to certain interviewees than to others. The interview guide 

took into account five principal issues: historical facts about SPLOEC and its surrounding 

environment; business and management logistics of SPLOEC; environmental conservation, 

stewardship, and practises at SPLOEC; outdoor programmes; and SPLOEC's clientele. 

The persons selected for interviews were chosen because of their past or present association with 

SPLOEC. They offered different insights about the Lodge during their time living at SPLOEC. 

Each interviewee is referred to by a pseudonym in order to maintain anonymity, becase the 

'Informed Consent Form' clearly stated that the identity of interviewees would be kept 

anonymous unless explicitly agreed othewise. The pseudonyms are: U, V, W, X, Y, and 2. 

Table 4.1 presents inwewees, their relationship with SPLOEC, duration of interviews, and 
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Table 4.1 Kev informant interview characteristics 
1 Lengthof Relationship Issues 
IntBTYiew ta SPLOEC 

Past employee 
(1974-1980) 

Present 
ernpIoyee 

Jim Boulding's persona and Life force 
West Coast Survival trip 
Employment tasks 
Diversity of people 
Jim Boulding anecdotes 
Lack of information sharing 
Management of Lodge (fi~ri~icial suuggles; mmagement 
stru~mre; staff) 
Summer and winter outdoor education programmes 
COLT programme 
Significant experiences 
Comrnunity/comrnune feel at Lodge 
Environmental stewardship concept 
SPLOEC's philosophy 
Influences on interviewee's lifestyle choices 
Historical knowledge of area and Lodge 
Early struggles of the Boddings to start camp 
Environmental battles against industry in SPP 
Environmental stewardship concept 
Bouldings' persond influences 
Notion of community 
Current management aspects 

45 Present 
SPLOEC's philosophy 
Current directors' responsibilities and management style 

employee 

Past employee 
(199 1- 1994) 

Hierarchy of SPLOEC's employees 
Ski lodge expansion @It. Washington) 
Three client groups of Sf LOEC (school children, COLT 
students, tourists) 
Consetvation practises at Lodge 
Environmental stewardship concept 
Lack of information sharing 
20-year design plan for Lodge 
Lodge's environmental and tourism goals 
COLT cumculum 
Significant experiences 
COLT, school children, and tourist competitors 
SPLOEC's philosophy 
Owner and directors' responsibilities 
Management of Lodge 
Communication conflicts 
Conflict of three user groups on one property (school 
children, COLT students, tourists) 
h c k  of information sharing 
COLT curriculum 
Sensory education 
Interviewee's love for the Lodge 
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Past employee 
(1 969- 1979) 

Past employee 
(1971-1973) 

Jim Boulding's persona and life force 
Management of Lodge (financial struggles; business 
logistics; management structure [lu/2Dd generation]; staff) 
Conflict of three user groups on one property (school 
children, COLT students, tourists) 
Sensory education 
J i i  Bouldig anecdotes 
Lack of inforrnation sharing 
htexviewee's love for the Lodge 
Changes at Lodge (staff changes; atxosphere of business; 
clientele: reglations. poIitics. and formalisation) 
Leaders' behaviour and demeanour 
Environmental stewardship concept 
Cultural and traditional 'stories' of the Lodge unknown to 
current leaders 
West Coast Survival trip 
Significant experiences 
Influences on intenriewee's lifestyle choices 
SPLOEC's philosophy 
fim Boulding's persona and life force 
West Coast Survival trip 
Jim Boulding anecdotes 
Employment tasks 

I I I SiRnificant experiences I 

important issues raised by each interviewee. A summary of each interview follows, beginning 

with interviewee U. 

43.1. Intmview with U 

U was a past employee of SPLOEC from 1974 to 1979/1980. The inforrnation gathered from 

this interview related historical accounts of Jim and Myrna Boulding and business aspects of 

SPLOEC. 

U first heard about SPLOEC in 1974, when visiting a friend in California. Coincidentally, U met 

an individual by chance through a fiend, during that trip. This individual spent some time at 

SPLOEC and told U about the Lodge: "... and as he put it, 'You 've got to go visit the place, 

because Jim Boufdtng is the biggest bullshitter on Vancouver ls lad And you k got to meet 
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this guy." U later decided to "drop in" the Lodge. U's first task at SPLOEC entailed cleaning 

the kitchen cupboards. In conversations with Jim and Myrna Boulding, they discovered U's 

background in outdoor travelling experiences, such as canoeing and backpacking. 

While at SPLOEC. U assisted in organising a library, for staff and guests, because of the 

diversity of people at the Lodge: "...fur people to learn about. We were gating a lot ofpeople, 

s t a s  coming in* all over Canada, sometimes from the United States who didn 't real& know 

the urea." The diversity of people contributed to the Lodge's specialness: "I guess that's why I 

enjoyed being there rightfiom the beginning, because there was a diversity of people with many 

dzferent interests and there was something being created there ... " U explained that, following 

the destruction of the original Lodge building by fire, in 1973, the Bouldings focused their 

attention on outdoor education versus tourism. 

U discussed the time when Jim Boulding convinced the Ministry of Education to give the Lodge 

a grant, enabling teachers to learn about outdoor environmental education at the Lodge. 

Talented people in outdoor activities, such as kayaking, mountaineering survival training, and 

Native Studies, joined together to lend a hand to plan and organise the summer outdoor 

environmental education programme for teachers: "Suddenly, it became a big programme to put 

together and it was a vew rich environment to be in I was veryfortunate to be there as that 

programme war beginning ond meeting ail these people that summer ... It was a rich environment 

especially for someone who, like myselfwho'd~ust come to the West Coast mrd had on interest 

in the outalbors a d  in wiIdli$e and forests and sea and mountains and t h e  experiences." 



U's experiences at SPLOEC included guiding outdoor trips, participating in the West Coast 

Survival trip, teaching Native Studies and natural history to school groups: "... we did, I mean 

it 's everything porn log cabin building to bread making, to biology, to environmental planning, 

andyov name it we did it. Mwic, it war ail happening." U described programmes at SPLOEC 

as 'twtmctured, somewhat scattered, loosely organised, and diverse." Yet, the programmes 

allowed for everyone to contribute their knowledge and skill, excluding no one. 

The Lodge organised an outdoor programme for winter months: "... we did a lot of different 

activities, we 'ti go look at the swans down at the bay, we 'd go look at elk in the valley, we 'd take 

our cross-country skis or snowshoes and wander around We'd do survival programmes where 

we 'd do some winter skiing ... " U spoke of Jim Boulding's dream to operate a significant ski hill 

development on either Mount Washington, Roger's Ridge, or Roger's Pass, which would have 

solved the seasonal employment problem at the Lodge. 

U descn'bed the financial difficulties Jim and Myma Boulding f a d  in order to continue 

operating SPLOEC: "...Jim and A&m were hying to mate a go of being there andpaying the 

bill' in any way possible. And it war always a strzrggle to try andfind the money to do that. So. 

dsffetent ventures brought us dflerent kinds of money." The overall management of the Lodge 

by Jim and Myma Boulding was unstructured: "Jim had a much looser sense of m i n g  a 

business t h  Mjmw did because he kind 05 he had what he d e d  organic planning, which is 

kind of getting in theflow of whatever is happening and just maRe it happen." Unfortunately, 

this management style d t e d  in many financial difficulties. U believed the on-going financial 
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struggle was due in part to "the short seasons, the big operations, and the big capital investment 

in buildings." U described the situation as bleak, to a point where in the 1970s, some were 

questioning the Lodge's survival: "... it w m  always o struggle to make ends meet and to try to 

keep the place doat  ... in the '70s it was questionable whether it was going to stay alive and 

grow. In Jim and 's mind there 1r.m no question about t h t ,  . . . it ~vm sfraky times ovzr ttrs 

years they've mamanaged to keep it going, keep it in the fomiiy, keep it running." 

U was directly involved in the original COLT programme at SPLOEC. U believed the 

programme would encourage leaden to stay at the Lodge for longer periods of time, thus 

creating a sense of continuity at the Lodge. Another activity developed during U's time at the 

Lodge, was the creation of a folk music festival weekend, which evolved from a musical night 

during the 1970s. The November weekend was equated to a year end party. U claimed many 

familiar faces returned to the annual festival: "... it was more like an alumz reunion, because 

the people who'd been there in the '70s developed a really strong family feeling, kind of 

association I mean some ofthe st@ in the '80s, although that. I think that feeling kind offell 

apan by the '80s. because the place b e m e  more structwed and the mode2 of the cooperative, 

commmaZfeeImg about the place existing in the '70s didn't exist by the late 30s for exampie." 

U compared the relationship of those living at SPLOEC as a family. The Lodge was not 

necessarily a commune, however SPLOEC embodied commune-like feelings. People were there 

because they chose to stay "... it was definitely a business with a very cooperative sense to it. 

... I was there for the experience. I wanted to leam what these people hew and get involved in 

what I thought was a bunch of goodpeople and a goodprograntme developing." U described 
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that in the mid-1970s hitchhikers wishing to work, arrived at the Lodge, and would receive 

employment with very little or no salary. U considered the years spent at SPLOEC as a time of 

selfdevelopment and self-growth: "... in my own life too, ... it rea[ly fonned a lot of what I did 

aftenarh. ... Afrer about four or fwe years at Struthcorn Lodge, zt wus like the P h  D. or the 

Atmter's Degree in ouldoor education or whatever you ~ m t  to call it ... 1 couldn ' I  imgine 

getting involved in so many aspects ... meeting so many people and learning so much so 

quickly ... " 

U became more involved in the administration of the Lodge during the late 1970s. U's 

responsibilities became: writing proposals, marketing, and progmie development for school 

children. Jim Bodding's philosophy about staff training was described as: " ... he wanted 

everybody to do everything, to be able to do everything. ... I w m  5 really interested in digging 

ditches, repairing toilets, .. . cooking meals for guests ... everybody did every job .. . " U also 

learned about and taught kayaking, canoekg ropes course, elementary rock climbing, survival 

skills, and back packing. 

The philosophy of SPLOEC is described by U as: "... in the '70s. I think the real focus was 

envi?onmental education, at that time. The idea was let's get as many people out into the bush, 

b e m e  this is what B.C is all about, this is our resource bare, this is what we need to know 

about, we need to know about what we 're destroyzng. We were looking for converts, we wonted 

to convert people to accomplishing an environmentaliist point of view. ... looking. starting with 

the kid9 ... lecmt to love the forest, the wildlife ... %zt was the focus, ... I think a lot of it flowed 

out of Jim... to develop and attme yourself to where you were, whatever wilderness you were in 
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Not just knowing enough about it in your head but. he gets yo you so attuned with it that you have a 

feeling for it, you were able to lose yourse lf... to become on= with the mountains, with the ocean, 

with everything else a r m d  you." 

Many outdoor survival skills were taught during the West Coast SuMval tn'p. According to U, 

Jim Boulding loved the West Coast and relished the time he spent there. Once the camp was 

organised on the beach, people either went fishing, wandered along the beach or explored 

Nootka Island's interior. Everyone in the group, staff and guests, shared an opportunity to 

contribute their skills and knowledge during this trip. 

Additionally, U pointed out that the Lodge was also strongly involved in conservation efforts of 

SPP. U suggested the inhabitants of the Lodge were concerned about the active mining industry, 

in the park, growing larger; the water quality of the lake; and clearcut logging occurring in the 

area. Letters were written and Jim Boulding attended meetings in Campbell River concerning 

conservation and logging. Jim Bodding took children to see the mining operation in the park 

Jim Boulding pointed out the results of clearcut logging during out-ttips. U and the Lodge were 

part of the conservation movement of the 1970s. Those living at the Lodge became SPP's 

stewards. In conclusion, U stated an admiration for the Bouldings' perseverance and 

commitment to environmental conservation, as well as their detemhation to operate a Lodge 

representing their values and attitudes, despite the many chailenges encountered over the yean. 

The following section presents a summery of the interview with V, an individual associated with 

SPLOEC for a long period of time. 
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43.2 Inferofao with V 

V is a current presence at SPLOEC and presented to this researcher a personal view of the Lodge 

and its surrounding area. This researcher obtained historical knowledge about Jim and Myrna 

Bodding and their determination to stsrt an4 operate a surnmer camp for children. 

V spoke to this researcher about Jim Boulding's desire to start a summer camp. V explained Jim 

and Myrna Boulding's difficulty in finding and purchasing land in the SPP area, during their 

teaching years in Campbell Kver. Eventually, the Boddings received land from Mr. Baikie, 

Myrna Boulding's father. 

V recited the story of the Upper Campbell and Buttle Lakes flooded by hydro and how the Baikie 

land was subdivided and distributed to family members and friends. The lot, given to Myrna and 

Jim Bodding by her father, was undesirable because the land lacked timber for logging, had 

many stumps, and was not covered with much soil. V descri'bed the series of events of the 

original Lodge being rescued from the flooding and eventually transported onto the present 

property. V mentioned that Jim Bodding "had high school k i h  come up and help him on the 

wee&en&" to work on the old Lodge, until ultimately Jim and Myrna Bodding permanently 

moved into the Lodge, determined to start a summer camp. 

V indicated to this researcher that the Boddings had dBiculty starting their camp as few 

prominent private camps existed in the late 1960s, aside fkom church camps. V then commented 

on how people would show up on the Lodge's doorstep seeking shelter once they d v e d  at the 
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end of the gravel road, which ended at SPLOEC. Some would spend several nights at the Lodge, 

allowing the Bouldings to earn little income from tourists. At that time, the Lodge operated as a 

fishing lodge and resort during summer months. V reported that Jim and Myrna Boulding were 

idealistic and interested in environmental issues. Subsequently, they accepted to act as 

environmental steawds for the surrounding area. As 1x11, they avevere interested in land use 

management and planning? which led them to undertake graduate studies in the Regional and 

Recreational Planning programme at the University of Reading, in England, in 1969. 

V spoke about Jim and Myma Bodding's many battles against industrial development in SPP: 

" ... degradation was going on a[l around us in the area, by logging and everything ... it needed 

people out on the edge of areas, to keep an eye out on things .. . they fought tremendous battles for 

Strothconu Park for many years, trying to presente it, because everyone wanted it ... for mining 

and logging." The concept of environmental stewardship was incorporated into the Boulding's 

teachings of nature at SPLOEC. 

V suggested that SPLOEC was introduced to kayaking and rock climbing when the Boddings 

hired two British former instructors of 0-d Bound, Geoffrey Evans and Raymond Preece, 

who did not agree with Outward Bound's philosophy. In addition to hiring British employees, 

the Boddings employed persons fiom the United States in the early 1970s. V briefly spoke 

about the fire that burnt the origuLal Lodge in 1973. V claimed that Jim and Myrna Boulding 

were satled in the Lodge by then and committed to make an effort to rebuild following the fke. 

They eventually rebuilt a main Lodge, and slowly expanded their dream one building at a time. 

Their determination and courage helped them decide to rebuild and not abandon their dream of 
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SPLOEC, despite many struggles and challenges. In 1975, a video tape programme, entitled 

Living on the Edge, was aired on a CBC television programme called Hour Glass. This video 

introduced the concepts SPLOEC was trying to teach to visitors. The show also promoted the 

Lodge to Canadians across the nation. 

V mentioned there were several people in the Bouldings' lives who strongly influenced them. 

The influence of Roderick Haig-Brown, Rob Wood, George Clutesi, and others, assisted Jim and 

Myrna Bodding to develop their philosophies on nature and life. These ideals were instilled in 

SPLOEC's programmes and courses, and are still present, to a certain degree, after 30 years. 

V proceeded to explain a few current business aspects of SPLOEC. In the past, the Lodge 

attempted to be a self-sufficient communi*ty. Currently, the Lodge purchases food and beverages 

more organically from local farmers. Additionally, most of the current staff originate from 

Vancouver Island and Vancouver city, whereas in the past the majority of the staff consisted of 

hitchhikers, who casually dropped in to the Lodge and stayed, since they were offered 

employment and wanted to become a part of SPLOEC's community. V believed the strongest 

advertisement for the Lodge is word of mouth and claimed that many visitors returned to the 

Lodge after being exposed to its teachings. V concluded the i n t e ~ e w  by emphasising that 

SPLOEC could be considered a pioneer in adventure tourism and that the Bouldings began an 

adventure tolnism trend in British Columbia This trend is today booming in the tourism 

industry. During the time of the interview, the Boulding family was in the process of building a 

ski Lodge on Mount Washington, on Vancouver Island, for a grand opening in December 1997; 

a first expamion in a long while. 
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A summary of the interview with W follows this part. W is a current employee of SPLOEC as a 

manager. 

W is currently employed at SPLOEC in a management position. This interview provided an 

impression of present time business and management administration by the current codirecton 

of SPLOEC, Jamie Bodding and Christine Clarke. 

W has been employed at SPLOEC for the past several years. W identified approximately 60 

people currently employed at the Lodge: 25 to 30 insmctors, ei&i staff members in the 

housekeeping department, six or seven members in the food and beverage sector, three people 

working in maintenance, three ground keepers, four staff members in the office, and seven 

managm. Staff in the non-instructor positions are hired locally, while a great number of 

hstmctors at the Lodge are grdmes fiom the COLT programme. 

W descri i  that Christine Clarke's responsibilities entailed office administration operations, 

such as marketing, advertising, budgeting, and staftin& while Jamie Bodding's responsibilities 

concentrated on outdoor programmes, the physical plant, and maintenance. They also co- 

manage the Lodge's operations where areas overlap, for example in developing outdoor 

programmes. W M e r  stated that Myrna Bouldiag maintained some interest in business 

operations, d y  in relation to the tourism programmes. W discussed the complexities in a 

W I y  business particuIariy following a generational succession. W admitted to certain conflicts 
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in the business, in terms of communication breakdowns and a presence of three persons 

exercising authority. 

W explained that Jamie Boulding and Christine Clarke adopted a traditional management style. 

They f a i m l y  develop yearly budget plans in order to avoid past monetarq problems. They 

have two meetings a year with managers, one-on-one, to formally assess their performance. W 

mentioned that staff members and leaders were not currently physically recognised as such by 

guests and that Jamie Boulding and Christine Clarke were attempting to overcome staffs 

resistance to this idea. 

A discussion with W on the current philosophy of SPLOEC revealed: " ... I think that the outsider 

perception of the place is becoming more and more of a business, so I think times have also 

changed in terms of what people are wiZiing to work for and it 's not so idealistic as it was ... " W 

outlined the importance of maintaining an educational emphasis in the Lodge's programmes and 

courses. An addition to the Lodge's activities includes downhill skiing, since Myrna Boulding, 

Jamie Bodding, and Christine Clarke have developed a ski chalet on Mount Washington, 

Vancouver Island. The ski chalet maintains a presence in the area, as some believe the Comox 

valley is becoming the gateway to SPP. The ski Lodge redirects guests to the original Lodge site, 

lest it be forgotten. 

W identified three groups of guests: school children, COLT students, and tourists: "...the 

breakdown is I think 43 or 14% of school and e d u c a t i o ~ l  groups, it's 18% CULT, about 4% 

Elderhostel, 3% summer programmes for kids, md about 27% tourists." Most of the schools 
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participating in SPLOEC's programmes are from Vancouver Island and British Columbia's 

lower Mainland. The Lodge does not attempt to advertise school programmes, because the same 

schools return to the Lodge yearly. The COLT programme is strongly advertised in Explore 

magazine and brochures are made available in all outdoor stores across Canada, targeting those 

with an interest of developing a w e e r  in the out of doors. Similarly, tourism brochures are 

made available in tourism information centres and advertised in government sponsored tourism 

publications. W thought the most important advertisement for the Lodge is word of mouth. 

W suggested the Lodge can be considered a role model for guests in environmental conservation 

through its educational programmes. The Lodge promoted conservation practises to its guests by 

exemplary means. W believed most clients become more environmentally aware during outdoor 

trips, where they are taught minimal impact travel and camping. Additionally, a package is 

provided in all rooms and cabins descn'bing the Ludge's environmental practises to guests, such 

as leaving towels to be laundered in the bathtub, thereby avoiding daily laundering. The Lodge 

also composts in the garden, uses low wattage light bulbs, is investigating in less water intensive 

gardening, uses bdk containers, and biodegradable cleaning products. 

W felt the Ludge's inhabitants' environmental stewardship efforts have decreased mining and 

logging activities in SPP to some degree. W believed such issues were raised with guests and 

hoped the Lodge inspired them into environmental stewardship in their communities. A 

question concerning the role of imtmctors in speaking about environmental issues, changing 

guests' &on and attitudes toward nature, was posed to W: "Yes, they do tty to do these 

things when guiding or teaching a corpse, but more so in o three week wrase, it's dffmiit to do 
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in a three hour course." W reported courses rarely dealt with cultural or artistic aspects, unless a 

leader specifically incorporated these subjects into his or her instructions. 

W briefly mentioned the development of a 20-year design plan for the Lodge. The plan stressed 

imprcvements to prognmmes, courses, deliverance of leaders, and the physical condition of 

buildings and cabins. W also d e s m i  the Lodge's intent to encourage guests' independence by 

essentially teaching thtm how to be their own guides. Customised activities were to be 

promoted in order to encourage guests' return to the Lodge the following year " ... the first time 

they come here, they're hopW to do Best of Adventure, but they need a rearon to come back So 

when we're talking to people who are booking more than u two day hip, we sqy 'hme you 

considered or would you be interested into the mountains during your stay, would you be 

interested in going in an overnight m e  hip,' trying to get a sense of whal people's interest 

ond skiils me and encourage them, if they've never been out overnight that they do that, or i f  

they wmu something more challenging." This aspect o f  the business is important to the Lodge, 

because it strongly relies on repeat visitors and word of mouth advertisement 

W believed the Lodge's competitors to be NOLS in the United States and Yamuska in the 

Cadian Rockies. W considered these centres as some of the higher calibre outdoor leadership 

training schools competing with COLT. Camp Thunderbird., located in proximity to Victoria, 

British Columbia, as well as church camps, are regarded as competitors for SPLOEC's school 

programme. And, competitors of SPLOEC as a tourist site are not perceived as important in W's 

opinion, aside £?om resort-tVpe lodges, for example Yellow Point Lodge. 
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In conclusion, W described some environmental and tourism goals of SPLOEC: "I think our 

environmental goal is Iimiting growth ofthis place so thizt the usage ofthis area is not increased 

too much ... to increase the number of repeat visitors and getting them to do more and more our- 

pips and higher skill things ... increase the quality ofthe service provided in all aspects of ihe 

trip experience ... interactions with inshuctors ... that we find the appropriate level of service to 

different k i d s  ofclients ... another goal would be to ... bring tourists here at the some time of year 

as the school ki& ... so that the imtrtrctors h e  more variety in their work ... " W wished the 

transition between the school children season and the tourism season become less abrupt by 

realising the latter goal. 

The interview with X, another past employee of SPLOEC, is presented in the proceeding section. 

43.4 I n t m v k o  with X 

X was employed at SPLOEC from 1991 to 1994 and returns to the Lodge once a year. X has 

worked in various outdoor education amps. This interview introduced employee interactions 

and management difficulties experienced at the Lodge during X's three year stay on the property. 

X pointed out many positive changes since being employed full-time at SPLOEC. X mentioned 

improvements in the physic81 buildings and purchases of new equipment Many leaders X knew 

at SPLOEC have left. X mentioned a turnover of leaders every three or four years, which had 

not changed since the early 1990s. X ascribed the turnover of guides to those wanting to 
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challenge and fbther develop themselves, to mature, to avoid stagnation, to expose themselves 

to other centres, or to begin their own outdoor centre business. 

X acknowledged the existence of couflicts in businesses, particularly in family businesses. X 

stated that Myrna Boulding is responsible for ?ourism, Jamie Budding directs outdoor 

programmes, and Christine Clarke is responsible for administration and office related tasks. X 

descri'bed communic8tion conflicts between each manager, but noticed they maintained regularly 

scheduled management meetings and tried to keep the lines of comrnunicatioa open 

X suggested the presence of a conflict between the three principal uses at SPLOEC: tourism, 

COLT programme, and school programme. X recognised Myrna Boulding's expertise lies in 

tourism and Jamie Boulding's expertise tends to be stronger in education and outdoor skills. X 

also claimed significant financial profits originate fiom tourism rather than school groups. X 

outlined the following conflicts between each group: "...I notice school kids ond towists and 

o t k  clients are awate of the million things going on rmd there me conflicts when tw i s t s  want 

to have u quiet night, but there 's a h d e d  k i d  m i n g  m o d  on the propew, a d  problems 

when COLT and school programmes both want to me the same equipment, ...I notice they're 

doing better ..." X believed the Lodge accomplished many different things quite well, but none 

exceptionally well. X thought the Lodge needed more support for all its programmes, more 

focus, and a better division of responsibilities: "Mynta has vision, but it's hard to put that into 

practise, a d  Jamie mrd Tina [Christine Clarke] me good at the practise, but don 't have a strong 

vision Their goals me da#'iment, ..." X believed a bater division of duties and clearer 

respons17,iLities wen needed at the Lodge, particular1y in relation to administrative aspects. X 
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suggested one solution to the d i f f e ~ g  goals of SPLOEC could be to come to an agreement on 

one focus, whether it be on the COLT programme, tourism, or school programme, and 

concentrating all efforts in operating that one programme exceptionally well. 

X described the COLT programme as a very high skills training programme, where students 

learned about outdoor sports activity techniques and enjoyed these activities, while merely 

touching on other outdoor educational aspects X felt to be very important: " ... charls, developing 

leadership, cooperation and teumworR, good communication amongst the group, and 

emironmerztul awareness." X perceived these elements as tools in order to teach outdoor 

education X believed the COLT programme should emphasise more teamwork projects, discuss 

leadership as a concept in terms of varying philosophies and styles, and expose students to 

leading a group for themselves prior to graduation. X offered a comparison with NOLS, and 

thought the latter stressed stronger educational elements in its training. Yet, X admitted that the 

COLT programme has evolved into a professional programme of leadership training, since Jim 

Boulding's West Coast SIUYival trip. X expected some of the current young leaders at SPLOEC 

to become excellent guides in a few years. 

Most leaders at SPLOEC are graduates from the COLT programme. Their training at the Lodge 

as an instructor is incorporated into four days at the beginning of the year, one day at the 

beginning of the summer, and one day in September. The imtrwtors are trained on logistics, 

such as d k t y  standards, emergency procedures, and how to use the fire hose. X thought the 

training Utlfortumteely did not include a sharing of educational knowledge, ideas, and 

experiences from leaders, in order to inspire each other. X mentioned that the instructor 
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manager attempted to hire leaders from other schools of thought and outdoor centres, 

incorporating different enthusiasm, energies, and ideas into the core staff. X considered 

important that leaders helped children develop a respect for nature through sensory activities, in 

terms of learning the names of certain plants, of thinking about the place they are in, thus 

becoming aware of their surromdings, and getring in touch wit!! ratwe. Unfortunately, X 

mentioned that the psychological aspects of outdoor education may not seem very interesting to 

serious paddlers or rock climbers. What is taught to school children is canoeing, kayaking, rock 

climbing, ropes course, orienteering, sumid games, and an overnight in nature. 

X concludes the interview by affirming a love of and belief in SPLOEC, which is demonstrated 

by a yearly return and an on-going participation in Lodge activities. X explained there were 

many wonderfid things happening at the Lodge and the majority of participants are quite 

satisfied, whether they are tourists, school students, or COLT students. X also noticed an 

improvement in meals and that current staff are young positive, and energetic. X recognises 

SPLOEC as a large organisation involved in mimy merent things, with many people, and as is 

the case with most business organisations, the Lodge is expected to encounter difticulties now 

and again 

The following interview with Y, a past employee of SPLOEC is the final indepth key informant 

interview conducted by this researcher. However, a sixth impromptu and casual interview will 

be presented later in this section. 
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43.5 Intentiew with Y 

Y revealed many different anecdotes about Jim and Myma Boulding and those working at the 

Lodge in its early years (1970s). This interview provided a glance of Jim Boulding's persona 

and of those surrounding him to this researcher. She learned about the philosophies, values, and 

attitudes of those who lived at the Lodge during the 1970s and how those people contributed to 

Jim and Myma Boulding's concept of SPLOEC as a like-minded community. Y also provided 

information on current issues at the Lodge. 

Y arrived at the Lodge in 1969 and stayed sporadically until 1972, after which time Y lived 

pennanentiy at the Lodge until 1977. Y returned to the Lodge in the summen of 1978 and 1979. 

Following 1979, frequent returns to the Lodge occurred. 

Y started working at SPLOEC with Jim Boufding. The work involved tasks such as working on 

the docks, taking out the garbage, logging for construction material, building the ropes course, 

guiding high school groups for many years, and worldng on a few summer programmes with Jim 

Bodding. 

The troubled financial situation of the Lodge in earlier years was discussed. Regardless of the 

many commendable concepts taught at SPLOEC, it was not financially profitable. Jim Bodding 

continually avoided dealing with the bank. Y mentioned that a family member fkequently 

financially assisted the Boddings with Lodge debts. Some financial security finally arrived at 

the Lodge when its hvolvement in tourism became more important, toward the late 1970s and 

early 1980s. However, Y quickly pointed out that the Lodge became less experiential and more 
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structured into a client-server relationship. Y Wher explained: ". .. we had more and more 

demonding people. Jim was very concerned about the 'muster-server ' refationship, it never 

worhd here. When we went out on a trip everybody was in it together." 

In earlier years, the management structure of SPLOEC was unregulated and everyone joined 

forces to complete the necessary tasks, ranging from preparing meals, to cleaning up the kitchen, 

to repairing rooms and cabins, to being leaden and teachers. Xn addition, Jim Bodding had an 

interest in every aspect of the Lodge. Today, SPLOEC has managers, staff in food and beverage, 

in housecleaning, in outdoor instructon, and in maintenance departments, as well as a director 

for the COLT programme. The past dismal financial crisis of the Lodge is no longer a threat. 

SPLOEC is presently very financially successful. Y credited the Lodge's financial turn around to 

its successors, Jamie Bodding and his wife Christine Clarke. 

According to Y the place changed in 1982/1983, when staff who lived at the Lodge in the 1970s 

moved on to other things, leaving SPLOEC. Y descn i  the changes at the Lodge: " W e  were 

alwuys people hanging out here, then the d e s  c h g e r l ,  and all of u sudden we Iost most of o w  

fiee s t 6  that was a big change, ... This place was kind of an extendedfiily for a number of 

years, but it codciit't w a i n  itself; so we had to c h g e ,  which meant a lot of the staf had to 

leave, and reaIZy good st@' Y admitted to changes being immanent and ascribed them to 

provincial politics, labour relations legislation, the health department, structure, and formalities. 

Y fkther stated: "...the place changed &matically ... less of the granola whole sort ofpeopIe, 

more of what we a l l  bush joch, just climbers, jurt @WS. They had very little peripheral 

vision and it tends to be that way now in outdoor education, with more and more people who me 
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certijied and very specific and the place has sujjiered bemuse of thor. because of the 

leaders ... lacking the peripheral vision that Jim war so good at teaching." Y spoke of Jim 

Boulding's power of attracting talented and gifted people. 

Currently, Y believed many leaders are too specialised, inadverteently loosing the imagination 

Jim Boulding was so strong in projecting: " ... the nrmt ber one crime that outdoor leaders commit 

today* is that they don 't have on irnagimtzon ... we hod some very talented people here ... they 

were here becowe they were real& attracted to the other people that worked here. I mean 

people did 411 k i d  of d~ferent things ... Tothy* people think t h t  this is j u t  a job, because now 

as soon ar they get their credenriols, they now h e  a job." Y suggested leaders should better 

undentand relationships between people in order to make them feel a part of SPLOEC, 

particularly in the case of tourists. Y made reference to Richard (family name unknown), a 

current senior leader at SPLOEC, as an example of a special leader, because of his familiarity 

with the area, its history, biology, geology, and old camdim folk songs, in addition to having 

relatively good outdoor skills. 

Y mentioned that the Ladge incorporated teaching concepts resembling those of an American 

writer Steve Van Matre, author of works such as Acclimatization: A Sensory a d  ConceptuaI 

Approach to Ecological ImoIvement; Sunship Ermh: An Acclzmatizattion Program for Outdoor 

Laming, and E a r t k e p s :  Four Keys for Helping Y m g  People Live in Harmony with The 

M. Van Matre promoted experiential environmental education in the 1970s and 1980s and Y 

descri'bed Van Matre's teaching concept as: "...he liked to smell the WO& eat it, walk arolmd, 

touch it, feel it, walk thrmgh the swamps, he was very experiential. The Lodge was at the 
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foref ont of thal for15 years, then as the techno-revolution and the bush jock came along, we 

did less things like thcrl..." Y suggested many current young leaders at SPLOEC are talented, 

technically phenomenal, and of high calibre. Nonetheless, Y insisted these skills did not 

instantaneously make them great leaders: "You've got to b o w  your poetry, you 've got to h o w  

your human civilisofion, you've got to .how D [ittie p~cholop:  you've got to know soma 

economics ... " Y thought more leaders should encourage discussions about "spirituality, the self, 

the ego, risk, and fear" and incorporate these aspects into their outdoor teachings. 

Y spoke of the great number of teachers and school children who learned environmental 

education at SPLOEC by being e p s e d  to many different experiences. Y mentioned that Jim 

Bodding convinced the provincial government to subsidise school teachers to participate in a 

teaching programme given at and by the Lodge. Subsequently, Y remarked on the ability of 

those teachers to change outdoor education teaching in the school system, in small ways, while 

following the school board cunicuium. Y spoke of teachers benefiting from courses at 

SPLOEC, becaw they gained a higher personal selfanfideuce, due to successful 

accomplishments of activities they had not previously undertaken. 

The West Coast SUfVival trip was also discussed by Y in the interview. The course was 

d e m i  as "... the most unstructured pow@ learning that most people had And thar's why 

people m e  up for. k t  it said in the brochtae and what really happened were a long ways 

away." Y M e r  mentioned, that despite the many disasters during different trips, people 

returned fiom the West Coast exuberant, because they had just expezienced a momentous 

occasion in their lives. Those same people regularly returned to SPLOEC, throughout the year, 
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because Y believed the experiences significantly affected their lives: "They 're coming back and 

what they're coming back for, many of them come back, because something signijkant happened 

here to them, mrd they often can't articulate it, but they know it was importont, ... signrfrunt 

things stick with you And you can 't forget that." 

Despite the significant experiences lived at SPLOEC, Y described some logistic problems, such 

as the water system, electricity, and a geographical disadvantage in terms of services required 

fiom town Y fiuther mentioned the difficulty of manying three different uses in one location: 

the school programme, tourism, and the COLT programme. 

Y concluded the interview by stating an astonishment of and an admiration for Jim and Myma 

Boulding's perseverance in operating SPLOEC, surmounting struggles and setbacks: "The place 

survived mul you h o w  it's weird how it 's managed to w i v e .  ... they had philosophid and 

ethical concern about the world and they decided that they're contribution war going to be to 

teoch the childten. TTUU 's the genius of it. Thor 's the geniw of this place, childken. W's 

where the mgic  ts." Y believes in and loves SPLOEC, particularly due to the potential effects 

the Lodge has on many people. Y remains in contact with SPLOEC and visits it on a regular 

basis. 

This i n t e ~ e w  summary section concludes by introducing a brief recount of an impromptu and 

casual in?miew with 2, another past employee of SPLOEC. 
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43.6 Intmview with Z 

The impromptu and short interview with 2, introduced aspects of Jim Boulding's West Coast 

Survival trip and historical anecdotes about Jim Boulding during 2 ' s  employment at the Lodge in 

the early 1970s. 

Z arrived at SPLOEC in 1971, recommended by a friend who worked at the Lodge the previous 

year. 2's fiiend and his wife were hired by J i m  and Myrna Boulding when they stopped at the 

Lodge to get gas on their way to the western coastline of Vancower Island. They were offered a 

'Wo hour deal" by Jim Bodding, which entailed working for two hours in exchange for room 

and board. Z remarked how the "two hour deal" job offer resuited in a high number of staff 

members living at the Lodge. 

Z came to SPLOEC to "check it out," was offered the "two hour deal," and stayed at the Lodge 

for a short time, tutoring three of the Boulding children Z also participated in school 

prograuunes and d e d  being paid room and board plus approximately $300 a month. At the 

time Z arrived at the Lodge, it was in its eariy stages of transition from a fishing lodge to a 

children's camp. The Lcxige was still being operated as a fishing lodge during summer months. 

Z had camping and hiking experience and l m e d  about SUNivaI skills &om Jim Bodding, to a 

level where Z felt confident in teaching the same skills to others. The teachings involved 

identification of edible plants, how to start a fire, how to build a shelter, and essential survival 

mining skills. 
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Z had the opportunity to participate in the West Coast Survival trip, where Jim Boulding would 

guide people to the West Coast for about two and half to three weeks. Z spoke of this trip as if it 

occurred a short while ago, rather than 30 years past: " ... we went ... out to NootRa and then we 

went down south toward Hot Springs Cove. We got down there, we got to camp out on a beach 

next to an abandoned sardine factory, hod ail these oysters, md then there were silver salmon 

on a glass bay that were chasing sardines. And sardines would shoot up in the air, no it was 

hewing, yes herring, right in fiont of the salmon, and you could see them streaking across the 

boy. So we cast ow in fiont of where we saw the fish jumping and we caught 14 salmon just 

casting out, it was muzing. We cooked most of them up." 

During that trip, they went north of Nootka: " ... when we went north, the north end ofhrooth, 

... and getting imo like little fingers and lots of Iittle rock on the chart. Jim hadn't been there 

before and no one hod been there before, and I was driving the Zodiak and he was driving this 

24 foot wooden boat adjust before we statted getting to where it was going to be roc@, Jim 

pulled up along the side of me and kind of whispered to me 'Well now, there's two theories 4 

avoiding rmh, ' he sad  'one is to go really slow and try to see 'em before you hit 'em. ... and 

the other one is to go full speed ahend as fmt as you con and tty to stand up. Which one do you 

want to do? ' Of cotuse I was in a rubber Zodiak I soid. 'Jim I think I'll pars. * 'The people on 

that trip included staff fiom the Lodge as well as "retired professor typeyy guests fiorn California. 

Other anecdotes were related from 2's time living at SPLOEC, most were about Jim Boulding. 

Z's last words were about the West Coast Survival trip: "That trip to the West Coast was the big 

trip. lkzt war the big hip I went out on, that was wondetjk2, thut wwar a real& good trip." 
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The following section presents data derived from questionnaire surveys. 

44 Close-Ended Question Data 

Fifty-seven questionnaires were distributed to guests visiting SPLOEC fiom July 5" to July 27: 

1997 (see Chapter 3, Section 3.6). The q u e t i o h ~  (Appendix 8) contained 25 questions: 18 

closed-ended 

and 7 open-ended questions. The questionnaire was composed of three principal sections: 

details about the guests' trip (nine questions); SPLOEC and SPP environments (10 questions); 

and finally details about tourists' themselves and their travelling companions (six questions). 

This section presents data collected fiom close-ended questions. Table 4.2 summarises data 

previously presented to the reader in Chapter 3. 

The majority of visitors' (78.3%) primary destination was SPLOEC and SPP. However, nine 

respondents' primary destination were different from SPLOEC (Figure 4.4). Close to half of the 

visitors (45.5%) intended to tour Vaacower Island visiting several areas, such as Pacific Rim 

Park, Tofino, Port Hardy, and the Inner Passage to Rince Rupert Other destinations included 

British Columbia Mainland (18.2%), Alaska (9.1%), Alberta (9.1%), Victoria (9.1%), and 

Homby Island (9.1 %). 

Two questions dealt with advertisement or information available, firstly about SPLOEC, and 

secondly about SPP. This researcher desired to h o w  where and how guests learned about these 

sites. Table 4.3 indicates sources fiom where guests lamed about SPLOEC. Nearly 90% 

(89.4%) of guests who acquired i n f o d o n  about SPLOEC, receive such information fiom 
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respondents 

Table 4 3  Questionmire demographics 
Question Type 

Age of 

Male 
(%) 
17.2 

Categories of 
Response Choice 
Under 14 

8.0 1 3.7 
51.1 
37.6 
11.0 
2.2 
45.7 
15.2 
19.6 
4.3 
10.9 

I 6S+ 

Total annual 

tourism guides and books (29.8%), word 

of mouth (25.5%), specialised catalogues 

(21.3%), and £?om the Tourism B.C. 

Bureau ( 12.8%). 

Female 
(%) 
10.4 

Origin of 
visitors 

TraveI group 
size 

household 
income 
(CDNS) of 
respondents 

Almost 75% (73.9%) of visitors who 

acquired information on SPP (Table 4.3), 

found such information in either tourism 

guides and books (31.0%), by word of 

mouth (26.2%), or from the Tourism B.C. 

Bureau (16.7%). 

' Canada 
United States 
Europe 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
9 
10 
Under % t 9,999 

Figure 4.4 Primary destination of tourists (different from SPLOEC) Response: 9 (na10) 

I I 

2.2 
7.7 

$20,000 to $39,999 
$40,000 to $59,999 
$60,000+ 

British Columbia Uainlsnd 

9.5 
23.8 
59.5 

Alaska, U.S.A. 

Prima y Alberta 
Destinations 

Victoria, B.C. 
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The researcher sought to discover elements which attracted tourists to SPLOEC and SPP (Table 

4.4). Wilderness (46.2%) and marine activities and sports (30.8%) were designated by tourists 

as important attractions to SPLOEC and Table 4.3 Advertisement of SPLOEC and SPP 
Response: 43 (n43)  [Column 21 

SPP. A third attraction to visitors was land Response: 36 (11-36) [CoIumn 31 1 Type of Adwdsement SPLOEC SPP 1 

outdoor activities, which is the Lodge's 
BrachUTes/booklers I Mag-e 

activities 1 1.5%. These types of 

attractions concentrated on participation in 

Internet 
specialty. Lodge programmes offer I T  Can't recall i:i 1 

- 
workshops and courses teaching skills Total 100.0 100.2 

(%) (%) 
Tourism yideslDocks 29.3 31.9 
Word of mouth (farnily/fiiends) 25.5 26.2 
Specialised catalogues 21.3 9.5 
Tourism B.C. Bureau 12.8 16.7 

required to perform land and water sports, such as rock climbing, rappelling, hiking, canoeing, 

kayaking, and sailing. Additionally, guests could rent equipment for such activities from the 

Lodge. 

Tourists were asked to select main 

guests selected to participate in outdoor trips (29.2%), wilderness and adventure trips (20.8%), 

purposes (more than one allowed) of Table 4.4 Tourists' attraction to SPLOEC and SPP 
Response: 45 (n-46) 

touring ~ p s  (16.7%), and outdoor education (10.4%) as their main purposes of their trip. 

their trip fiom an available list of 

activities, as well as circling one major 

purpose among those purposes selected 

Almost 75% (72.1%) of tourists selected the following activities as one major purpose of their 

Attractions 
Wdderness 

% 
46.2 

Marine act.ivities/sports 30.8 
~ ~ d d  activities 11.5 
Spiritual inspiration 5.1 
R ~ ~ c h + ' ~ d ~  of ~ o l o g y  5 .  I 
Cultureheritage 1.3 

trip: outdoor trips (27.9%), wilderness and adventure trips (23.3%), and touring trips (20.9%). 

(Table 4.5). Over 75% (77.1%) of Total 100.0 h 
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Table 4.5 Tourists' main purposes and one ~ ' O T  purpose of their hip 
Response: 46 (n46) [Column 31 Response: 43 (n46) [Column 41 

! plJrP?s Activity ' Main Purposes (%) One Major Purpose PA) 

I Business Business 1 .O - 1 

TotaI business purposes 2.0 2.3 
Pleasurdpersonal Outdoor trip 29.2 27.9 

Wilderness/adventure trip 20.8 
Touring trip 16 7 
Outdoor education 10.4 
Visit frienddrelative 7.3 
Personal matters 4.2 
S piritud inspiration 4.2 
~erita~dcukwe trip 1 .O -- 

TotaI pleasurdpersonal purposes 93 -8 95.4 
Other reasons Family vacation 2.1 - 

One-on-one time with 2.1 2.3 
c hiIdfgrandchildren 

Totd other reasons purposes 4.2 2.3 

These results may demonstrate a possible tendency toward physical outdoor sporting experiences 

in a natural environment as important purposes for tourists. The next Table illustrates this 

tendency by identifying specific types of activities guests wished to seek at SPLOEC and SPP. 

Table 4.6 Type of activities sought by 
tourists at SPLOEC and SPP Table 4.6 illustrates specific types of activities 

Bird &itching 
Sailing 
Courses 

Response: 45 (n46) 

P h t  ecology ducation I C Y C ~ ~ *  

I 

Activiw % 
m g  22.7 
Nature observation and interpretation 16.3 
Kayaking 14.5 
Canoeing 14.5 
Photography 9.3 

7.0 
1.2 1 as hiking (22.7%), kayaking (14.5%), and 
2.9 

guests intended to undertake at SPLOEC and 

SPP. Nearly 52% (51.7%) of tourists planned to 

seek physical terrestrial or water activities, such 

2 b 3  1 canoeing (14.5%). As well, 16.3% intended to 
1.7 
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Responses to one open-ended question regarding tourists' personal expectations fiom their visit 

to SPLOEC and SPP is illustrated in Table 4.7. Almost 70% (67.9%) of tourists expected to 

participate in outdoor activities and adventures (33.3%), rest and relax in a quiet and natural 

surrounding (17.3%), and view unspoiled nature and wilderness (17.3%). As well, 10.7% 

expected to spend one-on-one time with children and 1 or grandchildren. 

Table 4.7 Personal expectation3 from tourists' visit to SPLOEC and SPP 
Resoonse: 41 (n-1 

A 

Personal Expectatiom- % 
Outdoor acthitiedadventure (hiking, canoeing, kayaking, rock climbing) 33.3 
Rest and relaxation (get away &om city) in a rustic and relaxing atmosphere and natural surrounding 17.3 
Viewing unspoiled naturdwilderness 17.3 
One-on-one time with child/grandcMdren 10.7 
Solitude 6.7 
Outdoor/activities education 5.3 
Enjoy family vacation 4.0 
Visit with fiiends 2.7 
COLT programme information 1.3 
Viewing wildlife 1.3 
Total 99.9 

The environmental or natural state of Strathco:~a Provincial Park was also evaluated by tourists 

(Figure 4.5). Ratings were according to questionnaire participants' perception of the condition 

of the environment. Tourists determined the condition of the environment in the park based on 

their knowledge of ecology and I or biology, and results are strictly according to respondents' 

personal opinions. A majority of tourists (90.2%) rated the environment in the park as good 

(56.1%) to excellent (34.1%). While a minimum number of tourists rated the condition of the 

park as average (9.8%), none of the tourists considered the park to be in poor or very poor 

condition. 
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d State of the environment in SPP according to tourists 
Response: 42 (n4) 

Excellent Good Avusge 

Environmental Status of Stratheona Provincial Park 

The conservation practises at SPLOEC were evaluated by tourists. SPLOEC's employees and 

managers s a s s  conservation and environmentally friendly practises while performing their 

duties and encourage such practises from their guests. The researcher wished to know if tourists 

noticed or followed the 'green' practises of SPLOEC by rating employees' and management's 

efforts with regard to 

conservation (Figure 

4.6). Nearly every 

respondent (97.3 %) 

considered the 

conservation efforts 

at SPLOEC to be 

good (60.5%) and 

excellent (36.8%). 

Figure 4.6 Conservation efforts at SPLOEC according to tourists 
Response: 38 (n46) 

I 

0 
Excellent 

Conservation Efforts at Strathcona Park Lodge and 
Outdoor Education Centre 
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A negligible percentage was of the opinion that the Lodge's efforts were average (2.6%) and 

none found SPLOEC's conservation efforts poor nor very poor. 

The following section presents questionnaire respondents' answer to four open-ended questions 

regarding SPLOEC. 

8 5  Open-Ended Question Data 

In order to gather information on the knowledge and opinions of respondents, the questionnaire 

contained open-ended questions. This data from guests offered documented feedback, which 

could be usell in determining recommendations. This part presents a selection of five 

responses to four open-ended questions, as weil as brief observations from this researcher. 

Questions dealt with tourists' opinions, comments, and suggestions regarding meaningfid 

experiences and values gained at SPLOEC, sustainable tourism, additional fmal comments, and 

consewation practises at SPLOEC. 

45.1 Consetvation Practises 

Guests were requested to suggest changes or additions to SPLOEC in order to emphasise 

stronger conservation practises among visitors (response: 25, n=46). The answers supplied by 

respondents provided many useful and positive suggestions stressing a stronger conservation and 

environmentally fXendly message to guests. Some answers provided were: "Post staff names 

[of those] willing, mailable, and knowledgeable to answer questions on certain topics;" "I am 

not aware of the conservution practices refereed to. Perhaps my lack of awareness indicates a 
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need to increase awureness?;" "GarbagdRecychg boxes in individual rooms. Cornposting 

more crvailoble than merely the dining room;" "Briefing at beginning of program on 

consentation practices;" and "Reme of towels, new ones not needed daily." Responses are 

diverse and practical. Most of the respondents had concerns for the environment and voiced a 

desire for more readily available information regarding SPLOEC's environmental practises, as 

well as natural resources extraction in the area, specifically logging information. The cited 

responses above could suggest that SPLOEC's environmental practises are not as obvious or 

blatant to tourists. 

4.52 Meaningful Knowledge and Values Gained at SPLOEC 

SPLOEC is a special place to many, because the Lodge offers to those who respect and care 

about the environment opportunities to reconnect with nature. This researcher wished to explore 

what meaningful knowledge and values tourists gained from spending time at SPLOEC. This 

question was posed in order to discover if SPLOEC provided their guests with a physical space 

to enjoy and participate in nature, in addition to influencing their attitudes, perceptions, and 

beliefs with regard to nature. Twenty-two people responded to this question (n=46). Some 

tourists' meanin@ values and knowledge experienced at the Lodge were: "Bog walk and its 

histo~," "Respect the most unattractive, mppeding living things in the woo& (e.g. slugs);" 

"The clewcuts @om logging) really hit home. became to actually see them was way more of a 

reality than hearing about them;" "Reinforced my respect for the emtironmenr," and "We diah 't 

realbe what a spiritual experience a dump in the woods could be." Tourists appreciated a 

variety of experiences at the Lodge, such as spiritual, environmental awareness, histodd 

knowledge, solitude, and family togetherness. According to responses, the experiences at 
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SPLOEC appeared to have caused some guests to reflect about their attitudes with regard to 

nature, where one respondent stated that "an interest in outdoor leadership education was 

reawakened during his or her stay at the Lodge." 

45.3 Sustrrimble Toudsm 

Respondents were requested to define sustainable tourism. While many did answer (response: 

34, n46) this question, it could have been perceived as threatening to respondents, because 

people may have felt intimidated by their lack of knowledge. Some responses provided were: 

"Low impact and c o ~ a m i ~ t i o n  levels of the ~ t u r a l  state of the area prior to when tourism war 

introduced A conrciour ond sympathetic interaction on behalf of all of m Thnr in the e d  

~ t u t a l  processes remain intact flora, famu, water, humam) dter the experience;" "Tourists 

keep coming buck over and over, except the number of tourists has to be regulated because if 

there me too many, they'll wreck the piace L& along with doing considerable environmental 

damoge, they won't come buck" "Traveling and visiting practices which do not ruin or deplete 

the emironmenta2 jewekk they've come to see, and which leave them in the smne shape they 

found them for futrae visitors cuad funae generations," "wering a wmfbrable environment 

which e ~ b i e s  us to enjoy solitude in a ~ ~ a l  setting" and "Encouragement of towism which 

does not degrade the environmeM Dbwuroge practices which destroy wilderness, and lake 

quality." Respondents did not specifically cite a 'text book' definition of sustainable tourism, 

however, many recognised the term and knew enough about the concept to provide relevant 

definitions and ideas about the significance of sustainable tourism. The fundamental concept of 

sustainable tourism was understood by respondents, in other words travelling or experiencing 
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nature* through tourism with as little impact to nature and wildlife as possible. As one 

respondent explained sustainable tourism: "Leave nature us we see it ... " 

4.5.4 FinalComments 

As a closing question, tourists were asked to add any further comments they wished to express 

about their trip to SPLOEC. Among the 27 respondents (n=46), five answers suggested were: 

"There should be a place where people can sit and mingle other than the dining room. More 

time should be spent telling the visitors whar is available - handing us a brochure rmd telling us 

the meal times was not. Whnr about evening nature talks? Croquet, sings-long? Art sketching, 

square dancing?;" "Lodge war great place but needed some major upReep. Thought the price 

of the room should include brea&st. Need more light in rooms and bathrooms - use 

fluorescents, % power, double ligk," "I would add a pub or meeting place;" "We 're in cobin 

#25, atui it definitely nee& more space for clothes storage (ifonly a row o f ~ i l s  or pegs on the 

wall! Hooks in closet or hangerso. Clothesline for wet clothes would be really he@ful* Access 

to clothes dyer? We Ye here for almost 2 weeks, und while I don 't want a ladotnut  out here, 

I'd love mt altentarive to visiting the CmnpbeN River l d o m t *  Clearer brochure i n f m t i o n  

on: pricing (moybe e;wmpks of meal plan and unlimited b w t  we vs. pay per med, pay priwte 

guide for 3 day hike andpay per Best ofAdventwe);" and "Front desk people were very vague 

about directions and knowledge of hiking rmd m e i n g  areas. Mowe in o w  room Love&, 

m t i c  atmosphere, bbeactjV beach, lovely flowers, peat that we could get on without a 

reservation." Despite personal discomforts and criticisms in some cases, most respondents 

thoroughly enjoyed their stay at SPLOEC and according to final comments about their holiday, 

many stated a desire to return to the Lodge. 
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The following section concludes this chapter with a brief summary. 

4 6  Summary 

This chapter described the case study in question by examining results fiom three research 

inquiries: site observations, key informant interviews, and questionnaire data. This chapter 

consisted of six sectioas: an introduction, site obsewations, key informant interviews, close- 

ended question data, open-ended question data, and this summary. 

The introduction presented a case study definition and three case study types: intrinsic, 

instrumental, and collective. This MDP's association with the instrumental case study was 

explained. The research question was reposed, as well this researcher's intention was 

reintroduced. This section outlined the chapter by identifying its components. Finally, a brief 

introduction to case study methods adopted by this researcher was explained. 

The second section of this chapter comprised site obsemations fiom this researcher. This part 

d e s c n i  SPLOEC's property layout; this researcher's tasks in exchange for room and board; 

office administration observations, including office space shortage, means of communication 

(walkie-talkie, telephone system, World Wide Web); outdoor activity participation, observing 

instructors' behaviour during out-trips (canoeing, kayakhg, rock climbin& bog walk); lack of a 

social centre; arid participation in social activities such a instructo~~' and Elderhostel 

administrator's slide shows. 
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The third part consisted of key informant interviews. This section presented interviewees and 

their relationship to SPLOEC, key informant interview length of time, and a summary of each 

interview. 

The fourth portion examined data fiom close-ended questionnaire questions. Statistical data 

were presented in Figures and Tables for a clearer and concise interpretation Data presented 

included tourists' demographics; primmy destination; advertisement on SPLOEC and SPP; 

attraction to SPLOEC and SPP; purposes of trip; activities sought; personal expectations; 

rating of SPP7s environmental condition; and rating of SPLOEC's conservation efforts. 

The fifth section presented a sample of open-ended answers to four questions. These questions 

dealt with SPLOEC's consemtion efforts aad practises; guests' meaningful knowledge and 

values gained at SPLOEC; defining sustainable tourism; and any final comments from tourists 

about their trip, SPLOEC, or SPP. 

The sixth and fmal part of this chapter is this brief summary, reviewing this chapter's content. 

The following chapter introduces a summary and discussion based on relevant issues Erom this 

researcher's site observations, key informant interviews, and questionnaire data. Issues were 

noted and raised by this researcher and participants. Each source of infomation provided a 

combined list of approximately 25 to 30 issues. Due to time and space constraints, a selection of 

ten common issues encountered as a result of the research methods are presented in Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 5 

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter reports and discusses ten issues (Table 5.1) derived from site observations, key 

informant interviews, and questionnaire data. The number of responses from each issue varies, 

because some participants considered certain issues more significant than others. This 

researcher determined the ranking order of issues, according to the number of responses received 

for each issue. The first three issues were ranked in order based solely on the response rate from 

face-to-face interviews (ranging from 6 to 4 responses). The additional seven issues take into 

account responses both from interviews and questionnaire data. Again, the ranking order of 

these seven issues is determined by the number of responses (ranging from 135 to 27 responses) 

in each case. 

This chapter consists of twelve sections, including this introduction as the first part, and 

concluding with a brief summary as the twelfth and final portion. Sections two to eleven 

correspond each to an issue introduced by this researcher. A brief observation part is presented 

to the reader, in order to identlfy certain considerations fkom this researcher with regard to the 
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Table 5.1 R d e d  issues derived from site observations, interviews, and auestionnaires 

Mr. Jim Boulding I 
Generational succession in M y  business I 
Leadership training 
Outdoor education programmes 
Special place 
Conflict of three different uses in one place 
Information sharing 
Social central hub 

Significant experience 

issue in question. Direct citations from interview transcripts, questionnaire data, and some 

questionnaire responses follow the observations and offer supportive statements to the issue 

under consideration. Finally, a short discussion comprises the thud portion of each 'issue' 

section. This last part aims at introducing and suggesting recommendations, which are to be 

W e r  developed in the following Chapter 6. 

Recommendations address the intention of this Master's Degree Project, to develop viable 

business practises for a financially successN family owned and operated outdoor and 

environmental education centre. These recommendations are feasible ideas, which could be 

applied to SPLOEC, in addition to other outdoor and environmental education centres. The 

business practises could focus on a sensory experiential outdoor educational experience, while 

maintaining an interest in the teachings of hard skills, in order to enhance participants' overall 

experience in nature (e. g. : physical, emotional, intellectual, and spiritual). The viable business 

practises are specifically developed around the ten issues discussed in this chapter. The 

following section presents the fist issue: Mr. Jim Boulding. 
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ISSUE NO. 1: Mi. Tim Bodding 
Interview Response: 6 (n=6) 

Observation 

Mr. Jim Boulding, the person, the man, was frequently reflected upon during key informant 

interviews. Each interviewee spoke highly and admirably about Jim Boulding. His dream and 

vision regarding the desired accomplishments at Strathcona Park Lodge and Outdoor Education 

Centre was told in a manner that brought his character and persona alive for this researcher. 

Respondents reflected on his personality, values, beliefs, ethics, character, and philosophies. 

These traits emanated fiom him, according to those who knew and followed him. Jim 

Boulding's persona was obvious to everyone who came in contact with him, for he radiated 

charisma and strength. His vision, dream, and obsession was to teach people to w e  about and 

respect the environment J im and Myma Boulding's contribution to the world was to teach the 

children and adults about their concerns of the environment and the world in general. 

Jim Boulding's philosophy, values, and beliefs were incorporated in SPLOEC throughout its 

evolution. This special place is his legacy. Qmently, Jim Boulding is remembered at the Lodge 

by a short newspaper article hanging in a picture fiame on the reception area's wall. The d c l e  

was written shortly after his death, in 1986. Hence, those who never met him, could get a glance 

of the person who co-founded the special place they are now enjoying. An excerpt from the 

dedication hanging on the wall in the reception area follows: 

Jim Bodding war pitch sticks and lighting fires in the rain end a f3m on hypothermia - 
Jim was a Zodiak and a tin boat roaring down MudLalat Inlet out to the Pacific and on to 
Escahte - Jim was buzz-bombs and salmon dinners at the camp and late saunas on the 
sand amid loud lqhtcr, mucous song and icy dips in the ocean - Jim was apples and 
oranges and respect fa the hdbs at Friendly Cove - Jim was Nanaimo ban and a 
mountain of gear an the U-chuck end laughter all the way back to the Lodge - Jim was 



teaching and laming and obsaving and thinking and creating. And fighting - Jim was 
opportunity and impossible dreams made red for himself and others. Jim was many 
things to many people, and the people and the land are richer because this mountain of a 
man card And shared. Jim was a celebration of life. (Unger 1986: 1 13) 

This written description of Jim Boulding is little but a glimpse of the person whose beliefs in 

SPLOEC, in the area, and in the community were so strong as to survive many struggles and 

difficulties throughout the Lodge's development. 

Interviewee U: ... he grew up fuming in Alberia, so he hod real strong fielings for 
the id for wildlife, for fisheries, for r t i v e  people ... Jim had something, had a lot of 
inspiration, a very inspiratio~l person ... he war u lot like some big guy. with a big 
cowboy hat, and o huge booming voice ... and he ahuays had a lot to say. And very strong 
opinions about things and h e  way this should be and should not be, and he wasn't too 
good or not interested in being diplomatic about what he would say, straight up. And 
whatever war on his mind he would tell you. 

Interviewee Y: ...and that's what Jim had Jim had this chariPmo, people would 
come to take courses porn him, not knowing what the course war. They were here last 
yeor. They k coming buck ... that 's what Jim did He took people out to the West Coat 
and he markd lhem for the rest of their we. He 3 a bigger rhan li/e guy. Big hat, big 
pipe, big person, he used to fill a roo m...Jim liked people, he genuinely liked people and 
people felt speciul around him, so he took them out to the West Coast and they were his 
fie&... 

Intaviewee Z: ... going up north of Nwtku ... getting into IiRe the little fingers and 
lo@ of little rocks on the chrrri, and Jim hodn 't been there before, and no one had been 
rhcn before. I war driving the Zodiak ami he was &ing rhis 24 foot wooden bwt an4 
just 6ejiore we slorud gefttng fo where it was going to be rocky, Jim plied up along the 
slde of me and kid of whispered to me: Te l l  now, there e's two theories of moidlng 
rocks, ' he said 'one ir to go really slow and by to see 'em before yoyou hit 'em, ond the 
other one Lc to gofLll speed ahead as f i  as you cm, cmd ~IY to stand up, which one do 
you want to do? ' Ofcourse I was in a rubber Zodiuk I said 'Jim I think I'll pars. ' 

Guests should h o w  who Jim Bodding was, because SPLOEC is so much a part of what he 

represented: nspect, laughter, sharing, strength, hospitality, and generosity. SPLOEC is infUsed 

with Jim Boulding, for he dedicated much of himself to the Lodge's development History is 

important, because history provides a context in people's lives. The history of Jim Bodding's 
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life provides a context for SPLOEC. Presently, his history is represented in a short article in the 

reception area This written dedication to Jim Boulding is the only obvious sign of his existence 

at SPLOEC. Admittedly, past employees and fiends, who knew Jim Boulding and were 

exposed to his magic, re- for their yearly family vacation to SPLOEC, however these persons 

are indistinguishable from other guests. They could share Jim Boulding stories and anecdotes 

and the history of his legacy with everyone at the Lodge, in order for guests to know who the co- 

founder of the Lodge was and how special the place was and still is. These stories need be told 

or written and passed on to the next generation, for once past friends, acquaintances, and 

employees of the Lodge have too left this world, who will tell the stories about Jim Boulding and 

the significance of SPLOEC? 

5.3 ISSUE NO. 2: Generational Succession in Familv Business 
lotcniew Response: 6 ( ~ 6 )  

Observation 

The family business that is Strathcoxl~l Park Lodge and Outdoor Education Centre came into 

being due to Jim and Myma Bodding's dream and vision The fouaders succeeded and kept the 

Lodge afloat, despite many difficulties, demomtmting their tenacity and belief in their concept 

Chapter 2, the literature review, mentioned that leaders emanated a magnetism attracting 

talented people and motivating them into fulfilling their dreams (Dyer 1986). Jim Bodding 

emaaated the same magnetism according to testimonies fkom intewiewees. Jim and Myma 

Bodding had a vision, but were not very practical in managing that vision. They were 

constantly subjected to great stresses and strains to keep the business fkom failing. They were 

constantly beset with monetary difficulties, and relied on a family relative to pay their debts. 
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Their business management style was fiee flowing and unstructured At Jim Boulding's death, 

SPLOEC faced two serious dilemmas: a generational transition in the business and a financial 

crisis. 

Jim Boulding's untimely death, fiom pancreatic cancer, in 1986, without a definite succession 

plan in place also contributed to the Lodge's management difficulties. Jamie Boulding the 

Boulding's first born son, was to be the successor at SPLOEC. At Jim Boulding's death he was 

not prepared to accept the management position at the Lodge; he and his wife, Christine Clarke, 

would take-over daily operations in 1992. Between 1986 and 1992, non-family members were 

hired as managers to operate the Lodge. During that time period there were various fraudulent 

activities unbeknownst to the Boulding family, which nearly left them destitute. 

Shortly after this time, the second generation (Jamie Boulding and Christine Clarke) accepted 

management responsibility of SPLOEC. They obtained a post-secondary and graduate education 

in admhi-on, thus their management style is much more structund and f o d ,  surrounded 

by managers, departments, staff meetings, performance reviews, computers, job descriptions, 

and schedules. Inte~ewees obsexved some conflicting issues, between the first generation and 

second generation, in terms of responsibilities and leadership. Myrna Bodding remains the 

owner of SPLOEC and maintains some responsibilities, mainly regarding the tourism business of 

the Lodge. Jamie Bodding, as executive director, is responsible for outdoor education 

programmes, maintenance, and the COLT programme. Christine Clarke, also in the role of 

executive director, deals with all office related matters and duties, the housekeeping and food 
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and beverage departments, as well as outdoor programmes. The generational succession in 

SPLOEC was discussed with interviewees. 

Interviewee U: ... no structure, we didn 't even have a stafi There were SO people. I 
mean it was just, in '74, it was pretty crazy because almost anybody hitchhiked in ofthe 

who wanted to work was given a job ... staff meetings were people sitting in a circle 
taking pot sho& at each other. Jim would talk for a long, long time and Myma would get 
upset ... Myma had probably a better business sense of what was going on. Jim, Jim, had 
a much looser sense of mnning a business, he kind 05 he had w h t  he called orgonic 
planning which ir hind of get in the flow of whatever is happening and just make it 
hoppen...Myno had a very much more business sense ofthings. and Jim was more fiee 
fm to put it mildly ... M v  would end up a lot of times being the manager of all the 
people, and especi~IIy the manager of trying to keep the physical plant mnning at certajn 
standomk, wing to improve the st~ndrrrds and the look of the prope ma... it was a 
sbugge to make en& meet and to try to keep the place @OQL in the '70s. it war 
questionable whether it was going to actually stay alive and p w .  In Jim and Mynur 3 
m i d  there was no question about that, ... 

Intexviewee V: ... it was very honi to get a camp going ... there were no private 
camp to speak highly ox mostly just a few church camps ... at one time there war a 
government person sent to the Lodge to invesrigote why the revenues were so poor. They 
wanted the Lodge to be afLN-timejishing camp, but the idea wm reNed because it was 
very seasonal work and the weather w m  't ahuays good and there was u concern about 
running out offish, overqdoiting ... 

Intewiewee W: That's very complicated I think it's very complicuted in any farnib 
business, but I think that, initiaIIy her wyma] intention wan 't to step aside. It was to 
have some dfrect responsibiIities. ... some of them [mmgcrsj have been here in other 
psitiom longer, ... they are aware ofthe complexities of o famiIy business ... budgeting is 
cer~ar~nIy done every year, the Lodge coail. Y M o d  a v  copilol investmen& ... in the posr 
the h e g e  d d  only @ord to make nue the bilk were being paid undget out of debt ... 

Infenrfewee I(: ... sometimes here's good communiwtion between them and 
sometimes there's nu& d I guess in a family business you get a lot of people mnning 
one thing, so you get co@ict with ~ o r n n n m i ~ ~ o n  They b e  regulm meetings, and all 
munagement meet ... she [Chishe Clarke] cmne up with o management plan to put things 
back in onler and she's done a greutjob with that and at that time things were mi& 
tight ... Tim [Chishe Clarke], being o mom and working prm-time, it's great that she 
could do ihor, but hagof her stufwent on to Nancy and Owen and they're dolng a good 
job, but ... Nancy bud to make decisions about maintenonce st@ which is Jamie's 
respomibilfty and it ' s j u ~ r  beearre J i e  "s off somewhere else. there 's just too much to 
db .*. 

Intemiewee Y: ... in the beginning it was in a bad situation, the place nemfy went 
Mder....by the time Jhn died J d i e  was rir hip third or f o ~ h  yew m university, he 
wasn't jinished ~ e 4  when his farher died It took Jamie t h e  or f w  yem of hiring a 
couple of munagem, ... it 's T i m  that w e d  the place a t d  and Jmnie ... Mymo spent 
hor inheritonce into this place ... But ofin we 're plagued by jiut linle glitches, thut people 
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just were not happy with ... The product here O large@ undefined often conirudictory, 
Bedback is not properly tracked ...yo u see there's a real interesting change, now Jim 
wed to have his hand in everything, now we 've got d~fferenl manage rs... We now have lo 
&a[ with regulations, Jim used to ignore the bank, we don't anymore. 

Discussion 

The issue of operating a family business following a generational succession can entail conflicts 

in terms of staff being given orders and having to answer to different leaders; structural changes; 

unclear responsibility distribution; morale of W, communication problems; and frustration 

of staff. Jamie Boulding and Christine Clarke have turned SPLOEC into a very profitable 

business since their take-over five years ago. The Lodge has grown and employs approximately 

60 people. While the management structure is more formalised and regulated, the vision of the 

Lodge has become unclear. Jim Boulding had a strong presence, vision, imagination, and 'life 

force,' which reflected in the business; Jamie Boudling and Christine Clarke appear to be less 

successfid in maintaking this vision and idealism within the business. They have put in practise 

their own ideas, which have financially benefited the Lodge; yet the traditional values which 

emanated from Jim and Myrna Bodding are not as appannt at SPLOEC as they once were in the 

past. 

Communication, recognition, and respect are crucial in all business organisations, specifically if 

they are operated by a family, who share family and business relationships. The second 

generation &tors are undoubtedly mccesfbl, yet one interviewee mentions a frustration 

when responsibilities are unclear, the common goal is ambiguous, and the directors listen to 

suggestions and ideas fiom employees, but at times fail to pursue them any further. Directors 
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and employees could work together, recognise each other's efforts, share each other's expertise, 

challenge each other, and keep the lines of communication open at all times. 

5.4 ISSUE NO. 3: Leadership Training 
Interview Response: 4 (n=6) 

Observation 

SPLOEC is associated with the COLT Centre. It is a certified programme teaching outdoor 

leadership skills to future instructors. In the past, the leadership training entailed Jim Boulding 

taking a group of people to the West Coast on an unstructured out-trip for a few weeks, teaching 

them survival skills. The programme has evolved and become much more formalised and 

specidised, where graduates obtain a certification at the end of their training. Some courses 

listed in the COLT brochure (1997/1998) are: "canoe and kayak skills, sea kayaking, mountain 

climbing, rescue, whitewater canoeing and kayaking, survival skills, rock climbing, nutrition and 

provisioning, snow and glacier travel, native culture, and natural history." Based on the course 

list, the amaction to the programme is to develop 'hter and land based outdoor skills, self 

reliance and judgment, superb fitness and new 'Life Skills,' leadership skills, and ecological 

awareness" (COLT brochure, 19971 1998). 

SPLOEC accepts a certain number of COLT graduates to jmrticipate in a 50 day teaching 

pr8cticum at the Lodge. Once a leader is hired by SPLOEC, his or her training is rather brief, 

according to one intenriewee. The training consists of a four day imbxctiod training at the 

beginning of the year, one day at the beginning of the summer, and one day in September. These 
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training sessions concentrate almost exclusively on dety  standards, use of fire hoses, 

emergency procedures, going over different activities, and rescue procedures. 

The leadership training does not strongly emphasise a sensory educational aspect in the COLT 

curriculum or in the Lodge training programme. In the past, Jim Bodding stressed sensory 

education in his leadership training, in addition to survival skills, however the former was in the 

forefront, while the latter played a supporting role. 

Intemiewee U: ... I think a lot of thatjlowed out of Jim, just highest level to develop 
and attune pumf to where you were, whatever wilderness you were in. Nor just 
bowing enough about it in your head but gets you so attuned with it that you hove a 
w i n g  for it you were able to loose yourself; to become one with the mountains, with the 
ocean, with everything else around you Which cam'ed over with a lot af other people ... 

interviewee W: There's four things that are part of our COLT ~i(m'cu1um: one is 
persow/ development, one is group dewlopmen& one is outdoor skills and one is 
environmental. The outdwr sklk are actua/ly obvious& the tools that all the other 
things are taught by ... and thut 's an eduurtionaI programme ... about the mcjority of the 
ins~ructors come out of our COLTprogmmrne ... 

Intewiewee X: ... the COLTpmgramme the way if is now isfor the mostpart a high 
skill training programme ... I think it would be good to put a bit more emphasis on the 
eciucational side of things and on working with groupr and dfferent age characteristicss. 
lemning about brieflng rmd debriefing ... giving yma st@ a c h c e  to share their own 
knowledge d a~periemes ... getting kid in touch with mtute, so doing semory sta&..so 
that people m thinking, mvme of their sumtindings mtdyolr cen protect anything if' 
bww about it ... some of h e  acrtvities where you do get interne, and reafolly in touch with 
the world rmd people and ~nae,  it's impurtant ... try getting the serious mck climber or 
podder to get all touchpfeek) with the envimnment, it doesn @t work too well always. 

htemiewee Y: ... Iess of the granola whole sort ufpople, more of what we cull bush 
jocks, just climbers, just paaeers ... the best guides were not technically the best climbers 
or the best paddfem ...you 've got to rolk about leming, you 've got to talk about spiritual 
aspec~s, you've got to lolk about the self; he  bou* of h e  ego, you 've gut to IolR 
about risk rmd fm, m e  rhotk what we do here. We dons.t talk about these things, 
cause those me embarrassing topics, n m  what we ~Ikabout is here's o w  age* this is 
whal I'm going to s h m  ymr... it 's not use@ to climb o mountain just to get to the top, the 
only &or that is to tellyourjFiends in the bbm ond rats pictures. But them 's o w e m n f  
g g  ifp go to the fop of the mountam with a process in m i d  with a wetent  knd of 
journey in mind... a lot ofpeuple in ecotmtim businesses me very &nution comci01(ss. 
which is not process. J h  was pra! ess... we used to b e  sm mining and they were 
m m b i y  exciting beemrse people would bring things to it. Now it's show me your 
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policy, what do I need, who$ are the safety precmrlions, what are your policies on 
kayaking, etc. . .... 

Discussion 

The leadership W n g  programme at SPLOEC does not appear to have nearly enough sensory 

educational training, but has an abundance of outdoor hard skills training. The balance between 

both important components in outdoor environmental education could be carried out, both in the 

certification leadership training programme and in the Lodge's training of leaders. Moreover, 

managers and senior staff members could also be involved in training activities by participating 

in conferences, workshops, conventions, or seminars given by reputable outdoor education 

orgaaisations. These sessions might in fact introduce new ideas and enthusiasm in SPLOEC's 

comm~ty. 

The outdaor leader manager mentioned to this researcher, in a casual conversation, that he 

wished to attract leaders from other outdoor schools of thought, camps, or countries to SPLOEC. 

Most instructon at SPLOEC are COLT graduates. For example, Terry's (family name unknown) 

enthusiasm was Enquently commented on by guests and mentioned in an interview. She 

previously worked at Camp Thunderbird, near Victoria, British Columbia, and introduced 

wnsiderable energy to the group of leaders during her time at the Lodge. Diversity in leadership 

could be emphasised at the Lodge. Leaders could be exposed to different leadership 

philosophies and experiences, cunsequently inexperienced leaders could develop their own style 

more confidently ratha than imitating the pmcticum instructors' teaching methods. 
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5.5 ISSUE NO. C Outdoor Education Programmes 
Interview Response: 3 (n=6) 
Questionnaire Response #7; # 10; # 12: 46, 4 1,45 respectively (n=46) 

Observation 

The outdoor education programmes offered at SPLOEC are centred around teaching activity 

skills and no-trace camping. The Lodge offers the "Best of Adventure" programme. which 

consists of scheduled daily outdoor activities during the tourist season. The activities include 

kayakbg, canoeing, ropes course, orienteering, rock climbing, and sailing. These activities are 

recommended for beginners, in order for them to learn proper activity techniques. Other 

programmes include private instructor or guides, hired by guests who wish to M e r  challenge 

themselves; family adventure week, where families are exposed to kayaking, canoeing, rock 

climbing, orientee~g, rappelling, ropes course, and wilderness etiquette; Wilderness Youth 

Leadership Development (WYLD), summer camps for adolescents; COLT; and "Elderhostel 

and Grandchildren" programme, where both generations share in various outdoor activities listed 

above. 

Conversely, in the past, SPLOEC offered a variety of activities under the leadership of Jim and 

Myrna Bodding. Activity programmes' contents ranged fiom various domains, such as sports, 

culture, history, sciences, and arts. 

Interviewee U ... we 'd get involved in teaching Rayaking, canoeing, ropes course, 
elementary rock climbing survivaf teaching, nature wa!ks ... we did pottery, sculptures 
with a teacher, pphotognphy, ... mony memt of outhor trip, ... Native Shrdies 
c ~ e s p  nahrrol history comes that we brought out fir lots of school pups, f i l h  at the 
Lodge h e  uswzlly k e  or foM hours on each activity kind of programmep plus 
s p c c i a I t y p r v ~ e s  we designedfor individuaI p u p s ,  whatever we wanted to &. We 
also did conferencesp ... 1 mean it's everythhtg porn log cabin building, to bread making, 
to biology, to environmental planning, you name it we did it ... in winter ... the pmgmmme 
was ahtentwim, adventum p m p m m e  we called it, which we did a fbt of dferent 
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activities, we 'd go look at swam down at the bay, we 'd go look at elk in the valley, we 'd 
take our cross-country skis or snowshoes and wander around ... 

Interview- W ... there 's a real e d t l c ~ t i ~ ~ l  f o m  to all our outdoor programmes. 
whether they be for tour is^ or school k'dr or Elderhostel, and so I would say that, you 
could look at it ar a cooperative pmgramme ... one of the things the directom are loohng 
at doing now is trying to encourage more private guiding, becizuse the "Best of 
Adventure" is a really good introductory programme, but the lodge nee& to offer things 
that are beyond that, ... 

Intervieweex: ... usuaily kids come up Momby afternoons and they leave on 
Friakzy. There are some programmes that are shorter, some come fiom Campbell River 
for one or two days... we teach canoeing, kryaking, rock climbing, ropes, an overnight. 
orienteering, and survival games ... we try to alter the programme usually by gaving them 
Ionger out-bips ... 

QudoMnire  Responses - Question #R Tourists' purposes for travelling to 
SPLOEC an as follows: outdoor trip (29.2%); wildemess/advennture trip (20.8%); 
tourhg trip (16.7%); outdoor education (10.4%); visit Wends and relatives (7.3%); 
personal mattas (4.2%); spiritual inspiration (4.2%); family vacation (2.1%); onaon- 
one time with child/grandchild (2.1%); hcdagdcultural trip (1.0%); business (1.0%); 
and conferences (1 .O%). 

Questionnnire Responses - Question #la ... outdoor activities: kayoking, 
canoeing, sailing, swimming ... hiking and seeing wildlife ... shon to medium hiking, 
canoeing, swimming and possibly a couple of nights cantping ... to see beautrjtl scenery, 
to do some hi&ing to scenic places, and to mke lessons in outdoor 
activities ... wiIdemess ... hfke a d  perhaps try some new form of outdoor 
adven ture... exposure to vm'ous outtabor activities ... it seems to me that most of what is 
o-ed at the Lodge fs  activity based: learn how to rock climb, leum how to kayak 
l e m  how to use a c o m p s  ... 

Questionmire Respomes - Q u d o n  W12: Activities visitors' wished to seek at 
SPLOEC are as follows: hiking (22.7%); nature obsavation and intaprastion (16.3%); 
e g  (14.5%); csnodng (14.5%); photography (9.3%); bird watching (7.0%); 
sailing (52%); courses (2.9%); plant ecology education (23%); cycling (1.7%); £khing 
(1.7%); wfts (1.2%); and cndsing (0.6%). 

Discussion 

A majority of to& who fnstient the Lodge wish to partake in various outdoor activities and 

learn skills. These activities are certainly an important aspect of experiencing nature. 

Nonetheless, those who prefer quieter activities, such as photography, bird watching, nature 

interpretation, and n a ~ e  observation are also present at the Lodge. Again, there could be a 
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better balance between programmes emphasising hard and soft activities offered at SPLOEC. 

Perhaps SPLOEC could reintroduce a variety of activities and programmes more reminiscent of 

the past. 

5.6 ISSUE NO. 5: Special Place 
Interview Response: 3 (n=6) 
Questio~aire Response # 10: 4 1 (n=46) 

0 bservation 

Strathcom Park Lodge and Outdoor Education Centre's design is based on a rural village model. 

The Lodge could be referred to a "commune-like," particularly in earlier years. The physical 

layout of the property fosters the notion of a community. It is inhabited by those who work and 

live on the site, they form the community's population. They also act as environmental stewards 

for the surrounding area. SPLOEC is a safe and special place for many. 

SPLOEC could bc considered as a special place in nature, for the Lodge offers an opportunity to 

explore nature through outdoor activities, to bond and reconnect with nature, and bask in its 

beauty and solitude. This special place has existed for 30 years, and people could return to the 

Lodge reasmred that SPLOEC welcomes them back to nature and not to industrial development. 

The adjacent provincial park is protected, to a certain extent, fiom development and can become 

a special place for visitors desiring to rekindle their relationship with nature. A considerable 

number of children fiom urban centres are exposed to the Lodge and park. These areas may 

become a child's special place in nature, fostering a cioser relationship with the land, not found 

in his or her urban environment. A child may return to SPLOEC regularly years later. He or she 
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could share his or her special place with his or her own offspring, as the Lodge and park is likely 

be around years Erom now. 

Intetviewee U: ... Mjma and Jim 's ideo was to hove villages throughout Canah, 
the Lodge being sort of a nucleus of a village ... hfyma was very interested in the 
environment and resources development, about building buildings porn the land how to 
enjoy the land, how to be a recreationist in ih how to survive in it, how to do anything in 
the land Jim wanted it to be rhnr center for the West Coast in Cam do... the people 
who'd been there in rfre '70s heloped a really snong fanti4 fedii~g, kihd of 
association ... 

Interviewee X: ... we believe in this place, David's been here for years and years and 
years and Alison Galbefi an instmctor who's been a d  about before I wos 
he re... People just end up here, they stqy because they do believe in this piace ...y ou 
should sw off especiuIly with u lot of the kc& comingfiom Vancouver and other cities 
that really don 't have much experience with the outdwrs, just getting them in touch with 
notwe, doing sensory sw.. getting them in touch with the environment ... 

Intenriewee Y: .. . Jim ahvays ran htb family business Iik a village idea ... it 's 
interesting now all these kids have been coming here for years, and they have kid. 
They're coming back and whut they're coming buck for, many of them come back 
because something signifcant happened here to them, whether they were in p d e  9, 10, 
or 11, or whether they were o young teacher, ... so they bring back their wives ... 

Questionnaire Responses - Question #I& ... enjoy the natural surroundings of a 
~ h n o l  setting ... relming hofidqy in beautijbl surtound figs... a retreat from city 
I@...enjoyment of the beauty of the mtwal environment and to spend time 
relaxing ... shore outdoor experiences with g r h o n  ... relax -get a w q  @m the city und 
job ... r e s ~  relarotion, and a breukjrom the everytiby routine. Time away from finti& 
obligatio m... wanl r~ see LmnykI seemy, pristine m d n g s ,  mix trip, get may 
f i m  the business of our lives... lots of hiking not m c h  development, solitude ... enjoying 
the scenery and o t k r  ourdoor activi ties... we were here to see the pork and hike he  
park... 

People should have a special place in nature, where they can re-establish a relationship with 

natuie. SPLOWS could provide an opportunity to redevelop a relationship with nature. The 

Lodge's inconspicuous presence in nature and proximity to a park and lake provides individuals 

with many Werent experiences in nature, if only for a short time. 
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Many past employees testified during interviews that the Lodge had strongly influenced their 

lives, to a degree of affecting their lifestyle decisions and choices. Questionnaire respondents or 

tourists seek the Lodge as a form of escapism from their daily urban lives. Many speak of 

relaxation and rest, getting away from the city and jobs, and escaping fiom televisions, radios, 

telephones, and offices. SPLOEC couid nurture a relationship between people and nature, as 

this comection is clearly important to many. 

5.7 ISSUE NO. 6: Conflict of Three Merent Uses in One Place 
Interview Response: 4 (n-6) 
Questionnaire Response #25: 27 (n=46) 

Strathcona Park Lodge and Outdoor Education Centre faces a conflicting issue regarding the 

usage of space. Essentially, the Lodge hosts three different groups: tourists, school children, and 

COLT students. These three varied uses appear to be incompatible. The peak tourist season is 

during summer months and follows the school children programme, which typically operates 

concurrently with the eight month school period. In addition, the COLT programme is offered in 

two semesters: springlsummer and fall. The Lodge collects substantial financial profits fiom the 

tourism season and COLT programme sessions, as these are considerably costly. Inversely, the 

school programme does not infuse great monetary amounts in SPLOEC, however the Lodge 

raps considerable benefits in terms of teaching children about the environment in an 

appropriate firamework for environmental education 
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The issue of conflict between sharing three uses in one space is apparent in the physical state of 

cabins and rooms, in the use of equipment, and in the demeanour of leaders between seasons, 

particularly between school children and tourist seasons. Firstly, tourists pay significant prices 

to stay at the Lodge and are housed in some of the same cabins and rooms as were school 

children. The condition of certain cabins and rooms is not exactly at par with tourists' 

expectations considering fees paid. Secondly, a competition exists between school children and 

COLT students with regard to the use of outdoor equipment. At times both groups require the 

same equipment, for example kayaks or canoes, at the same moment. Finally, leaders have 

difficulty being overtly pleasant to tourists, because the tourism season directly follows the 

school children programme and leaders are most probably fatigued fiom the demanding school 

programme schedule. An interim period for downtime between both seasons, providing leaders 

with physical, mental, and emotional rest, does not appear to be emphasised. Leaders' behaviour 

and focus differ when dealing with children and tourists. At times, leaders' and staff members' 

demeanour is not respectful nor patient toward tourists. McKercher and Robbias (1998: 185) 

suggest that personal atbniutes of tour operators "include 'patience, courage and howledge', 

'detexmhtion, drive, enthusiasm and a love of hard work', 'common sense and the ability to 

adapt to the conditions of the time' and 'an understanding of psychology to handle people.'" 

These attniutes could be extended to any person working in the field of outdoor education, 

including leaders and staff members at SPLOEC. 

InWewee V: ... tourists am not m e d  that much more &rerent&, JW in a less 
f o m l  way... 

Interviewee W ... increase the qunii~ of h e  service provided in all q e c t s  of the 
trip experience here, nor just in their intemction with their instructors, that we make the 
bunsition j h r n  dferent kin& of clienrr and find the appropriate level of service to 
dierent kin& of clienrr ...find woys to bring touristr here ut the same time of the yeur as 



the kids, so that the instructors have more variety in their work ... and doing other Kinds of 
out-tripping ... with the k ib t  the leaders deal with a set programme and they are the 
centrd person all the time with the kidr ... with the touris&, they are more independent 
and the Lodge hies to uccommodore them whether in language or activity, the leaders 
must be more patient with tourists, because we want to give them fin and teachin gs... 

Interviewee Xi ... the Lodge is a scattered place, they try to do so many different 
things ... there are conjlca when tourists want to have a quiet night, but there's a 
hundred kids running around on the property and problems when COLT and school 
programmes both want to use h e  stufund the same equipment ... both things [tourism 
and school programmes] are wonde@I things to do, she Wyma Boulding] puts them 
both in the some space, it &does ahuoys work out too weN ... it 's easier to make money o f  
the touris&, it's more eflcient to make money off the touris& than schools, so that's what 
they do... 

Intewiewee Y: There 's h e  componena to this place. There 3 three ports to this 
place, there 's the schools, there 's the COLT md training leaders, and then there 's the 
tourist, and the tourisis pay a lor of the bills ... when the st f lare dealing with children or 
COLT people, they have a very d~fferent relationship, much more the heid style 
rebtiomh ip... because of the conflct between school p u p s  and the teaching of outdoor 
leaders cmd the paying public. You can It pit a school grmp in a same hind of place as a 
tourist wan& but we have no choice so you have to lower people's expecrrrtions. So you 
by to upgmde the cabinr ... there's a conflict between school groups who me just really 
poor and they don't pay any money. And ouldoor leadm which we teach, they pay 
through the nose. And touris&, that have money, OOK. there are three incompcrtible uses 
of equipment and space and your dollars. Mbst of our doll~m go into the school 
gmups...you can Y tell your st& whose been dealing with school p u p s ,  now change 
yourfoc~(s entirely, and &a/ with the Hch toursf ... what makes this place special b the 
kit&, and the teaching of lea den... 

Questionnaire Responsee - Question it25 ... expected cleaner accommodation, 
better sentfce, ecqufmeng better lr~n*ned s a  high price and a low quality ptdbct ... h 
comparison with Mainland pnpncts the room price ir somewhat high ... lodge war a g m t  
place but needed some ntajor upkeep, h g h t  the price of the mom should include 
break#& ...the only drawback was the a c c o ~ t i o m ,  I would call in my case below 
pat... we h in cabin #25 and it dqPnitely needs more space for clothes stomge (if only a 
m of mils or pegs on the wail! Hmh in closet or hmge rs!)... not @cient means of 
hangtng up clothing to clj W n g  wet perf&, cwt hooks brokea only one extra blanket 
fir two be&, so personal comfrt zone needs improvement ... refrain j iom refem'ng to 
guestr within emshot as ' W b t ' s  hat? ' when the answer is 'a guest' ... something a Iittle 
less uptight and u little more f l e d @  (note: 3-5 siaf members were izctuaIlj 
fiiencUyJ ... front desk people were very vague about directions und howledge of hiking 
and canoeing meas... 
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Discussion 

SPLOEC faces the challenge of harmonising three different uses in one space. A dilemma is 

whether to retain the three different goals or specialise in one. The owner and directors do not 

wish to abandon any user group, because each group brings a different element to the Lodge. 

School groups (the least economically profitable and the most costly) rewvard leaders and staff 

members because children could be influenced and benefit from their teachings about the 

outdoors. Similarly, COLT students are also influenced by the leadership training, whether they 

choose a career in outdoor education or wish to challenge themselves. In addition, the COLT 

programme introduces a considerable monetary profit to the Lodge, as do tourists. While most 

clients are satisfied, the Lodge could attempt to ease the transition between seasons and clients. 

The physical condition of rooms and cabins could be improved and maintained by the Lodge, 

particularly prior to the tourist season 

5.8 ISSUE NO. 7: Information Sharina 
Interview Response: 4 (n-6) 
QuestioMaire Response #25: 27 (n=46) 

Observation 

Guests staying at SPLOEC strongly voiced their desire for information on conservation practises, 

the history of the area and its natural components, and debatable issues in the area, such as 

logging and mining. Tourists wish to educate themselves about outdoor skills, in addition to 

gaining knowledge about historical, political, and industrial matters in the area from leaders, 

staff members, local inhabitants, and each other. Subsequently, a leader's role is twofold: 

providing technical outdoor skills, and discussions on historical, political, spiritual, and 



industrial and environmental matters with guests. McKercher and Robbins (1 998: 184) stress the 

importance of good communication skills where outdoor instructors should "be able to explain 

natural processes clearly, in a way that all clients can relate to, or be able to impart information 

in a knowledgeable, yet entertaining way." All types of information should be shared between 

guests and instructors, as well as within each group. lnstructoa could be a great source of 

information to guests. However, instructors and staff members are not physically identifiable as 

such to guests. The latter do not know who to seek out to have questions answered or an 

interesting discussion. 

Intenriewee U ... we were in the process at that time of orgcrnising o library, and 
doing, planning a lot of information that we had on paper thut was related to the history 
of the Lodge at that time, they were just in boxes ... the Iibmry was for guests and for sw 
too. for people to leam ohm we were getting a lot of people, sw coming in fiom all 
over Caw& sometimes the United States who didn Y really know the area. And then 
there were other people that lived here most of their fives as M y  Boulding and they'd 
mnge /iom their experiences. I guess that 3 why I enjoyed being here right porn the 
beginning cause there was a divemi@ ofpeople with muny d~fferent interns fr... 

Intesviewee W: ... there is a certain code in [he ofice, there ir a certain code in 
housekeeping, but the stafaren 't required to wear o certain unijo nn... we talked a lot 
about it with s&& but they're decrd set agaimt it ... we t?y to think of positive ways 
whelhor it be name badges, hats, whatever, and we haven't come up with a, the thing lhot 
we cmne up with fpjWt the name bomd so that people would kunv who rhc s w a  re... we 
have had [on of meetings to lolk about it a d  had people discuss it and ... we haven't 
come up with a pra~n~cal solution ... the slojBdid wear a f-shirt with the crest at the Brit 
fir a while and we tried thatfir, l&rtyearfor a while, just and the h e r  of tdhim rhey 
needed and trying to moin&zin it, it just got rfdicuIm ... I I think it wmld be good 
because it idon* who the stqfiate to the guests and eveming ... 

Intervieweex ... giving the stc@ a chance to share their own knowledge and 
expetience, becmrre there am some s w  that do some really wonderjiil things ... there 
were bwks in the mmrce centre, but rhey 've &appeared and that 's kind of sod too, 
that some people me keeping those things and the other ideas aren't being shared ... in 
stqf mining some of the senior imtructom were asked if they carld teach st@ that 
they'1.0 experts in and that went real& well. it was well received and it 's goodfor the sw 
as well m e  they see theit peers being tecognbed andpeople f l ing the ins&uctiortsfeei 
g d  about theme bes... 

htenriewee Y: ... you %e got to know the stories of the place. These kids don 4 have 
the s~crties of the place, they don't have the language, they don't have the 
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imagination ... everybody should wear white shim or something or maybe just staf shins 
or ... b e  name tugs so people h o w  who everybody is, separate the stafffiom people on 
come: 'who can I ask questiom to?' ... we used to h e  o real library, we had o real 
outdoor l ibmy down there, that used to bejbbulous. We had o librarian show up once, 
that spent the whole summer working out here ... we've had people come up here that ran 
pottev workshops. We hod artists working here ... 

Questio- Responses - Question #25: ... ( I )  library or book swap shelf on 
relevant topics (local ecology/6iology/geology). r e m b l e  deposit to ensure booh 
returned; (2) maybe post names of smf hv!edgeub/e cmd milable io u?muer 
questions on certain topics ... more signs and infarmtion readily mailable ... I guess the 
clearcuts really hit home because to actually see them was way more of a realiy than 
hearing about them ... an interpretive centre nm by the part, with descriptions of the Pees 
and plum most of in  found I don't h o w  whether the mining and logging are inride or 
immediate& ou~side the purk Both twin the experience of being in the wilderness. The 
view fiom the dining room is sod! ... many people may find the active logging afensive. 
Personal&, I & fiot as it is a renewable resource that provides jobs and materials for 
mankind The park seem to be doing an excellent job of allowing this. I think the public 
should understand that this coexatence can be maintained There is no doubt, 
documentation of the impacts (bioessqys, reforestation rates, etc.) thut is available could 
be shared ... we ore homped by the clearcutting sites we see alf around Our firest 
practise tactics are all wrong ... slide show on locaf scenery hebfil ... 

Based on questionnaire responses, SPLOEC's guests desire knowledge about issues concerning 

natural history and the environment Since the environmental revolution, people have become 

progressively aware about environmental issues. The Lodge's staff members and leaders could 

be prcpand, ready, and willing to answer questions &om all guests (children, toultists, and COLT 

students), regarding issues described above. McKercher and Robbins (1998: 185) state that 

''naturebased tour operators must also possess strong knowledge of and an even stronger affinity 

for natural anas. This knowledge extends to the nahwl history of the area, flora and fama, an 

understanding of ecological proms, the area's geology, and about Aboriginal and poa contact 

history." They also add that tourists want to know more than the names of plants and animals, 

they want to know the "inter-relationships and particularly any impacts threatening their 

sustainability" (McKercher and Robbias. 1998: 185). 
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Moreover, directors could recognise that they have access to a wide and multiple collection of 

knowledge within their senior leaders, and that the former could more frequently tap into that 

knowledge. Senior instructors know the stories of the place, the history of the place, and the 

songs of the place. They are inhabitants of SPLOEC, subsequently, they could pass on their 

knowledge of the history, stories, and language of the Lodge to others (guests and employees). 

5.9 ISSUE NO. 8: Social Central Hub 
Interview Response: 4 (n-6) 
Questionnaire Response #2S: 27 (n-46) 

Observation 

As amazing as Strathcona Park Lodge and Outdoor Education Centre is, it lacks a social central 

hub, where guests, staff members, and leaders can meet, mingle, and acquaint themselves with 

one another. An appropriate place on the property for such activities is absent, aside from the 

dining room and beach. However, this researcher observed that the former remains rather 

vacant, aside from meal times, and the latter is a wondefl place to meet guests, but not 

everyone is apt to spend time on the beach, particularly when the weather is bad. 

Evenings would be a wonderful time to gather and socialise as a group. This mingling could 

foster a stronger sense of community. The presence of a rich diversity of people at SPLOEC 

currently still exists. Leaders, COLT students, and tourists are fiom different geographical anas 

and usually are receptive to mating others dubg their stay at the Lodge. The diversity becomes 

finher explicit when people share infomation, ideas, and reflections with each other. 
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Interviewee U: ... there was ahuays music and doncing at the Lodge, ... there were all 
the West Coat Native people who would come and sing, and donce ... 

Intenriewee W: ... we ofer night semjnum for guests, and talk and presentations 
given by leaders, these are puid by the Lodge ... 

htmiewee X: ... there has been contct about whor hours we should be working 
and it's pretv set out now either the hours you work and when you 're not working, it 's 
your time off; and anything you do above that, if if's ofyour own will, you don't get paid 
for i t . .  I've worked at other centres where it's j u t  expected ;hut you sit ;vith the kids or 
the people you're working with and you still have some time ofl but only once thut actual 
propmme  is done. 

Intemiewee 'Y: ... Jim wus a rnaster at the business, 'Where ore you f i m ?  Well yes, 
I how, yes, good that 3 gmu~ How'd you get here? How long have you been here? 
What ore you interested in? Whnr 's your mme, my mme 's Jim, this is  my place, rhot 's 
my wlfe over there, we run this place ... ' 

Questionnaire Responsee - Question #25: ... 1 would a& a pub or meeting 
place ... there should be a place where people can sit and mingle other thon the dining 
room What about evening matwe talhs? Croquet, sing-cr-longs, art-sketching, square 
dancing, etc. ... 

Discussion 

SPLOEC could provide a social central hub for everyone's use at the Lodge, because a social 

place would foster a stronger camaraderie atmosphere among everyone. Since the Lodge 

provides social activities, for example, slide shows, bog walks, singing around a fire, and 

bannock tasting, on an occasional basis, a central hub could compensate for the lack of organised 

activities. Guests, staE members, and outdoor leaders couid casually meet at the hub for 

spontaneous social gatherings at any time. Regardless if activities are planned or impromptu, the 

Lodge could allocate an area as a central social place, specifically encouraging such meetings 

and interactions. Furthermore, a central hub could benefit those travelling alone or those timid 

to meet strangers. 
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5-10 ISSUE NO. 9: Environmental Stewardship 
Interview Response: 4 (n=6) 
Questionnaire Response # 15: 25 (n=46) 

Observation 

Jim and Myrna Boulding were very concerned about the environment. They believed that every 

park or naW area should have communities inhabiting their peripheries. These communities, 

such as SPLOEC, act as environmental stewards protecting nature. Jim and Myrna Boulding 

accepted and enforced their surveillance role in the case of SPP, specifically with regard to the 

active mining and logging industries. Jim Boulding would guide school children groups to the 

mining operation within the park, as well as show them the clearcut logging areas along the 

outer edges of the park. Jim and Myrna Boulding educated people visiting the Lodge about such 

environmental issues, because they took them to heart and believed in the sacredness of nature. 

This researcher observed that environmental issues, such has mining and logging, were discussed 

among guests only if someone directly referred to the subject, otherwise these topics were not 

discussed Presently, the Lodge educates its guests about conservation through exemplary 

means, such as recycling, cornposting no-trace camping, using biodegradable products, and not 

using pesticides. 

Xntenriewee U: ... Jim war very much interested in corzserving, in preserving focal 
areas. Looking @er the pork IooAing offr the otea a4acent to the pmrS trying to get 
the park to check the water quality of the fakt concerned about watersheds, etc. ... we 
were concemed with the mining ... Jim was very concemed about the water quality of the 
lake ... so he was very ou~spoken about it We ofin l00A the schwl kid down to look at 
the minos, asprm of what we did..the application in hose so we took rhe kids to it 
a d  said 'here 's whor 's happening, ' we said 'here ik Q mining operation in the midde of 
a pmvincial pmk' ... and during the bog walk us well. 'look back at the ugliness thut the 
clemcut logging caused' ... Jim made every ej5tt to get lo cmy meetings in Campbell 
River with lwpect to logging or co)tsetvation ... rhip was Jim 's inspirution, the people who 
were them wonting up m the Lodge. urn the time w e e  kind of working along with him ... we 
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were looking for converts, we wanted to comert people to accomplishing an 
environmenlalist point of view ... 

Interviewee V. ... degrahtion wwar going on all around us in the area, by logging 
and everything ... Rob Wood and Jim were idealtrtic, and fhey thought thu I you needed 
people out on the edge of the area, to keep an eye out on things, the stewarchhip 
concept ... fought tremendous battles for Strcathcona Park for many years, wing to 
preserve it because everyone wanted it ... for mining and logging ... 

Inferviewee W: ... mostly it's with minimum impct  slug lha~ ge& modeled a d  
tmght in all of the out-trip, which ip about 65% to 70% of our clients that end up in an 
out-hip and it'll bet that's the main place that it's fought ... it can be in the infirmation 
package, thut isn 't in the moms yet, but it 's supposed to be in the rooms by the Id of July, 
you know put your towels in the tubs so that we don 't warh them, ... you know those Rinds 
of things that most hotels do. The cleaning products we use are biodegradable and are 
ofen like vinegar and water and we don 't use m c h  in paper towels, and littie packuges 
of lings, more bulk containers ... We obviously use the compust in the garden, and we 
have low wan light bulbs, shower mps, we also have timers, Teresa's trying to do things 
in the gaden that are less water intensive ... 1 think that the Lodge has been very 
influential in issues with the park with the mining and loggng in the area, so I suspect 
that we're slowing down the rate of harvesting, gym wont to use rhor tetm, whar is going 
on in the watershed but, so I suspect we 're just raising issues and slowing things down, 
but ultimate& I don't h o w  how much impuct we 're having But hopefllly, we're 
teaching enough people ubou~ the issue so that it, we muy be inspiring people to act in 
their own areus, hopeftlly. 

Interviewee Y: ... we were just on the cusp of things, the cooks and some of the s e  
that mode it in the papers srmrdng in fiont of bulldozers. It 's the st@ of this place that 
stopped the mining in rhh park You how, it's all the old s~ a d  they 're all very 
deep@ concerned ... fhey [Jim and Myrna Bouldiag] h d  philosophical and ethicd 
concern about the world and hey &ci&d they're contribution war going to be teach the 
chifdkn, became how murry 40 par old mini& are you going to chunge. zip, zero. You 
get a bunch of gm& 7st u bunch of gmdk 9s. and u bunch of gmde 124 now you're 
logging now you're about to do some dmnoge. T h ' s  when? the work is. T k t  'J where 
the magic is. So they s m e d  teaching ... Jim started to & his magic and Mymo kept the 
place going. 

Questionnaire Responses - Queertion #15: ... signs re co~tservation ... towels don Y 
need to be washed out so of in  ... there was no talk about consenation upon our anivul, 
no printout Perhaps you could have a sheet in each room telling your intent about h e  
emitonmen& und encouraging each guest to do his pmt The Lodge can: 1) in the 
mhing mom collect the &car&ed fd m twn-plastic bogs and put it into c o m p t  heap; 
2) in the rooms, mt change towe& daily, unnecessary use of p v e r  for imdky. The 
food ir centemd on sa&& andfi i t ,  the whde p i t  bread and the milk in gles  bottles - 
good example to the guests... briefing at beginning of program on comep~,atiun 
p c t i c  es...gm bage/rewling bares in indivrhraf mom. Composing mote ctvuiiable 
Ihm, merely the dining mom Muybe a little sign Jurnmmising the imprtimce of 
comervation and how important it is for the individtrol to practice 
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comervation ... informotion placed in the cabin 'droom 's would be a subtle way to 
educate patrons. .. 

The pro-active environmental stewardship practised by SPLOEC7s first generation founden and 

their s W  does not appear to be as prevalent with the second generation directors. Guests are 

decidedly taught about environmentally friendly practises and low impact travelling methods, 

however major environmental issues are not usually debated or discussed in-depth in a group 

setting at the Lodge. Discussions are sporadic and on a one-on-one basis rather than in a group 

format, where more individuals could join in the conversation. 

Low impact hiking, camping, trekking or mountaineering are important and should be taught to 

guests. Nonetheless, the Lodge could be helpful to guests by organising deliberations, earnest 

conversations, or seminars on various prevailing environmental issues in the local area Tourists 

could become more aware about environmental issues and the stewardship concept could 

encourage them to become more p r d v e  in their own home communities. 

Questionnaire respondents did not receive the information package about SPLOEC's 

consemation practises. Respondents made several references to a lack of knowledge concerning 

the Lodge's conservation mission and practises. For example, tourists frequently commented in 

the questio- that towels need not be laundered on a daily basis. Directors and managers 

could consider communication and information dissemination improvements at the Lodge iri 

order to encourage and enlist guests' assistance in adhering to conservation practises. 
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5.11 ISSUE NO. 1& Significant Experience 
Interview Response: 5 (n=6) 
Questionnaire Response # 1 8: 22 (n=46) 

Observation 

A significant experience can affect and influence a person for life. SPLOEC, in its early years, 

did just that. Past ~mployees inte~e~ved testified to haling lived a significant experience at the 

Lodge, for example, many referred to Jim Bodding's West Coast Survival trip as one such 

experience. Guests could also live a significant experience, whether from an outdoor trip, 

meetiag wondem people, making new friends, enjoying streams and mountains, or basking in 

nature's solitude, contemplation, and reflection. A significant experience could be lived in many 

forms depending upon the person. 

Interviewee U: ... in my own [life too, it was. it reaiiy fomeci a lot of what I did 
Sperwardr ... Afir about four or f i e  years at Sttathconu Lodge, it was like the Ph.D. or 
the Master's Degree in ourdoor education or whatever you want to call it ... 1 couldn't 
imagine getting involved in so many aspects... meeting so many people and learning so 
much so puicMy ...I go back like once a yem, ~ulucllly once a year ... we still see a lot of 
people over therefrom the '70s coming back ... 

Interviewee W: ... teach people to do it for themelves and go our ssfely into the 
w i l h e ( ~ ~  envimnnrent and enjoy it for themselves ...ge tting them to do more a d  more 
out-trip mrd higher skill things so that @'re nut just q e d  to +king in the bwt 
bay, hut theyactwl& get out ... in rho pa* whether they're acttially out overnight or out 
for multi- nigh^, so they're not just doing st@ based fiom here, they have more 
opportunity to lemn about rlre environment ... 

htenriewee Y: ... they have an experience that will mark them for the rest oftheir 
lfe. And that's w h t  Jim a7d He tookpeople out to the Wm Coat and he marked them 
for the res~ of their lye ... you 'dget out there mrd what Jim would do ir test them ... the test, 
that's a puwe@d expetience ... overnights for Aids is a real big thing, people would make 
little rabbit-like sheltem in the hollow tnmks, build shelters with big slabs of bark a d  
w& make afire, rhen we'd spend the nfght there, and the kids uhuays talked about that 
experience, becatue it's Aind of a primi experience ... coming here is going to a bog 
walk for some people it's talking to some old guy like Bob, or for some people it's 
meeting someone out there on the beach and having the convetsation of their 
Ire ... signyfcant things stick with you. And you cmr 't firget that... 

Intenriewee Z. ... it's amazing ... that trip on the West Coast was the big trip... That 
was the big hip I went oug that was wo&@l, that war a teal& good trip... 
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Questionnaire Responsee - Question #I& ... we didn 't realize what o spiritual 
experience a dump in the woo& could be ... how grandprents can make young people 
aware of conservation and famly and how the peers here ore of kike mind ... survival 
instmctim -plun~r that me edible -bog walk and its hktory -respect even the most 
unattractive or u~ppeal ing living creatures in the woods like slugs, creepy crawiers, 
s ~ i l s ,  etc. and preserve their lives ... comervation practice while camping can be parred 
on to grandson's Boy Scout group ... hnowfedge that we all plry on important pon in 
saving and protecting our environment ... I appreciate the solitude of the 1akfi.ont cabin - 
this is a peacefvl place for w. Don 'f care much for organized aczivities ... rernfrced 
respect for environment ... l am considering outdoor leadership education in the flture, 
thb interest reauakened he re... the park i s  beautzfil, you 'we got to get some time away 
fiom the Lodge to experience it ... 

Discussion 

SPLOEC has an advantage of being situated in proximity to a provincial park and a lake. Guests 

could explore and live different types of significant experiences through the many possibilities of 

activities reconnecting them with nature. Conjointly, staff members and leaden could enhance a 

guests7 sigtllficant experience by their demeanour, attitudes, and knowledge when interacting 

with guests. 

SPLOEC provides a place where visiton could build their confidence level through outdoor 

activity participation. They could test themselves by mcipating in activities never before 

exposed to. The successll completion of the challenge builds their sewconfidence and adds a 

meaningful moment in their lives. Tourists are taken out of their comfortable and secure 

environment and experience a different mindset in unfamiliar surroundings. A significant 

experience does not necessarily include exerting physical outdoor hatd activities, many 

questionnaire respondents considered enjoying the natural surroundings in relaxation and 

reflection as a rnezmhgfid experience. The significance of an experience depends on an 

individual's desires, abilities, interests, and needs. Those who have experienced a great moment 
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in their life at SPLOEC are probably more apt to return to the Lodge and share their experience 

with fiends and relatives. 

5.12 Summary 

This chapter presented prevalent issues gathered from site observations, key informant interview 

transcripts, and questionnaire data. Ten issues were selected and ranked according to the total 

number of responses. The first three issues were solely based on i n t e ~ e w  responses, while the 

following seven issues took into account responses from interview transcripts and questionnaire 

data Each issue consisted of a section, where observations, supporting citations from interview 

transcripts and questionnaire data, and discussions were introduced to the reader. 

The following chapter concludes this Master's Degree Roject by expounding on 

recommendations addressing the ten issues discussed in this chapter. 
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CHAPTER 6 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter attempts to answer the Master's Degree Project question; ''W3at are viable 

btlpiness practises for a family owned and operated outdoor and emironmental education 

centre?" by introducing recornendations relating to the ten issues explained in Chapter 5. 

Each section in this chapter introduces recommendations corresponding to appropriate issues. 

These recommendations were designed to benefit Strathcona Park Lodge and Outdoor Education 

Centre, as well as other outdoor and environmental education centres, by offering practical and 

fwible solutions to ultimately improve experiences for guests, leaders, and staff members at an 

outdoor centre. This researcher took into consideration comments and suggestions from 

interviewees and questionnaire responses, concepts and ideas gathered fiom the literature 

review, and personal impressions when developing appropriate recommendations responding to 

issues. 
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6.2 Recommendations for Issue No. 1: Mr. Jim Boulding 

Jim Boulding could be considered as an issue of remembrance. Jim Boulding could be paid 

homage for his development of and dedication to SPLOEC. One interview participant points out 

a fear that current young leaders do not know the stories of the place or its language; Jim 

Boulding instilled these during his involvement in the Lodge. Its philosophy and atmosphere 

have gown out of Jim and Myma Boulding. Jim Boulding is no longer present to tell the stories, 

teach the language, and teach his vision and imagination. Presently, the stories are not passed on 

to the next generation, as they should be. 

Stories about Jim Boulding and SPLOEC are not being told by those exposed to his magic, as 

well as those who w e d  about him and the Lodge in its early years. Guests do not know of the 

Bodding's struggles and successes, as well as their achievements in teaching and influencing 

people's perceptions, with regard to the environment and commdty. A brief newspaper article 

hangs on the reception wall and guests usually take delight in reading and inquiring about Jim 

Bodding. Yet, the article does not seem sufficient to reveal Jim Boulding's character and life 

story to those at SPLOEC. The dedication vividy brings him alive for a moment to those who 

have never met or known him. 

Recommendaffon 6.21: 

It is recommended that Jim Bouldiag's stories be told, so everyone can benefit from learning 

about this man This recommendation could be accomplished by dedicating a small room with 

some of Jim Boulding's possessions, photographs, literature, and other memorabilia articles he 
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valued. A self-interpretive historical exhibition could be put in place, where guests, staff 

members, and leaders would have the opportunity of glimpsing the history and growth of 

SPLOEC by virtue of its co-founders' beliefs, values, commitment, dedication, and love for 

humanity. 

Recommendation 6.22: 

It is recommended that Strathcona Park Lodge and Outdoor Education Centre host an annual 

memorabilia reunion, eventually becoming a Jim Boulding Day, inviting former staff members 

at the Lodge. This reunion does not necessarily require a structured formal format. The 

gathering could simply consist of scheduled seminars or talks for example, where past 

employees and everyone at the Lodge could gather together and have a wonderful discussion and 

good times. Many past employees vacation at the Lodge with their families or drop by on 

occasion, regardless. The Lodge could invite these individuals, for example during an extended 

weekend The &tees would share their stories about Jim Bodding, the Lodge, and their life 

experiences during the time of their employment, with current guests, leaders, staff members, 

and managers at the Lodge. Resent leaders could also, in return, share their experiences at the 

Lodge, during an informal social interaction with eweryone. The activities and conversations 

could be visually or audibly recorded by staff members for funue reference. This occasion could 

fend a strong historical context of SPLOEC to its guests and young staff members. People could 

learn and remember a wonderful human being who led a rneaningfbl Me, f a i W  to his dues, 

morals, friends, and dream_ 



Recommendu tion 6.2.3: 

This researcher recommends that past staff members and leaders initiate and volunteer to write 

and publish a literary work about Jim Bodding's life and SPLOEC. His legacy could be in 

perpetuity for fuhne generations of guests, leaden, staff memben, and managers at SPLOEC. 

The published work could be a collection of significant moments lived by pa staff members, 3s 

well as family members and friends, in addition to an historical perspective of the Lodge and its 

founden. This work could in fact transcribe the stories of the place, its language, and its 

imagination. The literary memoir could reaffirm these important elements within SPLOEC. Jim 

Boulding and his contribution to society and to his community could be put on paper benefiting 

everyone and remaining forever memorable. 

6.3 Recommendations for Issue No. 2: Generational Succession in Family Business 

Each generation in a family business imprints a personal management style in the organisation. 

Usually, distinct differences exist between the founding generation and the second generation, as 

the latter is more educated and grows up with the business. The first generation managed 

SPLOEC extempomeously, dealing with business issues as they occ- The second 

generation, who accepted management responsibilities in 1992, put in place budget plans, 

strategic plans, and formal, and structured approach management. A few 

employees remain with SPLOEC when the first generation managed the business. Jamie 

Boulding and Christine Clarke, second generation directors, have gained the respect from 

employees by overcoming the financial demise of the Lodge at the time of their take-over. This 
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researcher suggests that the second generation directors could preserve values and philosophies 

instilled in the business by the first generation, while replacing futile practises with newer ideas. 

However successful the generational transition at SPLOEC has been, there are management 

issues yet to be dealt with or to be improved upon. Generational misunderstandings, 

communication conflicts, responsibility delegation differences, and physical ofice floor space 

problems exist at SPLOEC. 

R e c o m d t i o n  6.3.1: 

Communication conflicts often arise in many large organisations. SPLOEC was at one time a 

small family business operation, however it has evolved into a large organisation with several 

managers and departments. The Lodge currently faces certain communication and teamwork 

dilemmas. Unfortunately, a hierarchical structure is usually created within growing businesses. 

Consequently, communication conflicts can occur between owner and directors; directors and 

managers; managers and leaders and staff members; or between directors and leaders aad stafT 

members. Therefore, this researcher recommends that brief meetings be organised at every sEaff 

level contained in SPLOEC. Currently, directors meet with managers twice yearly, for indepth 

briefings and performance assessments. Directors could organise regular brief meetings with 

leaders and staff members in a small group format. Duning these gatherings, issues, difficulties, 

or simply informational discussion sessions could take place. Similarly, directors and managen, 

as well as leaders and staff memben could plan such meetings or discussion groups between 

each other. The essential objective is to maintain the lines of communication open between 

every hierarchical level within SPLOEC. 
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Gatherings need not be formal, grueling, or lengthy corporate-type meetings. They could occur 

frequently and be informally organised in small groups (4 to 6 people) assembled to share ideas, 

information, experiences, and issues for a short time, for example 30 to 60 minutes, on a regular 

basis. This system of communication could provide an opportunity for all levels to have a voice, 

thus overcoming possible hierarchical barriers. 

Recommendation 6.3.2: 

This researcher recommends that directors and managers at SPLOEC follow through on 

suggestions and ideas concerning daily business operations or outdoor activities voiced by 

leaders and staff members. For example, leaden could often approach Jamie Boudling with 

ideas about a surYivd game or a particular outdoor activity for -ce, and these would not be 

pursued any fbrther following the conversation due to his heavy workload. An attempt could be 

made by directors and managen to acknowledge and pursue leaders' and staff members' ideas 

and suggestions, and should these not be pursued, individuals could be informed of such. This 

recommendation could demonstrate and acknowledge leaders' and staff members' commitment 

and interest in the business. Additionally, leaders and staff members could feel more valuable as 

a team member if their ideas are more seriously considered, thus increasing energy levels at the 

Lodge. 
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R e w m d t i o n  6.3.3: 

It is recommended that SPLOEC's directors and managers reassess, re-evaluate, and reassign 

responsibilities within departments, since the Lodge's business has grown and certain staff 

positions could have changed or may need to be modified Certain staff members have acquired 

a larger workload when st& positions became part-time. The office depamnent comprises 

many roles, for example a reception, reservation, and information area; offices of directors and 

managers; and a gift shop. The Lodge could consider a geographical separation between these 

areas, for often staff members working in the office take on responsibilities in the many areas 

mentioned above (Webster 1979). 

SPU)EC7s managers and staff members probably have their own areas of specialty and 

experiences. The reevaluation of staffing responsibilities could reflect these specialties and 

experiences when reassigned to staff. The 'job description' should be clear, thus enabling 

employees to incorporate their skills, expertise, and experiences with the position. 

Consequently, individuals could be more appropriately matched with a staffing position 

according to their experiences, skills, and specialty. For example, if an employee has experience 

in dealing with clients and the public, and enjoys doing so, he or she could be assigned the 

responsibilities in a position at the reception, reservation, and information desk where clients 

would be sewed on a one-on-one basis. Conversely, if a staff member has organisational and 

business skills and experiences, he or she could be a good candidate for operating the g& shop 

(e.g: stocking, ordering, selling, merchandising, etc.). This researcher observed that the gft 

shop could have been better managed, as she volunteered to clean (shelves and products were 

dusty) and replenish shelves, as stock remained in the back room. These are a few examples 
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demonstrating that SPLOEC could 'restructure' its operation to better take advantage of its staff 

expertise and perhaps create, redevelop, and/or remove &ng positions. 

R e c o m d t i o n  6.3.k 

h is  recommended that the physicd office setting be redesigned and replanned in order to 

accommodate the number of sta f f  members working in the administration department at 

SPLOEC. Mentioned above, a physical separation fiom the current office set-up is 

recommended (Webster 1979). Directors' and managers' offices need not be accessible to 

guests, for their role is to operate and develop programmes at the Lodge. Interruptions from 

guests' inquiries or information requirements, as was fkquently observed by this researcher, 

serve only to hamper directors' and managers' job performances. Meanwhile, the reception, 

reservation, and information desk or area should be easily accessiiile to guests. Better planning 

and a larger floor space is required to increase the number of working stations, thereby 

improving office dynamics. Additionally, SPLOEC could invest in more computer terminals 

available to staf f  members, since the work force and communication has become more 

technologically inched. A research in relevant software required at the Lodge could also be 

undertaken, as more efficient and effective software dealing with room and cabin resewation 

and bookings could exist on the computer market, 

6.4 Recommendations for Issue No. 3: Leadership Training 

Leaders at Strathwna Park Lodge and Outdoor Education Centre show great knowledge in hard 

technical outdoor skills. Needless to say, they are not lacking of aaining in this domain. 
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Contrarily, the educational domain, specifically sensory education, could have stronger emphasis 

in the leadership training, in both the COLT programme and in the Lodge training programme 

during idle periods. 

Recommendation 6.41 : 

It is recommended that emphatic emphasis be placed on sensory education in leadership training 

sessions. The exposure to literary works in relevant subjects, such as sensory education, 

psychology, philosophy, poetry, and environmental issues could expose leaders to different 

schools of thought Authors, such as Van Matre, Roszak, Harper, Snyder, Nabhan, Leopold, 

Stegner, Thoreau, Trimble, Mack, Harper, Orr, and Henley could be included in the Lodge's 

training programme and as part of the COLT curriculum. Consulting these subjects and authors 

could assist leaders in developkg their own perceptions, ideas, philosophies, and identities 

concerning leadership and outdoor environmental education teaching approaches. 

Recammendafion 6.42 

This researcher recommends that the Lodge invite local environmental organisations, for 

example, Friends of Strathcoaa Park, agreeing to give a seminar or talk regarding local 

environmental issues, challenges, and realities to COLT students and/or Lodge leaders. 

Subsequently, they could be kept upto-date on cunent environmental issues and battles in the 

area by maintaining contact with such organisations. Subsequently, leaders could more 

accurately discuss and explain local environmental activities to guests. 
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Recornmendafion 6.43: 

It is recommended that managers benefit firom guest speakers at the Lodge and could attend 

conferences and conventions concerning outdoor education. Managers' exposure to ideas and 

information from organised events could, afterwards, be introduced to leaders and staff members 

at the Lodge. SPLOEC has the advantage of being in proximity to large metropolitan centres, for 

example Vancouver and Victoria, coastal cities in British Columbia. Managers could attend 

conferences and conventions related to outdoor and environmental education given in local 

urban centres. In the past, Jim Bodding made every effort to attend environmental meetings in 

Campbell River, because of his passion against mining and logging in the area Jim Boulding 

desired to voice his objections against industrial activities in Strathcona Provincial Park and its 

surroundings. The information gathered at those meetings were shared with guests and staff 

members. The same concept could be applicable to managers at SPLOEC, by attending 

organised outdoor and environmental education conferences or conventions. In this manner, 

they could be kept abreast on teaching techniques and approaches, which could later be shared 

with the SPLOEC community. The information obtained cbdd introduce new ideas for course 

programmes and activities. 

Recommend?afion 6.4.k 

Managers could also hire leaders with experiences in other caxnps and training schools, in order 

to infuse Merent energies, ideas, and enthusiasm in the core instructor department at the Lodge. 

The more diversity in the experiences and geographical backgrounds of hired SPLOEC leaders, 

the richer the working and teaching environment for staff members and guests. In the past, 
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SPLOEC hired leaders fiom many geographical areas (Canada, United States, Britain), as well 

these leaders had various experiences and educational backgrounds. By introducing people from 

other geographical areas, outdoor education centres, and leaders hip sc hoo 1s could increase 

leaders' creativity levels in terms of teaching outdoor activities. 

6.5 Recommendations for Issue No. 4: Outdoor Education Programmes 

SPLOEC offers a wonderful variety of outdoor activities to guests. These activities are very 

skills oriented and undoubtedly offer physical challenges to participants. Nonetheless, not 

everyone visiting SPLOEC wishes to participate in physical outdoor activities. Unfortunately, 

the Lodge does not offer an alternative organised programme to tourists desiring to explore the 

out of doors without undertaking strenuous activities. 

Recommetrdation 6.5.1: 

It is recommended that SPLOEC offers more diversified activities to guests, for many 

questionnaire respondents were not particularly interested in undertaking organid outdoor 

activities. There is a market for tourists, visiting the Lodge, desiring an alternative to outdoor 

sporting activities. Workshops or courses on for example, health, nutrition, photography, flower 

arrangement, flower drying and mounting, bird watching, gardening, ecology, or Native Studies 

could be reintroduced as an alternative to the "Best of Adventure" programme. These courses 

could be in a workshop configuration, using a similar timetable format as the "Best of 

Adventuren programme. The alternative programme could constime an ensemble of courses, 

varying week to week Workshops could be scheduled on a certain number of days, weekly, for 
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example Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, with morning and afternoon sessions. This 

researcher was informed by a gardening employee, that guests have the option to participate in 

the active gardening at SPLOEC, however, none were observed partdung in the gardening, 

possibly due to a lack of information distribution. Information regarding courses, programmes, 

and activities available to guests visiting SPLOEC must be disseminated, for touists' 

participation in such activities could further enrich their experience at the Lodge. 

Recommendation 6.5.2: 

For individuals pursuing outdoor sporting activities, leaders could incorporate an historical 

component of the actual activity undertaken, such as the origin of the particular activity, 

educating participants a b u t  the sport. For example, that canoeing was an important 

transportation method in pre-colonial and colonial times, or at which time did kayaking become 

an important sport, or orally revisiting some of the significant mountain climbs in the area, etc. 

This knowledge could add an historical component to out-trips, in addition to communicating 

the value of the sport in past times. 

6.6 Recommendations for Issue No. 5: Special Place 

SPLOEC is a special place. The Lodge provides an opportunity for people, particularly 

urbanites, to escape their daily pressures and reco~lnect with nature. The Lodge is a non- 

obtrusive development in nature and in proximity to a provincial park and a lake. The Lodge's 

location is also special, because guests can explore land based, as well as water based activities. 
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Recommendation 6.6.1: 

This issue remains non-problematic as long as the Lodge does not physically grow and spread by 

increasing its capacity, which could result in overcrowding in the area, thereby causing some 

environmental degradation. The layout of the Lodge creates small natural areas on the property 

(samples of which follow in photographic form). isolated and completely immersed in nature 

allowing persons to explore, should they not wish to wander in the neighbouring park (Figures 

6.1, 6.2). Therefore, this researcher recommends that SPLOEC limits its growth in order to 

avoid environmental spoilage and maintain a powerful source as a 'special place' (Figures 6.3, 

6.4). In all probability, the Lodge will remain a special place for generations to come, resisting 

development, as the Lodge has succeeded in doing so for the past 30 years. 

6.7 Recommendations for Issue No. 6: Conflict of Three Different Uses in One Place 

The issue of three different uses in one place at SPLOEC is complex. The three user groups are: 

school children, COLT students, and tourists. The complexity is perhaps more noticeable 

between the school programme season and the tourist season. There is a transitional period amid 

each season. Students, in both the COLT programme and in the school programme are clearly 

dealt with in a manner and demeanour by leaders and staff differently from tourists. The tourist 

season alternates with the school prognunme season. Consequently, leaders and staff members 

must work longer periods of time, for er-ample nine to ten months per year. Granted, by the time 

the tourist season begins, they are fatigued, perhaps even physically and creatively burnt out, of 

being surrounded by people. Unfortunately, these feelings are reflected in their attitudes and 

behaviour toward tourists. 



Figure 6.1 Marsh lilies in nature area at Strathcona Park Lodge and Outdoor Education 
Centre (Photographed by I. Zanovdo, July, 1997) 



Figure 6.2 Nature area at Strathcona Park Lodge and Outdoor Education Centre 
(Photographed by I. Zanovello, July, 1997) 
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Recommendation 6.7.1: 

It is recommended that leaders, in particular, dealing with tourists on a daily basis, take some 

time away from the Lodge for a short period of time, between each season. Perhaps the Lodge 

could attempt to end the school programme season one week earlier, or begin the tourist season 

later, so es long es there is no overlap between programmes. After spending time auay from the 

Lodge, leaders and staff members could be better prepared to receive tourists, with additional 

support from training in order to ease the seasonal transition. 

Recommendatiun 6.72: 

This researcher recommends that the Lodge engages the services of a wnsulting company, or a 

specialis4 individual, experienced in outdoor recreational games, activities, and teamwork 

building for SPLOEC employees during transitional periods. The Ludge could consider creating 

a staffkg position fulfilling the present void of creative inspiration and vision at the Lodge, in 

t e r n  of outdoor education. This recommendation could infUse inspiration, energy, and 

creativity in staff members, leaders, and managers at SPLOEC, as well as tesult in an improved 

demeanour and attitude of staff members and leaders7 particularly with regard to tourists. 

Recommendation 6.7.3: 

The problem of equipment sharing is also present when the school programme and the COLT 

programme occur concurrently. A solution to this problem could be to alternate outdoor 

activities between each group. For instance, when one group is using a particular equipment for 

one activity, the other group could undertake a different activity, thereby alternating equipment 
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usage. This recommendation requires rigorous planning and scheduling on behalf of both 

programme managers with regard to outdoor activities pursued by both groups. 

Recomnrendation 6.7.4: 

It is recommended that every tourist be apprised of rooms' and cabins' rusticity prior to their 

visit. This researcher observed an annoyance from some tourists regarding the condition of 

rooms or cabins. They may not have been informed about the rustic atmosphere and arrived 

with higher expectations. 

Recommettda~on 6.7.5; 

The condition of rooms and cabins are in need of upgrade due to their uses and abuses from 

visiting school children. Therefore, this researcher recommends that cabins and rooms be 

upgraded in general. This researcher suggests that in order to alleviate the number of repairs in 

rooms and cabins carried out by the maintenauce crew, children could be responsible for repairs 

to damages they have caused, prior to their departure. Namely, if a group staying in a room or 

cabin, causes damage, for example breaking hooks, the children could be held accountable and 

repair the damage under supervision. In addition, they could be required to spend time on 

thoroughly cleaning the rooms and cabins prior to their departure, readying accommodations for 

the next person or group. This routine could occur toward the end of the children's stay, for 

exampie on their last day at SPLOEC and could be incorporated as an activity within the school 

programme. The condition of rooms and cabins could be maintained at a certain standard by 

reinforcing this recommendatioa 
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6.8 Recommendations for Issue No. 7: Information Sharing 

It is evident from questionnaire answers that patrons of Strathcona Park Lodge and Outdoor 

Education Centre desire to be informed about the Lodge's history, local natural history and 

environmental issues, low impact travel in nature, and environmental practises. Many guests are 

not from the region and seek howtedge concerning the above mentioned subjects. in the past, 

the Lodge contained a reference library. A couple of interview participants mentioned the use of 

a reference library at one time at SPLOEC. The library provided resource materials to staff and 

guests alike; strangers to the area During this researcher's time at SPLOEC, in 1997, no library 

existed. Since the resource materials were not returned to the library, the idea was eventually 

abandoned 

Recommendation 6.8.1: 

It is recommended that SPLOEC reintroduce the idea of a library for leaden', staff members', 

and guests' use. The Lodge could incorporate a non-lending reading room in the social central 

hub. Everyone staying at the Lodge (employees and guests) could walk in the room, sit down, 

read, and replace the book on the shelf before they leave. Lodge employees could replace books 

on shelves on a rotating basis, keeping the room in order and clean. The books could cover a 

variety of subjects, such as poetry; local geology, geography, history, ecology, and biology; 

environmental issues; philosophy and psychology in the context of nature; documented 

explorations and mountain climbs; tezhnical skill-type manuals for outdoor sporting activities; 

photography; nutrition; physical heallh; environmental practises (e.g., cornposting); Native 

Studies; anthropology; and outdoor education teaching skills. 



Recommendation 6.8.2: 

SPLOEC has previously requested that senior instructors share their knowledge and experiences 

with young leaders. This researcher recommends that the management team continues this 

positive training practise, and increases the number of informal information sharing sessions 

befiveen senior leaden and staff members with newly recruited leaders and staff members. 

Senior employees could be fecognised and acknowledged from management and directors as a 

valid team member. In addition, inexperienced leaders and staff members could witness their 

peers' experience being valued by directors and managers. 

Rewmmettdation 6.6.3: 

It is recommended that staff and leaders be identifiable as such, by guests, should the latter have 

questions. The 'photograph and name board' does not adequately identify staff, because many 

guests did not take notice of the board. It hangs on a wall in the dining room entrance hall. It is 

dimly lit and guests could ignore the board should they enter from a different entrance. Leaders 

and staff could be obviously ncognisable, for example by wearing a t-shirt, vest, hat with the 

Lodge's cnst or name badges, without question while on Lodge property. One interviewee 

agrees with this concept, however the Lodge has not been able to solve this issue as leaders and 

stafT members are against the idea In order to gain stronger acceptance of this idea by leaders 

and staff members, the Lodge could organise a contest where leaders and staff members bring 

forward suggestions to solve the dilemma and the winning idea could receive a prize of some 

sort, on behalf of the Lodge, for example a gift certificate for dinner at a Campbell River 

restaurant or to the cinema in Campbell River. 
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6.9 Recommendations for Issue No. 8: Soaal Central Hub 

SPLOEC does not have a designated social central hub, where guests, stafY members, leaders, 

and managers could congregate rain or shine. Currently, the dining room and beach are utilised 

as gathering places. However, they are not particularly adequate for such a purpose. 

Recommendation 6.9.1: 

It is recommended that SPLOEC designate or construct a place located in a central area on the 

property to be a hub. Webster's Master's Degree Roject, The Big House at Stralhcom (1979), 

could be reinvestigated by the owner and directors. The MDP specifically addressed this issue 

by presenting design suggestions for a social 'big house,' creating a stronger community 

ideology at the Lodge. 

The central hub could foster social interactions regardless of the weather, and be a central focal 

point on the property, where other areas could radiate fiom or toward this centre. The 

designated place could be large enough to host informal or organised discussions and seminars, 

yet, retain an intimate atmosphere. Webster designed a community building, the Big House, for 

SPUlEC as her MDP topic, in 1979: The Big House will contain the main reception entrance 

area, a general office, the main kitchen, the dining and entertainment area, a society members' 

lounge, a conference area, a herb greenhouse, a dishwashing area, a dry food storagefpantry area, 

fkezer area, cooler area, washrooms, outside deckspace, and storage spacen (Webster 1979: 

43). Webster further descn'bes her architectural design as: 

the building is divided into two levels and a hrlf aosswisc. The two typa of spree provided are 
open (dining mom, lounge, office/reception) and dosed (confkrence area and kitchen). The closed 
d o n s  contain the two areas ofthe building m which the main acthities must be separated &om 
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entrance, people, and noise. The open area allows visibility and communication to occur fiom one 
area to the next. It is hoped that these zones will allow for Qexiiility in using the space and for 
h 8 e s  to be made. ... Alternate activities could also occur in the dining and lounge areas. The 
lounges could be used as intormal teaching areas, and the adjacent open conference room could be 
used to increase the lounge size. (Webster 1979: 61) 

SPLOEC's owner and directors could benefit by revisiting Webster's architectural design ideas. 

while developing a central hub. It could also incorporate prior recommendations into the design, 

such as a non-lending reading room, a memorabilia museum room, and the current gift shop. 

People at SPLOEC need a place to meet, mingle, and socidise. A social central hub could 

necessarily foster a stronger social and community atmosphere, currently lacking at the Lodge. 

6.10 Recommendations for Issue No. 9: Environmental Stewardship 

Many of SPLOEC's patrons who answered the questionnaire were not aware of certain 

environmental practises of the Lodge. For instance, many suggested that towels be reused rather 

than laundered on a daily basis. Yet, one interview participant stated that the Lodge adopts 

many environmentally friendly practises similar to those in hotels, the towel reuse as one in 

pdcular. As well, the Lodge placed a package outlining its environmental practises, as of July 

14 in wery room and cabin, however this package was not in the rooms or cabins as of early 

July. 

Guests have become more aware of environmental issues and many desire to act and parbcipate 

in environmental stewardship in their home communities, whether by recycling, wmposthg, 

gardening, or volunteering in an environmental orgmisation. Certainly, their background varies 

with regard to environmental stewardship. An assumption can be conjectured based on the 

responses of interviews and questiomaire that SPUlEC makes every effort to observe 
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environmentally friendly practises and wishes to encourage their guests to do the same. 

Nevertheless, guests do not appear to h o w  some of these practises, consequently, they are not 

able to learn about or participate in environmental stewardship at the Lodge. Additionally, they 

could depart the Lodge believing it does not consider environmentally friendly tactics, which 

would be fdx. 

RewmmendRtion 6.10.1: 

It is recommended that the Lodge overtly and clearly state their mission and goals concerning 

environmental stewardship and practises. This information could be disseminated literarily, as 

in the information package supposedly in rooms and cabins, or orally, as an introduction or 

briefing upon guests' arrival. The most probable practical method of promulgation could be 

through literary means, as many patrons have suggested in questionnaire responses, for example, 

a brochure or message in a picture frame hanging in every cabin and room, stating SPLOEC's 

environmental practises could clearly inform patrons. Guests should learn about the Lodge's 

practises, as this lack of howledge could affect the business with respect to word of mouth 

advertisement. 

Recommendation 6.10.2: 

It is recommended that the management team at SPLOEC investigate or examine improvements 

of present environmentally fiiendly practises and perhaps implement new practises, for example, 

providing recycling containers in all rooms and cabins, in addition to the dining room. The web 

of informaton regarding this topic is great, as available technology and alternatives are 
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ficquently disclosed Since the Lodge states to be environmentally conscious, directors and 

managers are responsible in being aware of latest environmentally Wendly alternatives. 

6.11 Recommendations for Issue No. 10: Significant Experience 

Guests, adults, and children enjoy and ngdarly return to Strathcona Park Lodge and Outdoor 

Education Centre because they undergo a significant experience. The experience is caused by 

the specialness of the place and by its leaders and staff members. Leaders need to realise that 

they are in effect selling a product: a significant experience. An inte~ewee revealed that 

leaden disliked tourists in general, perhaps because the latter's expectations are higher than 

children or COLT students. When leaden deal with students they are the central figure in the 

group, with prominent authority. The scenario changes when tourists become the client, because 

the leaders (especially those who are young and inexperienced) may not feel as eminent when 

dealing with howledgeable and educated adults, who expect more than just being W e d  and 

wowed by leaders' technical skills. Expectations from each clientele are clearly different. 

Recommendation 6.11.1: 

It is recommended that the Lodge's management team considers providing counselling and 

training for leaders in order to assist them to deal with the clientele transition. In this manner, 

leaders could more comfortably deal with tourists and feel less threatened by tourists, thus giving 

them a special experience. Additionally, the training and counselling could possibly influence 

positively their demeanour and attitude toward tourists. 
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Recommendation 6.11.2: 

This researcher recommends that leaders could benefit from sensory education training, because 

they could offer more meaningful experiences to guests7. Mentioned in a prior recommendation, 

SPLOEC's management team could incorporate a sensory educational component within the 

COLT curriculum and the Lodge's training programme of outdoor leaders. Guests could be 

physically challenged and tested, as well as intellectually, emotionally, and spiritually 

invigorated during out-trips. 

Recomrnendizffon 6.11.3: 

It is recommended that SPLOEC impress a significant experience in their visitors by offering an 

option to guests wishing to hike or canoe in a group setting. For example, tourists could 

voluntarily add their names to a list, joining others for an out-trip. This suggestion could 

encourage tourists, in groups of one or two people, to participate in out-trips in a larger group 

setting, with or without a guide, for a daily activity rather than each group separately 

participating in an out-trip. The diverse company could offer an experience to guests, different 

from a solitary outing. 

This chapter consists of the fM chapter in this Master's Degree Project, an epilogue follows, 

concluding this thesis. 
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EPILOGUE 

As society approaches the next millennium, reinstating the value of nature becomes increasingly 

significant. Society is faced with environmental degradation on every scale and level on a daily 

basis. The issue of urban sprawl, particularly in North America, becomes considerably 

worrisome. The literature explodes with authors writing about the significance of maintaining 

nature's presence in our lives. This researcher questions and reflects about the possible 

disappearance of natural places, special places, and above all increasing ignorance about the 

land. Since many people live in urban centres, where nature places are strategically placed by 

city officials, outdoor centres such as Strathcona Park Lodge and Outdoor Education Centre, are 

needed in order for people to have a secure place in nature, where they could re-establish a 

corneaion with uature and live significant experiences. Significant experiences should mark a 

person for life, as Jim Boulding did to past employees and guests. Significant experiences could 

influence and affect a person in his or her life choices and decisions. These experiences could 

be based on a fhmework which embraces and values nature. 

This researcher sincerely hopes that this research emphasises the importance of nature and 

maintaining a relationship with the land, whether by participating in outdoor activities, in 

solitude and tefldon, in readiog works about nature, or by simply encomghg a stronger sense 

of community. This researcher hopes that this MDP provides useful and valuable information to 

outdoor and environmental education centres, particularly Strathwna Park Lodge and Outdoor 

Education Centre. Finally, this researcher hopes that the Lode continues to strive in its battles 

against economic and industrial developments, remaining a special place in natun for years to 

come. 
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Key Informant Intemiew Guide 

Key informant interviews will follow a semistandardised format focusing on the history of 

SPLOEC; management logistics; environmental stewardship; outdoor programmes; and 

clientele. Inte~ewees will be free to digress and discuss issues they perceive relevant within 

these topics. The questions this researcher will use as a Framework within the five topics are as 

follows: 

1. History of SPLOEC 
What is the interviewee's historical knowledge of SPLOEC and its evolution? 
What is the interviewee's understanding of the concept and philosophy of SPLOEC? 
Compare past and present philosophies. 
What is the interviewee's opinion of past and cunent aims of SPLOEC? And how do these 
compare to each other? 
What does the interviewee believe past values and attitudes of SPLOEC to be? Compare 
them to today's values and attitudes. 

2 Management Logistics 
What is the interviewee's view on past (1'' generation) and present (2* generation) 
management styles at SPLOEC? 
What does the interviewee consider to be conflicts within the management structure of 
SPLOEC? 
From where does the interviewee believe SPLOEC draws its revenue? 
What is the interviewee's knowledge and feelings concerning hiring local staff andor 
enhancing diversity of staff at SPLOEC? Does the interviewee h o w  the hierarchy of 
SPLOEC? 
What is the interviewee's thoughts on acquiring food and products from local areas? Does 
the interviewee know if the Lodge's food and beverage products are purchased locally? 
Does the interviewee perceive any growth of SPLOEC? If so, in which way? 

3. Environmental Stewardship 
Does the interviewee know if the building materials are natural and if they are not where 
does SPLOEC acquire materials? 
Does the interviewee know if the building materiais are chemically treated? 
What does the intentiewee know about SPLOEC's conservation practises? What are the 
practises and how are guests sncourage to follow them? 
What does the interviewee feel that SPLOEC is actively doing to promote environmental 
awareness to guests? 
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If SPLOEC never existed or if it no longer existed today, what would the interviewee think 
would happen to the land, park, and nature? 
Does the interviewee believe that ecotourism can be successN as a conservation strategy? 
What does the interviewee think about the concept of ecotourism? Does the interviewee 
have hidher own theories about the concept of ecotourisrn? 
Is the interviewee aware of any access restrictions within SPP as a protected area? 
What does the interviewee consider SPLOEC's environmental and sustainable tourism goals 
to be? 

Outdoor h&rammes 
What does the interviewee recognise as current outdoor programmes offered at SPLOEC? 
Description of progmmme activities. How does the interviewee compare present activities to 
past activities? 
What does the interviewee recognise as past outdoor programmes offered at SPLOEC? 
Description of programme activities. How does the interviewee feei about the current 
programmes? 
What does the interviewee believe the changes or evolution of programme activities from the 
past to the present to be? And why in the interviewee's opinion did the changes occur? 
Does the interviewee feel that guests are satisfied with the choice of programme activities? 
Does the interviewee think that other activities should be introduced into SPLOEC's 
programmes? If who which type of activities would be appropriate or desired? 
Does the interviewee think that SPLOEC should invite guest speakers knowledgeable about 
outdoor environmental education for tourists? 
How does the interviewee feei about the quality of outdoor instruction from current leaden 
comparatively to past leaders? 

Clientele 
Who does the interviewee consider to be SPLOEC's clients? 
Who does the interviewee consider to be SPLOEC's target market? Does the interviewee 
know if SPLOEC is considering attracting different markets other than those already 
existing? If so which ones? 
Who does the interviewee consider to be SPLOEC's past market? What changes have 
occurred? 
What does the interviewee believe SPLOEC's advertisement and/or promotion materials to 
be? What is the most important advertisement of SPLOEC according to the interviewee. 
Who does the interviewee believe are SPLOEC's competitors? 

Certain questions could be used as probes to encourage inte~ewee's elaboration an issues. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 

Dear visitor. 
I am an environmental science graduate student at the University of Calgary, Thank you for agreeing to 
complete this short questionnaire and be part of my resear& study. My study consists of developing a 
small business management modd where conservation is promoted to protect, educate, and improve 
the environment. 

The questionnsite consists of several basic questions regarding details of your trip, your wants, needs, 
and expedations of your trip on Vancouver Island, as weU as general questions regarding your concerns 
about the environment in Strathcona Provincial Park. 

Thank you for taking the time to fill out this short questionnaire. Your time and assistance to the 
successful mmpletion of this project is very much appmdated. I hope you enjoy your tn'p on Vancouver 
Island and at Strathcona Parlc Lodge and Outdoor Education Centre. 

DETAILS A80UT YOUR TRIP 

I. In what province, state or country do you live? 
I '  

2, Your first day at Strathcona Park Lodge and Outdoor Education Centre was: day1 
month. 

3. Your intended length of stay at Strathcona Park Lodge and Outdoor Education Centre is: 
days/ nights. 

4. Is Strathcona Provincial Park your primary destination on this trip? 
o yes n NO 

5. If no, what province/stated or country is your primary destfnation? 
Pmvinds&1el~buntry: 

6. Dld you travel to S M c o n a  Park Lodge and Outdoor Education Centre as a packaged toun 
0 Yss 0 No 

7. Pkase check those af the following which best describs the MAIN purpose@) of this trip: 

BUSINESS PE+4SURUPERSONAL 
Budneas a Visit FriemddRm- n 
ConferendConvention 0 Touring Trip o 

Personal Mattem a 
Outdoor Trfp D 
WBdsmess/Adusnture Trip 0 
HwbgdCuftural Tril, U 
Outdoor Education Ll 
crdwliobm t7 
Spiritual Inspilation a 



Please go back to question #7 and place a large 0 around the box which best describes the ONE 
MAJOR pUfpOS8 of this trip. 

8. Prfor to your trip did you see any advertisements for travel to Strethana Park Lodge and Outdoor 
Education Centre? R Yes 17 No And Strathcona Provinaal Park? 0 Yes 0 No 

If Yes: What type? N O  Magazine Tourism B.C. Bureau D 
Other O Can't recall 0 

9. M e r e  did you hear about Strathama Park Lodge and Outdoor Education Centre? 

And about Strathcona Provincial Park? 

SfRATHCONA PROVlNClAL PARK EMnRONMENf 

10. What are your personal expedations From your visit to Strathcona Park Lodge and Outdoor 
Education Centre and Strathcona Provindal P a w  

11. What about Strathama Pa* Lodge and Outdoor Education Centre and Strathcona Provinaal Park 
has attraded you to pursue a visit to the area? 

Wilderness 0 Terrsstrial Acthrities 0 
Cutturneritage 0 Spiritual insQiratkn 
Marine AdfvitieslSpom 0 Researchistudy of Ecology 0 

12 Whai type of activks wIO you be W n g  during your stay at strathama Park Lodge and Outdoor 
Mucatlon Centre and Strathcona Provincial Park? 

H i k i n m a  sailing 0 
Nature Obsetrvatfon and Interpretation 0 Cruising 0 
Bird Watching 0 Scuba D i g  0 
m n g  0 FishinQ 0 
P h o W r ~ h ~  o Plant Ecdogy Mucatfon o 
Cfafts 17 Canoeing 0 
Cyding/Mountain biking 17 Courses 0 

2 



13. How would you rate the current environmental state of Strathcona Provincial Park? 

Excetlent Good Average Poor Very Poor 

14. How would you rate the conservation eflorts at the Strattrcona Park Lodge and Outdoor Education 
Centre? 

Excellent Good Average Poor Very Poor 
I I I I I 

IS .  What would you change and/or add to Strathcona Park Lodge and Outdoor Edua'on Centre in 
order to emphasise stronger conservation pradises among visitors? And why? 

16. How would you rate the current tourism regulations in Strathcona Provincial Park? 

Strong Restrictions Average Restrictions Very Negligible Restrictions 
Moderate Restrictions Negligible Restridions 

17, How wouM you as an individual contribute to encourage environmental consenration in Strathcona 
Provincial Park? 

18. What knowledge andlor values have you @ned from Strsthcona Park Lodge and Outdoor 
EduWbn Cerrtre that you found rneaningfuri, And why3 



19. How would you define SUSTAINABLE TOURISM? 

ABOUT YOU AND YOUR TRAVELLING COMPANION(S1 

20. The totd number d p p l e  (induding yoursecr) in your travelling party is: people. 

21. Please indicate the totaJ number of maledfemales (induding yourself) in your travelling party in each 
of the following age categories: 

22. You are: 0 Female 

_FEMALE 
, MALE 

23. Your age: 

0 Male 

Under14 1 15.18 

24. Your TOTAL annual household income in Canadian funds is: 

0 Under $20 000 
0 $20 000 to $39 999 

19-24 

25.And finally, please write any further comments you might have about your trip at SWcona Park 
Lodge and Outdoor Educatlocr Centre and Smhma Prwindal Pa* 

25-34 65+ a 35-44 45-54 5 W  




